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A Compilation of Minutes for the Stripa Task Force on
Fracture Flow Modelling

Dai'id Hodgkinson

Intera Information Technologies, llenley-on-Thames, UK

Foreword

This report is a compilation of minutes from the nine meetings of the Stripa Task
Force on Fracture Flow Modelling, held at various locations around the world from
February 198S to December 1991 The Task Force was set up as a peer review group
with the specific objectives of i) recommending criteria for Me verification and
validation of fracture flow models, ii) facilitating the dissemination of information to
countries participating in the Stripa Project, and iii) coordinating the work of the three
modelling groups from AEA Harwell, Colder Associates and Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory

The report provides a detailed technical commentary of the interplay between the
development and application of mathematical models, and the design, execution anci
interpretation of experiments, within a structured project management framework.
In particular, the Task Force has pioneered the definition and implementation of a
validation process and associated criteria based on the analysis of a wide : nge of
experimental data

It has been a privilege to participate in this remarkable project over the past four years,
and to observe discrete fracture modelling emerge from the realms of scientific
research to become a technology of practical use in the analysis of flow and transport
through fractured rocks.
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Version 1

INTERNATICNAL STRIPA PROJECT: PHASE 3
MINUTES OF THE FIRST MEETING OF THE TASK

FORCE ON FRACTURE FLOW MODELLING

Rutherford, California
24ih-26th February, 1988

1. The objective of the meeting was to review the various contributions to
modelling within the Stripa project. The agenda provided opportunities for
wide-ranging discussions of the challenges posed by the attempt to base
sophisticated numerical simulation upon data collected at a complex site. A list
of participants is given in Appendix I.

2. Paul Gnirk explained the histoiy and purpose of the group. The Task Force on
Sealing Materials and Techniques has proved to be a great asset to the Stripa
project and its participants, in guiding and reviewing the research programme
and in gathering and evaluating relevant information. In view of the
importance of fracture flow modelling, and the need to coordinate the work of
the Harwell team with the complementary work at LBL and Golder Associates
funded by the USDOE, it has been decided to set up this second Task Force.
Specific objectives are to (i) recommend criteria for the verification and
validation of the numerical models, and (ii) facilitate the wider dissemination
amongst the countries participating in the Stripa project, of progress in the
development of numerical modelling and computer codes.

3. Bengt Stillborg reviewed the history of the Stripa project and outlined the
current status of Phase 3, which is supported by Canada, Finland, Japan,
Sweden Switzerland, USA and UK with a budget of 112 MSK in January 1986
monetary terms. He stressed the importance of modelling within the project
and emphasised that a major objective was the validation of the properties of a
virgin block of rock (125m x 125m x 50m). From the modelling perspective,
the validation involved predicting the volumetric flow rate of wafer into a
specially excavated drift. However, in discussion it was emphasised that work
on improving our ability to predict radionuclide transport should also form
part of the project, in view of its importance for repository safety stud-.c?.

4. Alan Herbert described the Harwell contribution to modelling within the
Stripa project. Historically, flow and transport through fractured rocks has
been modelled using an equivalent porous medium approach which averages
over a large number of fractures. However, there are a number of problems
with the equivalent porous medium approach:

i) The scale of interest is some hundreds of metres, which is the same
order as the typical dimensions of the representative elementary



volume (REV) when conductive fractures are separated by about ten
metres as at Stripa. In particular, the Stripa validation block is smaller
than the REV and thus porous medium modelling is not applicable.

ii) The length scales over which measurements can he made (eg. borehole
and tunnel diameters) are too small to measure equivalent porous
medium properties, but are appropriate for characterising fracture
properties.

iii) Transport phenomena such as sorption on fracture surfaces and rock
matrix diffusion cannot be incorporated directly into equivalent porous
medium models but need to be suitably averaged over a REV.

To overcome these difficulties, the fracture network modelling approach has
been developed to simulate the physical processes more directly. Fractures can
be included explicitly, where definite information is available, and statistically.
Of course the data requirements for network models are consider2ble.
However, some aspects of the data are more important than others, for
example the tail of the probability distribution for the most conducting
fractures tends to dominate the results.

In view of the stochastic aspects of the model, it will not come up with a single
prediction. The real world is one realisation of a probability distribution. Thus
there is a need to investigate how widely spread the results are, which makes
validation less precise than for deterministic rr.odels. Considerable thought
needs to be given to the criteria used for validation if stochastic aspects of the
model are important.

Alan described the ways in which the parameters and boundary conditions are
being obtained in collaboration with experimentalists involved in the Stripa 3
project. There is considerable feedback and iteration in order to establish which
are the most important parameters and how this data should be obtained. The
long, highly conductive fractures appear to be the most important and should
be the main focus of attention. Radar measurements could be useful in this
respect. Some areas requiring further work are (i) correlations, e.g. between
fracture length and aperture or due to the stress field, and (ii) effects of the
disturbed zone around the validation drift.

Geophysical features and the drift will be used to define the boundary
conditions. A hierarchy of models is being used to define conditions at the
outer boundaries. This involves finite-element permeable medium
modelling on a variety of scales by John Gale.

The numerical model used by Harwell is the NAPSAC code which is run on
the CRAY-2 computer. It has bt_ ̂ n written in a very flexible way to allow for
different conceptual models of the internal structure of fractures (e.g. parallel
plate, network of line channels, patchwork of different tiansmissivities, etc.)
and of the way they interconnect. At present it is limited to steady-state
calculations. Basis functions are defined in each fracture along the lines of
intersection with other fractures. The response of each fracture to each basic,
function is calculated using the finite-element method. An optimised solver



has been written for this part of th • problem because of the need to perform
many thousands of calculations in jrge fracture networks. In the interests of
efficiency, only one element type L j»ed, and ths fracture intersection lines are
moved to coincide with the nearest element boundary. Calculations with a
few thousand fractures are pe' .armed routinely at present. These have
highlighted some situations wru re modifications to the code are required, for
example the treatment of nearly coincident fractures. Larger fracture system
calculations are possible.

The envisaged output for Strinj '} are the mean flux of water to the drift and its
variability. Transport model; ;nr; will be considered later. Validation measures
for these need to be defined

Initial calculations have bet-n carried out on flow through a cubic block using
preliminary data sets eg. using aperture fiom the SAC project. If one used all
fractures in a 100m cu'>e then 8.4 million fractures would need to be
considered. This has be.?!: K-duced to a few thousand by considering a 30 metre
cube between fracturt rones and only including the most hydraulically
conducting fractures. Sv oping calculations indicate that this should account for
60-807r of the flow. A series of calculations are being performed at the
moment with an incnv.^ng proportion of fractures from the uppermost tail of
the aperture distribution. Two sets of runs have been performed assuming
either zero or unit co relation betwern length and transmissivity.

5. Bill Dershowitz reviewed the complementary work performed by Golder
Associates which is funded by the? USDOE. They have been involved in
fracture network modelling for about three years. The original set of models
was developed over a previous three year period, funded by the US Army.
The objectives of this work arc:

i) to assist the BGS in anahsis of hydraulic tests,

n) to assist with the evaluation of site characterisation techniques,

iii) verification of fracture network codes,

iv) validation of flow into the drift.

A variety of different mo»!i'ls are being developed including JINX for VAX
computers and FracMan fcr PC's. A new algorithm for fracture generation is
being developed which tokos account of the fact that sub-sets of fractures tend
to terminate at the prima- set, and of other fracture system measures such as
connectivity

The JINX/FLUFF code can cope with networks oi 100,000 fractures. The
fractures are discretised into triangular elements with fracture intersections
along their boundaries F:or flow calculations the capabilities being developed
are (i) transient or steady-state, ("H dual porosity or approximate dual porosity
(iii) channelled (pipe'1 or plant fracture (iv) saturated or unsaturated, (v)
correction for stress < ffects. For transport calculations, particle tracking and
matrix diffusion are being included.



There is heuristic evidence that the lines of fracture intersections are major
flow conduits. It would be useful to have more precise information on this as
it can have a significant affect on predicted flows.

The codes are being used to simulate hydraulic tests including the effects of
channelling. The BGS hydraulic tests are being reinterpreted. JINX is being
used to try and determine the hydraulic size of fractures from transient single-
hole tests. The idea is that the pressure versus time curve falls off at a different
rate according to the distance of fracture intersections from the borehole.
Clearly there are problems with obtaining a unique interpretation but the
approach is worthwhile in view of the extreme difficulty in quantifying
fracture size.

When FracMan is up and running, it is hoped to evaluate the statistical
significance of the fracture data collection programme. Also, alternative
statistical and geological approaches to interpreting the fracture geometry will
be tried

The work on validating flow and transport consists of a series of staged
predictions based on ever increasing data and knowledge. The uncertainties in
the predictions are expected to decrease correspondingly. Two initial models
have been used to build up experience and understanding. The first is a 2D
'stochastic continuum' model of flow into the drift which has spatially variable
permeabilities drawn from probability distributions. The second is a 2D
channel flow model similar to that used previously by John Gale. A stochastic
distribution of heads at a distance of 30m from the drift can be incorporated in
these models. The suggested format for presenting the results of such
calculations is a probability distribution for flow into a part or all of the drift.

Finally it was pointed out that it is not possible to validate a fracture network
model by just considering bulk flow rates.

ft. Jane Long presented the complementary work being carried out by Lawrence
Berkeley laboratory. This consists of three general areas:

i) Studies of simple 2D models as nn aid to understanding, including
their relationships to equivalent media.

ii) Application of the statistical approach including the use of geostatistics
and studies on the importance of fracture zones,

iii) New approaches including the use of geology and geomechanics,
geophysics, geostatistics and the inversion of hydraulic data.

In general it was felt that the more complicated models and associated
experimentation are leading to a better understanding of what is important
and that this will lead back to the use of simpler models.

Harly work on fracture connectivity using a Poisson model of independent
fractures led to a general understanding of possible types of behaviour but it is



difficult to confirm experimentally that the percolation theory relationships,
eg. between connectivity and the average number of intersections per fracture,
really work.

There are two basic problems in fracture network modelling. The first is
conceptual and the second numerical. The major problem at the present time
is in constructing a reasonable conceptual model. To do this it is necessary to
work closely with field investigations. The LBL group have worked closely
with experimenters at the Fanay-Augeres site in France and this has led to an
appreciation of the importance of fracture zones. There is a hierarchy of
fracture systems with big zones which are intersected by smaller fractures.
Geophysical techniques such as seismic and radar wave analysis, have the
potential to provide a lot of information on the properties of fracture zones.
Their sensitivity can be enhanced considerably by injecting saline water into
the zone. An attempt is being made to build a conceptual model of the fracture
zones at Stripa, and relate this to experience elsewhere.

Also work is underway on interpreting hydraulic tests in boreholes. It is
expected that flow will usually start out by being one-dimensional in channels,
then spread out into a two-dimensional network and finally move in three
dimensions due to connections between fractures. Work by Kenzi Karasaki at
LBL has led to type curves for such an approach. Another interesting
development is a model by John Barker of BGS which treats flow in fractal (ie.
non-integer) dimensions.

One of the most difficult problems in this area is hydraulic inversion. A range
of data can be available eg. from heads, flow tests tracer tests, etc. How do we
invert this to give the system parameters?

There is probably no unique answer to this question but it is relevant to ask
whether the possible solutions have similar characteristics. One approach has
been to simulate well tests using an idealised regular lattice with some rungs
removed. A simulated annealing technique has been used to fit this model to
data.

7. Alan Herbert and Bill Dershowitz presented work on code verification.
Benchmark problems have been set up by Harwell and Golder Associates and
are being tackled with independently written codes. One test case is based on
an example from HYDROCOIN level 2. This is a large 3D network with
deterministic and stochastic planar fractures based on a field site at Chalk
River. The Harwell group have tackled this problem using the fracture
network approach. The Golder code has been verified against a closed-form
solution for transient flow from a borehole into a single fracture and also
agninst the SHLJGR oil industry code.

Both groups have tackled a small problem consisting of eight orthogonal
fracture planes, for which there is an exact solution. This has proved very
useful in understanding the ef/octs of various approximations in the Harwell
code.

Further tests are planned which test the codes in cases where different



simplifying assumptions can be made such as the treatment of nearly
coincident fractures.

8. Mike Norgett described the modelling resources available to the Stripa project
and the consequential limitations and opportunities. The original purpose of
fracture network modelling was as an aid to understanding, for example of
dispersion. The Stripa project provides an opportunity to develop the rather
idealised models so that they can more closely simulate real fracture systems.
In particular, conceptual and mathematical models need to be validated.
Fracture network models can be regarded as microscopic models as opposed to
equivalent permeable medium models which are macroscopic. There is a
need to understand the relationship between these. The same problem arises
in other branches of science such as crystals containing impurity ions.

It was noted that validation has many different meanings. Mike drew a
distinction between 'strong validation' which involves predicting continuum
properties from fracture network properties, and 'weak validation' where the
model is calibrated against a property of the continuum. Of course, from some
performance measures (eg- macroscopic permeability) there will be little
difference between network and continuum models while for others (eg.
transport characteristics) there could be great differences.

The significance of network modelling is that it allows us to work on an
intermediate scale between borehole dimensions and rock-mass dimensions.
We are neither in the single fracture for the fully statistical limits.

9. In discussion Bill Dershowitz emphasised an alternative approach to
validation. Essentially, network modelling allows us to extrapolate from the
small scale where measurements can be made, to the large scale. The approach
should be to validate the conceptual model of the physical processes ie. the
functional relationships between measured properties. Jane Long stressed that
network mode's essentially map what you can measure to what you want to
predict, and that there is all extremely strong correlation between theory and
experiment. Gunnar Gustavsson pointed out that since we are dealing with a
specific piece of rock at Stripa as much emphasis as possible should be given to
making specific deterministic predictions, although there will of course he
confidence limits arising from various uncertainties. Kenzi Karasaki felt that
the boundary conditions and deterministically modelled fracture zones will
tend to dominate the predictions at Stripa, thus lessening the impact of
statistical uncertainties.

10. Paul Gnirk introduced the general discussion session. There is an overriding
need to have performed some validation exercise by the end of the project.
This will probably be for water flow into the drift, ft does not rule out other
work reUnting to researching transport aspects. However, some validation must
be completed by the end of the project.

Therr is a need to assess the state-of-the-art of model validation. This could
encompass processes other than fracture flow and transport, in order to set the
scene and the level of ambition. Paul suggested that the group could be
responsible for producing a state-of-the-art report on model validation.



A second major topic for the group is the need to help define the conceptual
model (or models) to be used and to collaborate with other parts of the Stripa
project to decide what data is really needed and at what level of detail. A
preliminary reference conceptual model of the Stripa site is being put together
at the moment for presentation to the TSC meeting in the UK at the end of
March. Following this, a document describing an agreed reference conceptual
model will be issued in August 1988. However, this will be rather broad, and
will not contain all the detail required for modelling, such as the channelling
characteristics of individual of fractures.

A further topic raised in discussion was verification and application. The
verification problems defined so far had proved very useful. Further ones are
required to test the codes in a stringent fashion. Also, a series of application
test problems could be defined to help build an understanding of the
differences than can arise from using different conceptual models (eg. for the
internal structure of fractures).

A summan- of the questions raised in discussion which should be tackled by
this group is:

i) Should we just be concerned with water flow, for should transport also
be considered?

ii) Should we go through an exercise of trying to define a hierarchy of
parameters, concepts and assumptions for fracture network modelling,
indicating how they affect various performance measures?

iii) Do we need more information on fracture intersection phenomena?

iv) What are the criteria for validation?

v) Are we just performing a validation for the Stripa site for should we be
looking further to its relevance for waste disposal programmes?

vi) Are the results more or less important than the process used to obtain
them?

vii) How well can the modelling assir.t with developing data needs?

II. The first part of the final discussion session solicited the view of the national
delegates:

i) Ciiinnar Gustavsson voiced SKB's concerns about how far modelling
could hv used <is a predictive tool. Modelling can be used for
understanding, to analyse or to predict. We need to be clear about what
stage we are in In particular within the framework of Stripa 3, what
are we able to predict and with what accuracy? Validation clearly
depends on the quantity being predicted. For bulk average flow the
predictive capability is probably OK, while for water travel time and
transport we appear to be in the research stage. He emphasised that



where we have a predictive capability, such as bulk flow, we need to
have a successful validation exercise.

Gunnar also stressed the importance of the disturbed zone around the
drift where there is blasting damage, stress changes and boundary effects
(eg. capillary effects, head distribution and gas entry).

There is a need for a hierarchy of models and parameters. Both
permeable medium and fracture network models are required.

ii) Elmer Klavetter discussed validation from the perspective of those
involved in performance assessment and 'icensing. The Stripa
validation exercise is more useful as a process than for the results
obtained. In repository projects it is necessary to validate models and
data with respect to defined criteria. Thus validation is application
dependent, and different conceptual models will be appropriate for
different applications.

The amount of data required depends on the ways in which models are
implemented. It will not be possible to get as much data at a repository
site as at a research site like Stripa. Rather than seeking the best model,
it is appropriate to have different models with different data needs
which depends on their complexity. These can be used to examine a
range of possible outcomes. Elmer encouraged the Stripa protect to
focus on transport if possible.

in) Yuzo Ohnishi stressed the need to clarify what is known, measured and
used and how it is used. This has to be clear at ev?ry meeting. It should
be made clear what data is added at each step, so later on people can see
what has been done. We need to have examples of what happens when
different assumptions and data are used.

iv) Tin Chan supported the idea that it is transport which is of major
concern from the performance assessment perspective, although the
first step is to understand the water flow. He presented an overview of
the concept assessment performed in Canada in order to highlight the
quantities for which predictions are sought. These are basically the
volumetric flow rate through the geosphere, the water travel time and
the discharge area. These information needs should guide the Stripa
project.

v) Viekko Taivassalo stressed the need to be clear about how much data
and what kind of data is needed. This is required for the planning of site
investigations. Inevitably, there will be much less data available from
repository sites than from Stripa. For example, is it necessary to
excavate a drift in a site investigation?

vi) David Hodgkinson outlined where he saw the Stripa project fitting into
the overall structure of repository safety assessment. Basically there
are two activities First, there is research which uses modelling and
experimentation to understand and quantify the processes of



importance to radionuclide migration from a repository. Secondly,
assessment models build this understanding into simplified models
which are used to assess safety using techniques such as sensitivity,
uncertainty and risk analysis. The Stripa project falls into the first
category and thus the work discussed at the meeting was research or
process modelling. This has a vital role to play in laying the scientific
foundations for performance assessments.

Validation of models ideally involves calibration using one sort of
information and then making a prediction for a different quantity. The
relevance of the validation depends strongly on the choice of quantity
predicted (performance measure). If this is chosen to be bulk average
water flow then there is a high probability of success. However, it is less
relevant than tracer transport but in this case success is less likely since
it is an area where research is still in progress. The main thrust of work
on transport should be understanding and quantifying the physical
processes, such as channel flow and transport. If there is a sufficient
understanding of single fracture (and fracture zone) processes and those
occurring at fracture intersections then the modelling approach is
essentially validated, since the network properties can then be predicted
from geometrical considerations. Of course, validation of data gathering
techniques are also required.

The verification of fracture network models should be an increasingly
important part of Stripa 3. Also, it would be useful to define a set of
application problems to bring out the importance of various
assumptions and concepts such as channelling. It is likely that there
will still be uncertainties in the conceptual models used for fracture
flow and transport at the end of Stripa 3. Thus the effect of these should
be quantified.

Strip.! 3 is a unique opportunity to develop fracture network models so
that they can model flow and transport through real rock-masses. It is a
very challenging task, but possible. The progress presented yesterday is
very encouraging and indicates that the project will be successful in its
goals A major contributing factor is the sharing of ideas between three
leading modelling groups.

One problem with fracture network modelling is thai it is new and
therefore not widely understood or appreciated. Improved
communication and presentation of the approach is required. The
present group could act as a focus for such activities.

vii) \ e d Patera stressed the importance of having a successful conclusion to
the project in 1WI. It should include transport, but this should not
jeopardise the above objective.

12 The second part of the final discussion session aimed to draw together the
various : trands discussed at the meeting. The following list of items should be
pursued



i) State-of-the-art report on model validation,

ii) Compendium of code verification problems,

iii) Reference conceptual model for the SCV block by August 1988,

iv) Boundary conditions for the fracture flow models,

v) Fracture flow analysis of the central region of the SCV block by all three
modelling groups,

vi) Evaluation of 'special effects' including:

fracture intersection phenomena

disturbed zone around drift

vii) Enhanced emphasis on transport as a research topic in addition to
validation of flow,

viii) Study of the hierarchy of significant parameters.

ACTION 1: MN and PG. To develop an outline for the state-of-the-art report
on validation and to decide who should write the various chapters, by the next
meeting of this group (September 1988).

ACTION 2: WD. To coordinate the verification exercise within the USA, and
to submit a copy of the draft report he is writing for the USDOE to the next
meeting of this group.

The effect of the disturbed zone on flow and transport predictions and tracer
tests was discussed. The idea of using a full-face boring machine has now been
dropped. Instead 'careful drill and blast' is being investigated. Some boreholes
will be drilled into the disturbed zone to investigate its properties.

Jane Long proposed that the group should act as a focus for setting out in a
structured way the various assumptions and concepts used in fracture
modelling, and assessing their impact on volumetric flow travel times, etc.
Initially, this would be done through expert judgement. However some
numerical experimentation may also be required. Essentially this would set
out the logical basis for what is done and would show up topics which may
have been overlooked. It could eventually result in a state-of-the-art review
document on fracture flow and transport modelling to complement the one
on validation.

The question of how fractures interconnect when they intersect was discussed
further. A variety of algorithms could be used. There is limited experimental
information. It would be helpful to look for a 'geometry of opportunity', ie. a
suitably located fracture upon which experiments could be performed. This
topic has implications for the experiments to be performed by Ivars

10



Neretnieks. It would be helpful to perform some numerical experiments to
quantify to extent of the possible effects

ACTION 3: AH, MN and JG. To quantify the effect of different mixing
algorithms using numerical experiments. An outline plan is required for the
TSG in mid-March 1988.

13. On the final day, the group made a field trip to the Geysers area of Northern
California. Mark Walters of GEO Operator Corporation (a subsidiary of
Geothermal Resources International Inc.) took the group on a guided tour.
Boreholes are drilled to a depth in excess of 10,000 feet from which steam is
produced and is piped directly to power stations on the site. Environmental
constraints, especially on the release of hydrogen sulphide, have led to
considerable automation and computer control of operations.

The thermal reservoir has a number of interesting characteristics. The
geothermal area is displaced laterally by a few miles from the heat chamber of
the nearest volcano. In some places underground thermal transport appears to
be very efficient which may indicate heat pipe effects. The frequency of
microseismic signals increases in proportion to the amount of production
from the wells. A new microseismic array is being installed to try to locate the
precise source of these signals.



APPENDIX I

MEMBERS OF THE AD HOC TASK FORCE

ON FRACTURE FLOW MODELLING FOR

PHASE 3 OF THE INTERNATIONAL STRIPA PROJECT

Dr Paul Gnirk,

Dr Michael Norgett,

Mr Alan Herbert,

Dr Jane Long,

Dr William Dershowitz,

Prof John Gale,

Dr Tin Chan,

Mr Veikko Taivassalo,

Prof Yuzo Ohnbhi,

Prof Gunnar Gustavsson,

Dr David Hodgkinson,

Dr Edward Patera,

Dr Bengt Stillborg,

Dr Elmer Klavetter,

RE/SPEC Inc., USA (Chairman)

AERE Harwell, UK (Principal Investigator)

AERE Harwell, UK

LBL, USA

Colder Associates, USA

Fracflow Consultants Inc., Canada

AECL/WNRE, Canada

Technical Research Centre, Finland

MIT/Kyoto University, Japan

VIAK AB, Sweden

INTERA-ECL, UK (Secretary)

Dept. of Energy, USA (JTC Representative)

SKB, Sweden (Project Manager)

Sandia National Laboratories/NNWSI, USA

Dr S Vomvoris, NAGRA, Switzerland, was unable to attend the meeting.

Dr Daniel Billaux and Dr Kenzi Karasaki from LBL, USA, attended the meeting as
observers.
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IM2053-2
Version 1

INTERNATIONAL STRIPA PROJECT: PHASE 3
MINUTES OF THE SECOND MEETING OF THE TASK

FORCE ON FRACTURE FLOW MODELLING

Kyoto, Japan
October 18-21,1988

1. The background to this series of meetings is described in the minutes of the first
meeting which was held in Rutherford, California in February 1988 [1]. A list of
participants for the present meeting is given in Appendix I.

2. The chairman Paul Gnirk, thanked Hideki Sakuma of the PNC for arranging the
meeting and congratulated Gunnar Gustafson on being appointed as a professor
at Chalmers University. He noted that the JTC had unanimously endorsed the
formation of the present task force at their meeting in June 1988. A particularly
important function of the Task Force is to transfer information and technology
back to the countries participating in the Stripa Project. Thus Paul urged delegates
to report back to interested parties in their own countries. The aim» of the project
are broadly to validate fracture network approach for flow predictions, and to
investigate/calibrate solute transport fracture network models.

3. Bill Dershowitz reported on the status of the code verification effort, and
circulated copies of the draft fracture flow code cross-verification plan [2].

The aim is to formulate suitable test problems and compare the performance of
the three participating codes. These are NAPSAC, developed at Harwell, JINX,
developed at Golder Associates, and FMG (actually a collection of about a dozen
codes) developed at LBL.

The availability of the codes was discussed. Paul Gnirk noted that NAPSAC is
available to countries participating in the Stripa Project. Bill Dershowitz noted
that JINX had been developed with funding from the USDOE and that they had
given him written permission to distribute it. Jan,. Long noted that all their
codes were readily available.

The task of cross-verification is complicated by i) the complexity of the codes, ii)
their statistical aspects, and iii) the fact that the three codes use different
conceptual and numerical approaches.

Nevertheless, it had been possible to draw up draft specifications. Comments on
the draft plan are requested by the 15th November 1988.

ACTION 1: Bill Dershowitz should formally submit a copy of the draft plan to
Bengt Stillborg requesting that it be reviewed. All participants at the meeting
should send their comments on the draft cross-verification plan [2] to Bill

i



4.

Dershowitz by >he 18th November 1988. Copies of the comments should be sent
to Bengt Stillborg. At the February 1989 meeting of this Task Force, Bill
Dershowitz will describe how the comments have been incorporated.

A tentative timetable for verification activities is given in Appendix II. Stratis
Vomvoris noted that this is very ambitious.

The three codes are surprisingly different in the way they handle fracture
geometry and the methods used to solve the flow equations. A brief review of
their attributes is given in reference [2J. The codes are able to take account of
fractures which terminate at intersections, which is a significant feature at Stripa.
Tin Chan requested that the code developers write a 2-3 page summary of the
assumptions and features of their codes, which would facilitate information
transfer back to the member countries. It was agreed that these would form part
of the cross-verification report.

ACTION 2: Alan Herbert, Jane Long and Bill Dershowitz should write a 2-3 page
summary of the assumptions and capabilities of their codes for incorporation in
the next version of the cross-verification plan which is scheduled to be
distributed on the 1st December 1988.

All the codes assume a fully saturated single fluid phase. However, Jane Long
and Bill Dershowitz noted that they are currently extending their models to cope
with unsaturated media in order to be able to model the Yucca Mountain site.

Standards for data transfer, problem definition and the presentation of results are
given in the draft cross-verification report. It is not obvious at what level of
detail it is appropriate to compare flow solutions. Some possibilities are: i)
contours of pressure on individual significant fractures, ii) average pressure for a
range of cross-sections through the mesh in the direction of flux, iii) flux at
different locations on the model boundaries, iv) pressure or flux variation along
selected paths through the network. Stratis Vcmvoris suggested that borehole
pressure should be used.

Two test cases have been proposed so far. The first is a simple orthogonal
network for which analytical solutions have been derived, and the second is
based upon a complex fracture network developed by Alan Herbert for a near-
surface site at Chalk River as part of the HYDROCOIN project. Two additional
datasets based OP Stripa site statistics will be developed later in the study. The
current test cases are just concerned with groundwater flow. Some radionuclide
transport cases will be added later.

Paul Gnirk reported on the status of the state-of-the-art report on model
validation. The report needs to take account of differences in the licensing
procedures in each country, which affect the nature and degree of validation
required of models Paul suggested that we adopt the IAEA definition of
validation. This includes the phrase 'validation is carried out by comparison of
calculations with field observations and experimental measurements'. Such
observations and measurements can be carried out during planning, construction
and operation of a repository which might be over a period of 50-100 years. Thus,
strictly speaking the models would only be validated over such a period.



However post-closure safety considers much greater periods of time. Natural
analogues clearly have a roie to play over such timescales.

In order to demonstrate validation there is a need to create a record upon which
the regulatory authority can base its licensing decision. The data collected must
have a precise paper trail. The Strpa Project needs to have such QA
arrangements which could set an international standard. John Gale briefly
outlined the QA arrangement? for the experimental measurements at Stripa
which have been designed to ensure traccability. These issues will be discussed at
the meeting in Uppsala.

ACTION 3: Elmer Klavetter, John Gale, Paul Gnirk and Bengt Stillborg should
meet together to discuss QA requirements for the Stnpa Project.

Paul Gnirk presented an outline of the proposed validation report. It consists of
two parts with the chapter headings detailed in Appendix III. The first pait is a
state-of-the-art survey of validation for a wide variety of models associated with
repository performance assessment. The second part will focus on the validation
criteria for the SCV programme.

In discussion, David Hodgkinson suggested thai the background material in >.I>e
report be extended to explain the relationship or the present work to repositoiy
safety assessment and performance assessment. Fafety assessments need to
consider the evolution of the repository and geological system over long tiroe-
frames and to consider scenarios involving unlik^iy events and processes.
Safety assessments are likely to be carried out with simpler models than these
being considered in the present project. The present work provides the scientific
justification for the assessment modelling.

Paul Gnirk suggested that a single individual should write the report based or.
contributions from others. John Gale pointed out that interaction with the SCV
experimental project team was critical to the success of the report, so that it is
consistent with the data collection activities. Part 1 is likely to be written by Paul
Gnirk. Part 2 would have contributions from the SCV project team and the Task
Force. A first attempt at developing validation criteria for the SCV project will be
made at the February 1989 Task Force meeting. They will then be put to the TSG.
Elmer Klavetter stressed that part 2 of the report was of most importance and
relevance to the Stripa Project.

5. Mike Norgett discussed some general aspects of model validation. The
INTRACOIN and HYDROCOIN exercises had all had the least success with
validation, relative to verification and application (sensitivity and uncertainty
analysis). In many cases, data could not discriminate between alternative
conceptual models. The INTRAVAL project had been set up to meet this
challenge head on, in respect of groundwater transport. A lesson from these
exercises is that it is desirable to design experiments with validation in mind so
that independent calibration and validation datasets can be generated. Also there
is a need to set quantitative validation criteria appropriate to the required level of
ambition which reflect regulatory requirements. Otherwise, some groups could
conclude that the model is validated and others that it is not. There are examples
of this within HYDROCOIN.



On a philosophical note, it can be stated that there is never a precise split between
theory and experiment.

Sometimes it can happen that a particular performance measure is insensitive to
the assumptions of the model but : nly dependent upon general considerations
such as conservation of energy. Esse .•irllv, one is trying to validate a procedure
which starts with input data and conct •"'.. o > id results in output data.

Gunnar Gustafson noted ihat as the vahct» ..; -v. process is a chain, one should
seek out the weakest link. The conceptual a::1 lurnerical models are really two
sides of the same coin and thus should be rof.-sl,v:.<Hi cs being the same link in
the chain.

A potential weak link in the model validation c^air ;:-r ire SCV project is the
model used to interpret field hydraulic tests to grv in^snsissivity distributions
for network modelling. This aspect of the modelling is ixing performed ty David
Holmes at the BGS, but nobody at the Task Group :reo'-r-.q was aware of the
precise assumptions or implementation of the interpreta ion mode].

6. Jane Long introduced a discussion of alternative modelling strategies. Four
alternatives have been suggested to date, namely i) equivalent porous vne^w, iv
discrete fracture network modelling, iii) stochastic continuum modelling, ano •• •
equivalent discontinuum modelling. These were discussed in tum.

Alan Herbert presented a few thoughts on the use of permeable medi'i.
modelling for fractured rocks. On the regional scale, this is clearly a useful aui
appropriate approach to groundwater flow. The major problem is in choosin;,
appropriate continuum parameter values since they cannot be measured directiy
as they represent averages over large volumes of rock. Typical permeabilities
might be 10 ' 7 m2 for good rock, and 10 13 m2 for fracture zones. In some
applications, flowing porosity values of about 102 have been used. These give
long travel times but are incompatible with the underlying conceptual model of
flow through narrow fracture or channels. These give flowing porosities of about
10 6 and consequently shorter travel times.

David Hodgkinson pointed out that short travel times (e.g. 100 metres in two
years) had been observed in tracer tests at Stripa which justified the use of very
low porosities.

Alan stressed that fracture network models are required to justify the parameters
used in equivalent porous media codes.

Gunnar Gustafson noted that an approximate bounding model would be
satisfactory as long as safety could be demonstrated. For example, in the analysis
of gas storage in underground caverns, a permeable medium model is adequate.
However, for repository safety calculations, the permeable medium approach is
unlikely to be pessimistic unless extreme parameter values are used.

jane Long discussed the discrete fracture network approach. The most difficult
problem is choosing the physical concepts. Following this in degrees of difficulty
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come i) obtaining the dato ii) fitting parameters, iii) computing, iv) developing
numerical models.

At Fanay Auger the major conduits for water are fracture zones, and so one
should focus attention en these. However, as pointed out by David Hodgkinson,
the major barriers tc leakage in some repository concepts may be the averagely
fractured rock between zones. Thus attention should also be given to this, as in
Stripa Phase 3.

Obtaining data for discrete fracture network models is clearly very difficult. It is
made more so if the fractures contain physical channels in which case boreholes
may penetrate islands where there is no permeability. The channelling concept is
being investigated by Ivars Nerelnieks as part of the Stripa Phase 3 project. It is
hoped that this will feed into the work overseen by the present Task Force. A
further problem noted by Elmer Klavetter is that we are often seeking data in the
tails of distributions. Bill Deishowitz stressed the need for extensive generic
research so that only the most significant data is collected during the
investigation of a repository site.

In summarising her experience so far with discrete fracture network modelling,
jane noted the following problems: i) too many fractures, ii) much effort applied
to insignificant features, iii> 100 metre cube is too large to compute, iv) high
uncertainty, v) can not measure size of uncertainty, vi) difficult to condition to
known hydrologic measurements.

In view of the abovo difficulties, the LBL group have been pursuing an
alternative approach, lemed equivalent discontinuum modelling (EQDM). This
makes use of a simr'.c flow network which is conditioned with geophysics,
geology etc. and most importantly is matched to the observed hydrogeological
behaviour. In some sense this is a retreat from the discrete fracture network
approach which tries to build a microscopic model of the fracture system. In the
EQDM approach the rock is modelled as a network but not necessarily with a
realistic fracture geometry. It provides a black box model of the rock mass which
is calibrated using various sorts of tests e.g. tracer tests. The simulated annealing
algorithm is used to find the best template.

Stratis Vomvoris commented that Jane had raised some questions which need to
be answered. The first concerns the required level of detail. Do we want to
understand flow in a single fracture, or do we want an equivalent medium
approach? Hopefully the study of discrete fracture networks will lead to insight
and understanding which will allow simplifications to be made.

Gunnar Gustafson noted that almost all efforts to correlate hydraulic
measurements in boreholes with fractures conclude that the correlation is weak.
Perhaps the best one can say is that fractures have something to do with
connectivity. Thus it is essential to have hydraulic input to the models. John
Gale was more optimistic about the correlation between fractures and hydraulic
properties.

Alan Herbert and Stratis Vomvoris thought that Jane's inverse modelling
approach was useful, but that forward modelling was also required to improve



our understanding.

John Gale summarised the discussion by saying that there is a need for a two
track effort. First the immediate Stripa project objectives must be met on time
and to budget. Secondly, to the extent that resources are available, we should
support some research work which goes beyond the immediate Stripa objectives.

John Gale described some experimental and modelling studies relating to the
degree of mixing at fracture intersections. Some laboratory experiments in open
fractures had been performed which indicated that in only a few cases was there
more than 10% mixing at intersections. However, the parameters of the
experiments did not necessarily correspond to those 'ound in the field, where
there could be more diffusive mixing. Also, at Stripa a large fraction of the
intersections are T junctions where complete mixing can be anticipated. Also,
Jane Long pointed out that variability in the fracture^ would lessen the
importance of the intersection assumptions.

John's major conclusion was that the models being developed should have the
possibility of making alternative mixing assumptions. It appeared from the
discussion that the models can readily cope with this point.

John Gale related the above discussions to the proposed tracer test at the end of
Stripa Phase 3. He suggested that it might be necessary to monitor dispersion
between the injection point and the drift. Stratis Vomvoris thought that
numerical modelling should be done to see if such a measurement would be
worthwhile and if so, to help design to best experiment. On present evidence he
was doubtful that 100% of the tracer would be recovered which would limit the
quantitative conclusions that could be drawn from the tracer test.

Alan Herbert described some ongoing work to look at the effects of data
truncation and psrameter correlation of fracture data on permeability values.
The study arose out of discussions at the first Task Force meeting.

Potentially important correlations are i) length scale and aperture, ii) clustering of
fractures in space, iii) orientation and aperture correlation due for example to in-
situ stress effects. The first of these has been studied by setting up some test
calculations.

In order to perform fracture network calculations for the SCV block, it is
necessary to limit the number of fractures included to those of most hydraulic
importance. The preliminary interpretation of the data presented at Rutherford
was that there were 8.4 x 10& highly connected fractures in a 100m cube at Stripa.
A reinterpretation of the data shows that this was an overestimate and that there
are only 5.8 x 105 fractures. This makes the problem more tractable in that a
larger fraction of fractures can now be included in the calculations

Two sets of calculations have been made, with length/aperture correlation
coefficients of 1 (i.e. fully correlated) and O (uncorrelated). For the fully
correlated case, Alan could not include enough fractures to reach a converged
permeability. However, from the calculations performed with a limited number
of correlated fractures, it was clear that the permeability would be unphysically



large. For the uncorrelated case he had not yet performed a calculation with an
acceptable fracture density but the indications are that the permeability will turn
out to be reasonable. An important result is that permeabilities are independent
of realisation above the percolation threshold. Future work will assume that
length and aperture are uncorrelated, as suggested by preliminary data.

9. Bengt Stillborg reminded the participants in the meeting that they were expected
to comment in writing on the preliminary prediction report [3].

ACTION 4: All participants should comment in writing on the Stage 2
Preliminary Predictions Report to Olle Oisen by the 21st October. Copies of the
comments should be sent to Bengt Stillborg.

10. John Gale presented a status report on the characteristics of the SCV site. Much
of the work he described is contained in reference [31-

John presented some useful CAD pictures of the site from various perspectives.

A major feature (H) is expected to cut the validation drift. The regular joints
have a similar geometry (strike and dip) to the major features. Care had been
taken to produce a traceable record for all th? data-
Two major problems had slowed down the work. First, the televiewer gave
some fictitious traces on the borehole walls which made it difficult to orient the
cores. Secondly, orientations had been misinterpreted because of confusion over
magnetic north and true north. Also the quality of coring had not been
particularly good. Orientation data has been assembled for six points in order to
examine its variability

Geophysics has shown five major features which have variable thickness. Also,
a spherical feature has been detected which may be vuggy granite with a porosity
of 8-10%, and may have contained gas at some time.

11. John Gale described some hydrogeologica! simulations of the Stripa mine and the
surrounding region The CFEST finite element code has been used to model
groundwater flow at three scales, with a transfer of head boundary condition
from larger to smaller scale models. The outermost boundaries are either lakes
or drainage divides

An important issue is the relationship between permeable medium model heads,
measured heads in boreholes, and those calculated in fracture network models.

Mine openings and the mined-out region provide internal boundaries for the
modelling. An important calibration measure is the rate at which water is
pumped out of the mine. At present the estimate of this quantity does not take
account of the water taken out by the ventilation system.

12. Alan Herbert presented some work in support of a proposed experiment to
measure the length/aperture correlation at Stripa. It involves using the D holes
which are to be drilled along the line of the validation drift in advance of
excavation. Thus it will be possible to estimate transmissivities from tests in the



D holes, and when the drift is excavated to estimate length. According to Alan's
calculations the proposed experiment will not enable a distinction to be drawn
between high and low correlation. Thus there is a need to redesign the
experiment. The major problem seems to be that the packed-off sections in the D
holes contain many fractures. It would appear necessary to reduce the packer
spacing so that only a single fracture is included in order to get a meaningful
result. Further work is required to check that the calculations performed to date
are sufficiently realistic.

13. Alan Herbert presented a framework for prediction of flow at Stripa.

The validation of the network approach in phase ..hree of the Stripa project is
based on a prediction of the flow into a specially excavated drift.

The first task was the development of a computer code, NAPSAC, capable of
modelling a sufficiently large region to be able to make this prediction. He is
confident that the code can now model sufficiently many of the fractures in the
phase three region. Some development work is still required in order to
simulate the validation experiments. In particular, a generalisation of the
geometrical region modelled and of the boundary conditions used is necessary.
An interface to a finite-element model will enable the network model to be
directly linked to conventional regional flow models, and to use more natural
boundary conditions far from the region of interest.

The next task is to construct a model of the region from the available
experimental data. This is not trivial, since network properties are not measured
directly but are inferred from experimental data. We must, at least, ensure that
our interpretation is consistent. Numerical experiments using NAPSAC can
check this, and NAPSAC has been installed on a Convex mini-supercomputer to
perform such tests. Some potentially important parameters are not being
measured. Where possible NAPSAC will be used to help design experiments to
measure these.

Finally, predictions will be made of fluxes to be measured in the validation block.
The flux into the validation drift is to be predicted and compared to
measurements in stage five. As a preliminary task, the fluxes into the D-hole
experiment are to be predicted and compared to measurements in stage three.
This must be performed by June 1989. This will enable the approach to be tested
without the added complexity of stress effects around the drift, but we will only
have the preliminary characterisation of the site. Results from an early
numerical simulation will be presented at the next task force meeting and the
representatives are encouraged to comment on the statistical validation
measures proposed.

Finally, transport modelling options are being developed. This work is not part
of the Stripa Project at present, but should be available to Stripa towards the end
of the project

Alan's major concerns, as emphasised by Jane Long and Bill Dershowitz, are with
potential shortcomings in the conceptual model. Bill said that equivalent
parallel-plate fractures invariably resulted in an overconnected network with



unrealistically high fluxes. Channel models and data are needed. Ivars
Neretnieks experiments address the data needs but parameters for modelling are
not yet available. It was pointed out that we are most concerned with extremes of
parameter distributions. These are very difficult to measure with any degree of
certainty, jane suggested that calibration of the model using these parameters
might be necessary and that a crosshole testing programme would provide
necessary calibration measures. This is a retreat from our original goal. Finally,
Alan expressed concern over the characterisation of the geophysical zones. We
must separate random fracture data for fractures within the zones.

A summary of the proposed simulations is given in Appendix IV.

14. The representatives from the seven participating countries met to discuss their
recommendations for the future of the project and the Task Force. Their
conclusions were summarised by Gunnar Gustafsson as follows:

14.1 Scope and Objectives

a) The scope and objectives of the modelling project are perceived to be
poorly defined. There is a need to formulate them clearly and report
them to the Task Force.

b) In addition, a list of milestones for the project are needed, and progress in
meeting them should be presented ai each Task Force meeting.

c) A paper should be written covering items a) ano b).

14.2 Code Development

a) There is a need to produce a short description of the assumptions and
capabilities of each of the codes. A large number of developments could
be made to the codes. In view of the limited resources of the Stripa
Project, it is important that only the most critical developments are made.

b) It is recommended that the Principal Investigators (modellers and
experimentalists) of the SCV project should make an evaluation of the
critical items for model development.

c) An area where development seems to be required in order to perform the
validation predictions is the inclusion of more general internal and
external boundary conditions and geometries. The proposed
development of coupling to finite-element models is welcomed.

d) The possibility of developing the codes so that conditional simulations
can be made should bo considered.

e> A plan of the documentation to be produced for the NAPSAC code should
be produced and circulated to Task Force members. The national
delegates felt that they did not have sufficient information about the codes
being used in the project. In the first instance, the papers listed at the end
of the cross-verification plan (2] should be circulated to members of the



Task Force.

The priority order for model development within phase 3 of the Stripa Project
should be i) groundwater flux ii) solute transport, iii) stress effects.

14.3 Verification

a) The cross-verification plan seems very comprehensive. There is a danger
that too great a fraction of the resources will be spent on verification
rather than on other parts of the project

b) Verification should concentrate on the phenomena and parameter ranges
appropriate to the validation predictions.

14.4 Calibration

a)

14.5

Calibration against borehole data is necessary, to begin with in a statistical
sense.

b) It is important to calibrate against measured quantities (eg. specific flow)
rather than against evaluated parameters.

c) To date it has not been demonstrated that the major features detected
using geophysics are hydrological features. Cross-hole hydraulic data
appears to be necessary to detect major hydraulic features.

d) It would be preferable if conditional simulations could be used to calibrate
against known properties.

Validation

a) Validation within Phase 3 should be of potential and groundwater flux.

b) Quantitative validation criteria should be presented in advance.

c) The process of validation adopted within the project should be defined
and described.

d) Validation predictions should include features explicitly where they are
known to occur eg. by conditional simulation. In this way the spread of
predictions arising from the statistical input will be reduced to a

minimum

e) The proposed validation report should focus on flow at Stripa.

14.6 Application, Sensitivity and Uncertainty Analysis
a) There is a need to determine which are the most important features and

to r.ink them in order of importance. In the first instance this could be
done using the expert judgement of the P . I s (modellers and
experimenters). However, it may also be necessary to define some test



cases to examine this

b) A preliminary sensitivity analysis of the most important parameters
should be made at an early stage

14.7 Miscellaneous

a) The present meeting has had a somewhat random agenda. A more
structured agenda for the next meeting should be defined before leaving
Kyoto.

b) There was an extensive discussion of the effects of stress on fracture flow.
The effects of in-situ stresses are included through the data input to the
models. Canadian experience indicates that the excavation of drifts always
leads to a decreased permeability in the disturbed zone regardless of the
orientations of the fractures.

15. In response to item 14.7 a), the following tentative agenda for the next meeting
was defined:

i) Review of minutes of previous meeting.

ii) Actions from previous meeting

iii) Scope .md objectives of SCV Modelling

Discussion of report
Milestone chart

iv) Status Report Overview

v) Code and Model Development

code summaries
evaluation of critical items
developments since last meeting
model for interpreting hydraulic tests

vi) Verification Status

vii) Status of Model Calibration

viiii Validation

state-of-the-art report
validation criteria

the process of validation

i\) Special Topics

x) Predictions - I) Hole validation predictions



16. The next meeting will be held in Albuquerque from the 20th - 23rd February 1989.
The above agenda will cover the first 2 1/2 days. There will also be delegates
meetings for one hour on the first two days. The Pi's will meet together with
project management on the afternoon of the third day. On the evening of the
third day the group will fly to Carlsbad. The fourth day will be spent at the WIPP
facility, and the group will fly back to Albuquerque that evening.

17. The final day of the meeting was taken up with visits to the PNC Chubu Works,
the Tono mine and the Shomasama Hydrological Test Site. Within Japan, JAERI
are responsible for the development of regulatory criteria. PNC are in the second
stage of a research and development programme for HLW disposal, covering a
wide range of potential geologies. Research is underway on engineered barrier
materials, natural analogue studies, excavation responses, the detection of
channelling by measuring the evaporation rate from tunnel walls, the influence
of faults on migration, regional groundwater flow and new tools for
reconnaissance investigations of deep geological environments.

David Hodgkinson
November 1988
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APPENDIX II

Tentative Timetable for Verification Activities

Plans for 1989

15 Nov 88 AH comments on draft cross-verification transmitted to Golder.

1 Dec 88 Complete Cross-Verification Plan, distribute to fracture flow task force
members (Golder).

5 Jan 89 Develop and distribute 2 deterministic geometry datasets and 2 stochastic
geometry datasets for comparison of fracture geometric generation
routines (Golder).

15 Jan 89 Develop and distribute 4 fracture flow datasets for (deterministic)
comparison of flow codes (includes 2 already developed) (Golder).

? Feb 89 Preliminary results of 12 datasets, Fracture Flow Task Force Meeting
(Golder, Harwell, LBL).

15 Mar 89 Complete first round for all 8 datasets (Golder, Harwell, LBL).

15 Apr 89 Complete statistical analysis of stochastic fracture geometric datasets

(Golder).

15Oct 89 Develop and distribute additional flow and solute transport datasets.

15 Mar 90 Complete solution of additional cross-verification datasets.

15 Jun 90 Cross Verification Report.



APPENDIX III

PROPOSED TASK FORCE REPORT

Paul Gnirk, 18th October 1988

VALIDATION OF NUMERICAL MODELS FOR APPLICATION TO GEOLOGIC
DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES.

PART 1: STATE-OF-THE-ART SURVEY OF MODEL VALIDATION.

PART 2: VALIDATION CRITERIA FOR THE SCV PROGRAM OF THE STRIPA
PROJECT PHASE III.



REPORT OUTLINE

PART 1: STATE-OF-THE-ART SURVEY OF MODEL VALIDATION

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE
1.2 BACKGROUND
1.3 ORGANISATION OF REPORT

2. BASIS OF VALIDATION CONSIDERATIONS
21 TIME AND DIMENSION SCALES
22 DEFINITION OF VERIFICATION
23 DEFINITION OF VALIDATION
24 SENSITIVITY AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSES

3. THERMAL PROCESSES

4. MECHANICAL PROCESSES

5. THERMOMECHANICAL PROCESSES

6. GEOCHEMICAL PROCESSES

7. HYDROLOGIC PROCESSES

8. THERMOHYDROLOGIC PROCESSES

9. NUCLIDE TRANSPORT PROCESSES

10. CONCLUDING REMARKS

PART 2: VALIDATION CRITERIA FOR THE SCV PROGRAM OF STRIPA
PROJECT PHASE III

1. SCOPE OF THE SCV PROGRAM

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE NUMERICAL MODELS
2.1 HYDROLOGY
2.2 NUCLIDE TRANSPORT

3. MODEL VERIFICATION

4. MODEL VALIDATION CRITERIA

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
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APPENDIX IV

STRIPA SIMULATIONS

1. Data consistency models

2. Experiment design modeling

3. Finite-element mine model

4 D-hole validation experiment

Network model alone

5. D-hole validation experiment

Network with interface to mine model

6. Drift validation experiment

Network model alone

7. Drift validation experiment

Network with interface to mine model

18-



12053-3
Version 1

INTERNATIONAL STRIPA PROJECT: PHASE 3
MINUTES OF THE THIRD MEETING OF THE

TASK FORCE ON FRACTURE FLOW MODELUNG

Albuquerque, USA
February 20-23,1989

1. These minutes provide a provisional written record of the above meeting.
They will be reviewed at the fourth meeting of the Task Force, and any
modifications will be minuted following that meeting. A list of participants
for the present meeting is given in Appendix I.

2. The minutes of the second Task Force meeting in Kyoto [1] were reviewed.
Stratis Vomvoris questioned item 14.7b ie, thai "Canadian experience indicates
that the excavation of drifts always leads to a decreased permeability in the
disturbed zone regardless of the orientations of the fractures."

During the meeting Tin Chan sent written comments on the above point. He
suggests the modification "Canadian experience indicates that the excavation
of drifts and shafts at the URL has so far led to a decreased permeability in the
disturbed zone of the fractures regardless of the orientations of the fractures,
provided that the excavation is done using careful blasting."

Tin Chan also noted that: "In one drift excavated through a near-vertical
fracture, we observed increased permeability in the floor probably due to the
use of heavier explosive charges in the floor than in the rest of the drift. The
permeability decreased around the roof and side walls."

In addition, Tin Chan commented on item 13 of the previous minutes, to the
effect that measurements of flux into the D-holes will not be unaffected by
stress effects since there will be stress concentrations around the boreholes.

3. The actions arising from the Kyoto meeting were reviewed.

Action 1 related to the finalisation of the cross-verification plan. All the items
have been satisfactorily completed and, except for a few minor points, the
report is ready for printing.

Action 2 related to the production of short code summaries for inclusion in
the final version of the cross-verification plan. This has been accomplished,
but the summaries were not sent to Task Force members by the 1st December
1988 as required. Moreover, they had not been distributed in advance of the
present meeting.

Action 3 was that a meeting should be held to discuss QA requirements for the
Stripa Project. The meeting has not yet been held. Jane Long pointed out that



work at LBL was carried out under a "Level 3" QA procedure which is
appropriate for work of a research nature. She volunteered to circulate a copy.

ACTION 1 Jane Long will circulate a copy of the LBL QA plan to Task Force
members, before the rext meeting.

Action 4 from the last meeting required participants to comment in writing to
Olle Olsson on the Stage 2 Preliminary Predictions Report. This action has
been carried out and Olie has incorporated the comments. A final version is
expected to be produced in April 1989.

4. Paul Gnirk outlined the scope and objectives of fracture flow modelling within
the present project. The general objectives for Phase III of the Stripa Project
which were approved by the JTC in June 1985, are:

i) To integrate different tools and methods in order to predict and validate
the groundwater flow and transport in a specific volume of Stripa
granite.

ii) To demonstrate and verify the use of different materials and techniques
for sealing groundwater flow paths in the Stripa granite.

The cooperation between the USA modelling groups and the Principal
Investigators for the Stripa Project was discussed at the TSG meeting in
Helsinki in March 1987, which concluded that:

i) This requires that the tasks undertaken by the US modelling groups are
complementary to the work already planned as a part of the Stripa
Project and that the tasks are in line with the overall objectives of Phase
in.

ii) The research tasks undertaken by the US modelling groups should be
defined in cooperation with the Stripa Project Investigators.

In January 1988, Mr Per-Erik Ahlstrom, Chairman of the JTC, sent a letter
entitled, "Stripa Phase IN-Formation of a Task Force Group for Fracture-Flow
Modeling," to the representatives of the Joint Technical Committee of the
OECD/Stripa Project. The letter stated that:

"Based on discussions between the Stripa Project management, the Principal
Investigator for the fracture-flow modeling, Michael Norgett, and some of the
Stripa JTC members, it is suggested that a Task Force group for fracture-flow
modeling be formed, similar to the Task Force group on sealing materials and
techniques. It is thought that such a group would be most useful in guiding
and coordinating the modeling work conducted using Stripa data. ...it is ...felt
that it would be of substantial benefit both to the project and to the Stripa
Project member countries to hold an ad hoc coordinating meeting chaired by
Paul Gnirk before the TSG meeting scheduled for March 22-24. We have,
therefore, scheduled such a coordinating meeting involving the Stripa
modeling group and the two US modeling groups for February 24-26, 1988, in
San 1'rancisco, USA Hach member country is invited to send one delegate,



who is knowledgeable in the field of fracture-flow modeling, to the meeting. If
the JTC decides in June to form the above mentioned Task Force, the delegate
should preferably be prepared to participate in future Task Force meeting."

In an attachment to this letter, it was recommended that the Task Force be
chartered to

(i) coordinate with the work undertaken at Harwell the effort provided by
two groups in the United States of America, led by Dr jane Long of
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and Dr William Dershowitz of Colder
Associates, since all three groups utilize data collected at Stripa;

(ii) recommend criteria for the verification and validation of the numerical
models; and

(iii) facilitate the wider dissemination amongst the countries participating
in the Stripa Project of progress in the development of numerical
modeling and computer codes.

The tentative timetable for verification activities given in Appendix II of the
last minutes [1] was discussed. Bill Dershowitz pointed out that the plan had
been revised immediately following the Kyoto meeting. The revised
milestone chart is discussed in item 14 of the present minutes.

The Stripa simulations presented by Alan Herbert at the Kyoto meeting
(Appendix IV of the previous minutes (1)) were discussed. Paul Gnirk
expressed his disappointment that no preliminary fracture flow modelling
predictions for the D-hole fluxes were available for the present meeting, and
that it was unlikely that any would be available for the TSG meeting in March.
Paul Gnirk proposed that the final D-hole predictions should be available in
draft report form by the 1st August 1989, and that comparison of the
predictions with the D-hole measurements should be made during August-
October 1989.

Paul Gnirk drew the attention of participants to the bar-charts contained in the
Stripa Phase III programme document [2], emphasising that everything must
be completed by June 1991. A revised programme plan for the completion of
the Site Characterisation and Validation (SCV) project has recently been
compiled by John Biack and Olle Olsson.

The proposed SCV schedule is as follows:

Pre-Drift Excavation Saline Injection Test Sept-Oct 1989
Drift Excavation Nov 1989 - March 1990
Post Drift Excavation Saline Injection Test May - July 1990
Monitor Water Inflow to Drift June 1990 - June 1991
Tracer Injection Test Sept 1990 - June 1991

5. Olle Olsson invited the modelling groups to carry out some work in support of
the planning of the SCV experimental programme, as detailed in Appendix II.
For example, estimates of the time required to perform the salt injection/radar



test, would be very useful. Paul Gnirk raised the question as to whether the
time and money was available to carry out the proposed extra modelling tasks.
As for time, Alan Herbert pointed out that most of the calculations involve
particle tracking which is not yet available in NAPSAC. It was generally agreed
that the proposed work was very important. It was suggested that a small
meeting should be held to discuss what could be done on the required
timescale.

Alan Herbert presented an overview of the work of the Harwell group since
the last meeting. The goals of this work are:

a) to model the 'Dhole' flux experiment,
b) to predict fluxes for the validation experiment,
c) to model tracer experiments,
d) to assess the validity of the fracture network approach and its use in site

assessments.

The milestones are discussed below:

i) Development of Generalised Region Geometry

The code has been written and tested, but optimisation is required for
very complex models.

ii) Development of a Borehole Model

The code has been written but is not yet working.

iii) Interpretation of Transmissivity Data

A code has been written and tested which produces the parameters of a
log-normal fracture transmissivity distribution from hydraulic data
taken between packers which contain an unknown number of fractures.
The iterative solver for this code is inefficient.

iv) Coupling of Fracture Network and Finite-Element Codes

This work is being performed outside the Stripa Project. The required
constraints have been implemented within the finite-element
NAMMU code [3], but the modifications have not been fully tested.
The interface to NAPSAC has not yet been written.

v) Boundary Condition Specification

The basic code is available but a user interface is required.

The status of the applications to the D-hole site is as follows;

A complete fracture dataset has not yet been received from John Gale. The
interpretation tools are available for initial modelling and the hydraulic data
has been interpreted The equivalent permeable medium model for the mine



has been constructed and results are available. An assessment of the required
fracture density has not yet been made and the D-hole model has not yet been
construct ed.

The current priorities are:

i) to obtain the complete fracture dataset,

ii) completion of the borehole model,

iii) assessment of the required fracture density and permeability,

iv) transfer of results from the equivalent permeable medium model for
the mine,

v) construct D-hole model.

7. Jane Long presented an overview of the work of the LBL group since the last
meeting. Much of the progress is summarised in a report prepared for the US
Department of Energy (4). Progress was discussed under the following four
headings:

i) Large Scale Models

The 'template' approach described at the previous meeting is being used
to model flow through fracture zones. The basic data requirements for
this approach is cross-hole hydraulic data. However, only very
qualitative data of this type will be available for the D-hole predictions.

ii) Small Scale Models

This relates to flow within fracture zones. Connectivity is being
assessed using fractal concepts.

iii) Fracture Well Test Interpretation

John Barkers fractional dimension well-test solutions [5] have been
compared with numerical solutions for flow from a line source into a
truncated fractal network. The two approaches have been shown to be
consistent with one another.

iv) Conceptual Model

A re-analysis of the stage 2 data by the LBL group suggests that some of
the previously hypothesised zones should be shifted a bit, and that a
new zone should be added. It is expected that sub-horizontal fractures
in zones will be the most conductive.

8. Bill Dershowitz presented an overview of the work at Colder since the last
meeting. The goals and milestones are the same as presented by Alan Herbert
(item 6). Progress has been sever'-'y limited by temporarily reduced funding



from the USDOE.

A major effort has been made on the cross-verification plan. The first three
datasets have been developed and account has been taken of the comments on
the draft cross-verification plan.

Support has been given to the channelling experiments of Ivars Neretnieks.
Field results have been simulated and analysed for flow dimension and
channel resolution.

An analysis has been made of whether a correlation between tracelength and
transmissivity could be deduced from a planned experiment in the D-holes
and mapping of the SCV drift.

A version of FracMan has been completed and distributed to some requesters.
Work is progressing with modifying FracMan to run on a VAX so that
simulations involving 10,000 fractures can be carried out.

No simulations have yet been carried out for the D-hole simulated drift
experiment since only a preliminary fracture dataset has been available.

9. John Gale presented an overview of the work by FracFlow since the last
meeting. A permeable medium model has been used to provide boundary
conditions for the fracture network modelling, and for making predictions of
flow to the drift.

The fracture data has been re-examined. Hopefully, it is now ready for use in
the D-hoie inflow predictions. The dataset does not distinguish between
fractures within or outside fracture zones.

10. Alan Herbert presented details of recent code and model developments at
Harwell. A summary of the NAPSAC code has been included in the latest
version of the cross-verification plan [6] but a comprehensive description of its
capabilities has not yet been written.

A more general description of the modelled region geometry is being
implemented. The region is modelled as an assembly of trilinear cuboids. The
surfaces of the cuboids are bilinear so that intersections with fracture planes are
curved. The intersections are calculated exactly, but each section of each
fracture intersecting a surface is approximated by a straight line. The
algorithms have been tested and found to be inefficient for large numbers of
cuboid sub-regions.

A well-bore model is being implemented along the lines of that proposed by
Jackson and Robinson [7|. The model allows for packer intervals containing
manv fractures

A code has been written to produce a fracture iransmissivity distribution from
hydraulic data. It assumes that fracture transmissivities within a borehole
section an* additive and that they are log-normally distributed. The approach
has been verified by generating synthetic data and iterating the process.



Interpretation of trace length data to give fracture size distributions is fraught
with problems because the data is censured. Jane Long has shown that the
inversion is non-unique.

Requirements for the future are to:

(i) remove double counting of fractures (in zones and intervening rock);
(ii) consider the effects of channelling;
(iii) examine the justification for aperture truncation;
(iv) consider conceptual models of the zones;
(v) examine the size of the region which can be modelled and the effects of

boundary conditions.

The following critical items were identified:

(i) completion of the dataset - this is now hopefully available;
(ii) truncation study;
(iii) double counting;
(iv) channelling model;
(v) fracture zone model;
(vi) well model;
(vii) transport model.

11. Jane Long presented details of LBL model development work since the last
meeting (4). The FMG3D/CHANGE codes are being developed to include
automatic borehole connectors, curved drifts and mixed boundary conditions.
The TRI\'ET code is to be extended to include time-dependent boundary
conditions (for well tests) and there is an unending need for a better solver.

Draft documentation exists for the annealing technique. Sleady-state and
transient programs exist. There is a need for a tracer test versicm, an improved
annealing schedule and large problem computation experience.

12. Bill Dershowitz presented details of code development work at Colder since
the last meeting. A code summary has been produced and included in the
cross-verification p!an (6).

A critical item is to decide upon the most appropriate fracture geometric
conceptual model. A number of alternatives have been considered and are
included in FracMan. These include:

(i) Hnhanced Baecher Model (Disk fractures with stochastic termination at
intersections Fracture location by Poisson point process);

(ii) Nearest Neighbour Model (Fracture location by non-stationary Poisson
point process with increased density near "major" fractures);

dii) Levy-Lee Model (Fracture location by Levy flight fractal process);

(iv) War /one Model (Fracture location be empirical simulation of geologic



fracture propagation processes).

Other critical items are the fracture geometric and hydrologic parameters, in

particular the cross fracture transmissivity.

Features currently being incorporated in the models are:

(i) spatial variability in fracture properties;
(ii) correlation of fracture properties by set and orientation;
(iii) channelling conceptual models and 3D pipe channel generation;
(iv) two-phase flow.

13. An executive session of the Task Force Delegates was held, chaired by Gunnar
Gustafson.

It was generally felt that the delegates did not have enough written
information to allow them to do their job properly. Also, the response to the
action items from the last meeting and to the earlier recommendations of the
delegates (Item 14 of previous minutes [1]) had been inadequate.

The overviews at the start of the present meeting, which were intended to
clarify the major developments and milestones, were too detailed and
technical.

The delegates group expressed their disappointment that no fracture network
predictions for the D-hole infiltration experiments were available for the
present meeting.

The scope, objectives, relevance and milestones of the project should be clearly
documented as recommended previously (Item 14.1 of [1]). The bulk flow
through rock is important in controlling the mass transfer of corrodents which
in some disposal concepts has an important impact on safety.

It was suggested that attention should not just be limited to fracture zones
since waste containers are likely to be confined to the intervening rock, which
could provide the major safety barrier.

It was noted that the precise quantities which are being measured and
predicted for the D-hole infiltration experiment have not been written down.

It was thought that the Task Force should not meet again until the D-hole
predictions had been sent to the delegates.

14. Olle Olsson presented a revised plan for the SCV programme. Stages 4 and 5
have been revised.

The status of the SCV project is that the C1-C3 and D1-D6 boreholes have been
drilled. The purpose is to provide detailed data on the volume of rock around
the validation drift. Core logging, geophysics logging, radar measurements
and seismic measurements have been carried out.



Preliminary results include the confirmation of the existence of zone H, and of
the ring structure detected with the radar (it is a vuggy granite). Inflows to the
Dholes have been measured and hydraulic testing has been carried out in the
C-holes.

The simulated drift experiment (SDE) in the D-hoIes will reduce the pressure
in three steps and measure flows from each hole in packed-off intervals 18].

Some cross-hole testing between pairs of D-holes will be carried out.

The revised SCV programme includes:

(i) detailed characterisation of the H zone (new);
(ii) extension of borehole seismic analysis;
(iii) monitoring of saline tracer transport through rock by borehole radar

measurements (new);
(iv) drift excavation and associated measurements;
(v) water and tracer collection system;
(vi) tracer test in validation drift;
(vii) three-dimensional CAD model (new).

The saline tracer experiments are designed ô give an idea of how tracers get
distributed in a plane.

The final tracer test will be performed using EDTA metal complexes. They
will be collected in plastic sheets on the sides of the validation drift. It was
suggested that it would be relevant to investigate colloid transport since this is
a pertinent issue for repository safety assessments.

Olle requested help from the modellers in performing design calculations for
the cross-hole tests (by May 1989), saline injection test I (by August 1989), saline
injection test II (by May 1990). This should include sensitivity analysis on the
effect of fixed spacing in the hydraulic tests, orientation-aperture-size
correlation, and channelling effects.

The design criteria for the SCV tracer test are:

(i) it must be able to compare predictions and actual measurements;

(ii) the pathways must be known before injection;

(iii) preference should be given to fracture zones;

(iv) there should be a reasonable expectation that -

a) all injected tracer will arrive before mid 1991,
b) a significant percentage of the breakthrough curves will be

obtained for each tracer;
c) the amount of tracer mass collected allows a reasonable

interpretation;
d) there should be a range of tracer arrival times;



(v) there should be a contingency plan to determine the fate of the tracers if
they do not arrive;

(vi) consideration should be given to intermediate sampling.

There was a discussion of various possible geometric configurations for the
SCV tracer test. Two possibilities are:

(i) injecting below the drift and collecting in 0.5 m long boreholes drilled
in the floor;

(ii) collecting in packed-off sections of the D-holes, i.e., not excavating the
SCV dri . The latter option would get around some of the distortions
caused by mechanical disturbance around the drift.

15. Bill Dershowitz presented the status of the code verification exercise. Nine sets
of comments on the draft report have been received and almost all of them
have been incorporated into the final version. In response to the comments,
the scope of the study has been reduced. The schedule has been revised for
consistency with other Sf:ipa activities. The revised schedule is:

Preliminary cross-verification results 15 May 1989
for geometry and flow test cases 1-3

Final cross-verification results for 15 September 1989
geometry and flow test cases 1 -3

Distribute supplemental cross-verification 15 September 1989
plan for test cases 4-6

Preliminary cross-verification results 15 March 1990
for test cases 4-6

Cross verification report2277 15 June 1990

ACTION 2: Bill Dershowitz will produce the final report on the cross-
verification results for cases 1-3 by 15 September 1989, and the final report for
cases 4-6 by 15 March 1990. Bill will send these reports directly to Task Force
Members.

Bengt Stillborg will write to Bill authorising him to send the above material
directly to Task Force Members,

16. Jane Long reported on the status of model calibration efforts at LBL. A revised
conceptual model for the geometry of the fracture zones has been put forward
[4], The revised zones take account of:

(i) drift wall sketches permit lower dips for ABC zones;
(ii) low confidence in dips of ABC;
(iii) the new zones account for two more hydrologic "anomalies" in N2 and

N4;

in



(iv) radar reflections in the radar report can be found to match the new
zones.

Directional radar and geological interpretation would help to resolve the zone
locations.

The new model has seven fracture zor.es. Their interna! structure is rrodeHed
as an orthogonal channel network with 10 m spacing. The intersections are
taken to be highly conductive channels. The horizontal fractures may be more
permeable, which could be accounted for by putting in more channels.

The LBL group will probably also consider two alternative conceptual models.
The zones are conditioned by geophysics and geology. The annealing
technique is being used to find the most appropriate subset of conductors.

17. Bill Dershowitz described some special features of the modelling. A key issue
is the variability of apertures on fracture surfaces.

The Golder group have performed some numerical experiments to examine
the effects of different channelling geometries. Constant pressure tests have
been simulated to investigate the correlation between the transmissivity
determined from such tests, and the cross-fracture transmissivity required for
input to fracture network models. It is found that constant pressure tests only
provide a good approximation to the cross-fracture transmissivity in the
immediate vicinity of a borehole.

Bill has carried out some simulations using J1NX/F of the channelling
experiments being performed by Ivors Neretnieks. Experience with these
simulations has led to various suggestions for improving the experiments.

18. Paul Gnirk reviewed the status of the state-of-the-art report on model
validation. The outline was established an Tokyo in October. A literature
search has been initiated for validation "case histories" in hydrology,
geochemistry, thermal/rock mechanics, etc. Task Force delegates will be
appraised of the "state-of-the-art" in early May and will be asked to furnish
input to the report.

A Validation Oversight Group in the US has been considering what is required
for validation of computer models to support licencing requirements. Their
definition of model validation is "establishing the soundness of specific
computer models and the legitimacy of specific applications being made of
those models".

In the USA the regulatory requirements for model validation are contained in
10CFR 60.21(c)(ii)(F). These regulations state that "analysis and models ...
shall be supported using an appropriate combination of such methods as field
tests, in situ tests, laboratory tests which are representative of field conditions,
monitoring data, and natural analog studies."

The Validation Oversight Group has focussed on three phases of performance
assessment modelling:

11



(i) model development;
(ii) comparing results and experimental data;
(iiO peer review.

Thr experimental data includes natural and man-made analogs, laboratory and
field experiments, and site characterisation studies.

For a given model, the following hypothesis testing procedure is
recommended:

i) identify a suitable model, focussing on its application;
ii) identify model assumptions and uncertainties;
iii) formulate credible alternative models;
iv) identify competing hypotheses underlying alternative models;
v) specify and conduct appropriate tests of hypotheses to:

a) select from among competing models,
b) evaluate selected models;

vi) where credible alternative models remain, conduct analyses with each
model or with a bounding model.

A possible set of steps for validation against D-hole measurements is given in
Appendix III. One of the major questions is how to compare deterministic
measurements with statistical models.

19. John Gale presented some permeable medium model predictions for the D-
hole experiments. There were a limited number of elements around the
validation draft. A line sink representing a D-hole had a total steady-state
inflow of 242 ml/min.

20. Alan Herbert discussed the application of NAPSAC to the Stripa Data. The
transmissivity data has been truncated at high transmissivities as an
approximate way of removing the fracture zones. This truncated data was
used to derive a log-normal fracture transmissivity distribution.

It was pointed out in discussion that, in related studies for Nagra and BWIPP,
the fracture networks were much too connected to reflect reality. The problem
arises since there is a very sharp transition between unconnected and
connected 3D networks. In order to reflect the connectivity observed in the
real world it is necessary to have an essentially 2D model, e.g., channelling
within fracture planes.

The major data shortcomings at Stripa are the double counting of fractures in
zones, aperture variations, and the characterisation of fracture zones.

The major shortcomings of NAPSAC are the lack of termination mode effects
and the limited region size.

21. jane Long presented some thoughts on the D-hole validation predictions. The



most useful experimental results to date arise from the 'quick-and-dirty' cross-
hole tests performed by David Holmes, which gives an idea of the connectivity
of the fracture zones.

22. Bill Dershowitz discussed his approach to the D-hole validation predictions.
The approach is similar to Harwell, but with the fracture zones considered as
regions where there is an increased level of fracturing. He described possible
formats for the predictions, e.g., the probability distribution for the total steady-
state flow into one or ail of the D-holes. It might also be worthwhile to present
the predicted flow rate along one of the D-holes for one or more statistical
realisations.

The major constraints on the predictions are the boundary conditions, and
limited cross-hole information.

23. John Gale presented some ideas for using resin injection to improve the
understanding of fracture aperture variations. The transmissivity of the
aperture distributions measured using this technique is similar to typical
values found using field techniques.

Stratis Vomvoris pointed out that the above work is looking at fracture traces
on the centimetre scale whereas the channelling experiments of Ivars
Neretnieks are on a metre scale. There can clearly be heterogeneity at many
scales. It is important to know if we can use results on the above scales to feed
into the predictions.

Bengt Stillborg circulated a recent proposal from Ivars Neretnieks [9] and
requested comments.

ACTION 3: The Pi's should send their comments on Ivars Neretnieks
proposal for an extension to the Stripa channelling experiments, to the Project
Manager and Task Force delegates in advance of the forthcoming TSG
meeting.

24. Bengt Stillborg pointed to a need to focus modelling effort within the Stripa
Project and to present the work more coherently to the participating countries.
There is a need to document the project more clearly, including specification of
the goals of the predictions, and the input data that will be form the basis for
the predictions. This will not only focus the effort, it will also provide a basis
on which to evaluate its success and to communicate its results to member
countries of the Stripa Project.

In summary there is a need to:

i) specify exactly what predictions are to be made and the particular
experimental quantities that they are to be compared with, and

ii) define the raw and processed input data that are to be used for the above
predictions.

In discussion, Viekko Taivassalo pointed out that in Finland they were not



primarily interested in the flows in fracture zones because they do not intend
to put waste canisters into such zones.

Bengt Stillborg emphasised that he wanted to have a coherent paper describing
the matters discussed above, for the benefit of the member countries. The
Project was prepared to bring in outside help to assemble such a paper, and to
provide other technical assistance to help with the management of the
modelling work.

25. A second meeting of the national delegates was held to summarise their
thoughts following the technical presentations. Gunnar presented a summary
of the delegates discussions to the main meeting.

25.1 The duties of the Task Force delegates were discussed. They can neither do the
job of the Pi's or of the project management, but they can help with comments
and guidelines. However, if the project management needs someone to advise
them then David Hodgkinson could undertake this role as a representative of
the delegates.

25.2 The delegates were dissatisfied with the amount of written information
provided to them. It was insufficient to carry out their duties effectively.
Moreover, some of the documents which had been circulated were
inadequately marked. At the very least, they should contain a reference
number, list of authors and date. There is a need to set up QA procedures for
the preparation and distribution of documents. The Task Force delegates
requested that they be sent copies of all documents relevant to the work of the
group (including those describing related work such as the channelling
experiments) on a timely hacic More particularly, there was a need for Task
Force members to have written material describing the fracture flow
modelling work in advance of meetings. If progress reports had been written
for other purposes (e.g. [4]), then these could be circulated. Otherwise specific
progress reports would need to be produced.

ACTION 4: Bengt Stillborg should improve the information flow to Task
Force members, along the lines discussed in the above paragraph.

In order to improve the flow of information on fracture flow modelling to the
member countries, it was suggested that a Workshop should be held in 1990 or
1991. This could consist of a mixture of lectures and "hands-on" use of the
codes developed in the Project.

25.3 Gunnar summarised the views of the delegates on the agenda. There were too
many presentations by each of the Pi's. Each should have a smaller number of
longer presentations in order to give a comprehensive account of their work.
However, some items (e.g., the verification exercise) could be treated
separately Tlie content of future meetings could take the following form:

i) Status reports These should be confined to a broad overview of the
progress made since the last meeting, in meeting the goals and
milestones of the project.

14



ii) One long presentation from each PI.

iii) Special session on verification.

iv) Topical session on fracture heterogeneity (channelling etc.)

v) Delegates meeting for two hours following the above.

254 It was proposed that Gunnar Gustafson should make a presentation to the
forthcoming TSG meeting on behalf of the Task Force delegates.

25.5 Gunnar presented the views of the delegates on a number of specific technical
questions.

i) Fracture heterogeneity

The variability of fracture transmissivities across their surfaces, and the
transmissivity of fracture intersections, are seen as vitally important
topics. A special topical session, perhaps involving outside experts,
should be held at the next meeting. The group discussed various
experimental approaches, including the resin technique and the in-
plane channelling experiments of Ivars Neretnieks. The group
regretted that they had not been kept informed of the current proposals
in advance of the meeting. There may be merit in using a variety of
techniques on the same fracture in order to improve our
conceptualisation of the phenomena.

ii) Validation Drift?

The question of whether the validation drift was required for validating
fracture flow and transport predictions was discussed. There is
evidence that excavation of a drift significantly disturbs the flow paths
in its vicinity. Thus, the water and tracer inflows to the plastic sheets
may not be a true reflection of the undisturbed situation. Arguments
had been presented at this meeting which suggested that it would be
easier and more representative of the natural situation if water and
tracers were collected in packed-off sections of boreholes Perhaps the
number of D-holes could be increased to give a good coverage. It is
necessary to have further input from the Pi's and others about whether
the drift is really required for validating the fracture flow and transport
models, or whether its function is to validate geophysical techniques
and to evaluate disturbed zone effects. One possibility is that only a
fraction of the drift should be excavated, e.g., up to the H zone.

iii) Boundary Conditions

The importance of the boundary conditions on the predictions should
be evaluated using sensitivity analysis.



25.6 ACT1OX LIST

Gunnar Gustafson reported the disappointment of the delegates at the
response to the list of actions from the last meeting, and more especially to the
recommendation* of the delegates made at the last meeting. In view of this,
the following actions should be included in the minutes of the present
meeting. Gunnar emphasised that if the actions are not completed on time
then the next meeting should be postponed until they are complete.

ACTION 5 A paper should be written describing the scope and objectives of
the fracture flow modelling project, including a list of milestones (item 14.1 c
of Kyoto minutes). This should be submitted to Task Force Members before
the next meeting.

ACTION 6: The Principal Investigators (modellers and experimentalists) of
the SCV project should make an evaluation of the critical items for model
development (item 14.2 b of Kyoto minutes). This should be submitted in
writing to Task Force Members before the next meeting.

ACTION 7: Alan Herbert should write a plan of the documentation to be
produced for the NAPSAC code and circulate it to Task Force Members before
the next meeting. Copies of the papers listed at the end of the cross-
verification plan should be circulated to Task Force members before the next
meeting (item 14.2e of Kyoto minutes).

ACTION 8: The Pi's should consider whether it is feasible to validate the
models using head data in addition to groundwater fluxes, and report back to
the next meeting (item 14.5 a of Kyoto minutes).

ACTION 9: The Pis should present quantitative validation criteria in advance
of comparing the final predictions with experimental results (item 14.5 b of
Kyoto minutes). A note on this should be circulated in advance of the next
meeting.

ACTION 10: The process of validation adopted within the project should be
defined and described (item 14c of the Kyoto minutes). A note on this should
be circulated in advance of the next meeting.

ACTION 11: The most important features and parameters of the models
affecting the predictions for the validation exercise should be determined by
the Pi's, for example by using expert judgement or sensitivity analysis. A note
on this should be circulated in advance of the next meeting.

26. In response to some of the concerns raised by Bengt Stillborg (item 24 of
present minutes) the Pi's prepared a note on the measured and calculated
quantities for the simulated drift project. This is reproduced in appendix IV.

27. Following the meeting the participants visited the WIPP facility near Carlsbad,
Ww Mexico.
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APPENDIX II

CO-ORDINATION OF THE SCV EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME WITH
MODELLING EFFORT

The aim of the modelling envisaged as support for the experiments is slightly
different from modelling in general within the programme. The general modelling is
designed to include prediction and validation. The specific aim of the modelling to
support experiments is to assess influences of parameters on experimental outcome
and to assist in any experimental redesign.

There are therefore several major experiments which should incur significant
modelling input before they are implemented. These are:

the Simulated Drift Experiment due to start Summer 89
the Salt injection/radar test due to start Summer 90
the Tracer tests due to start in Fall 90

The modelling input should therefore be coordinated to be complete before these
dates. To some extent some outline calculations have been completed in an ad hoc
way for the Simulated Drift Experiment. This did not result in significant redesign
but discussion was very illuminating. A more formal version of this would be
intended for the later stages.

Taking the tracer test as an example the following list of modelling tasks could be seen
as being useful in test planning:

1 Model the flowrate distribution to the drift, both in the "good rock" and the
zone GH. Try to illuminate the variability that might be anticipated.

2. Illustrate the possibility of tracers moving to other nearby drifts.

3. Model the tracer "plume" movement and illustrate the range of arrival times,
and distribution in space. Illustrate the variability that might be anticipated.

4. Illustrate what recoveries can be anticipated. Illustrate the effect of matrix
diffusion, diffusion into stagnant pools of water, draw off to other sinks.

5. Illustrate the effect of (stochastic) channelling on the above items.
Channelling information will have to be taken from soft information at this
StilgO.

6. Illustrate the effect of channels present at the intersection of fractures.

7. Illustrate the effects of finite injection volumes on the tracer breakthrough
curves

H. Illustrate dilution effects.



It is therefore proposed that the Principal Investigators for experiments are
more closely linked to the modelling effort available within the Project. A
series of experimental problems can be set up now and modelling groups
assigned to tasks. The need is to set up a timetable of milestones (when
experiments need tu be initiated) with a grosjp of suggested modelling tasks.



APPENDIX III

STEPS FOR MODEL VAUDATION AGAINST D-HOLE MEASUREMENTS

STEP1: Field Experiment

Scale of the experiment
Geologic structure
Hydrologic conditions

measurements far-field calculations
Measurements

function of time
function of dimensions

STEP 2: Define applicability of numerical models (scale basis)

EPM (John Gale)
Fracture Flow

Harwell (Alan Herbert)
LBL (Jane Long)
Golder (Bill Dershowitz)

STEP 3: Define what should be calculated by models

Time basis
Geometrical basis
Statistical basis

STEP 4: Define validation hypothesis

Deterministic
Statistical
Probabilistic



APPENDIX IV

SIMULATED DRIFT PREDICTIONS

What will be measured:

1) Steady flow Q(m3/s) into the 6 D-borehoIes under 3 different pressures in the
boreholes (last pressure near to 0).

2) The distribution of flow into each of these boreholes under each of the
pressure steps in lm intervals.

3) Heads throughout the site (at as yec unspecified positions).

What will be calculated:

1) Total steady flow Q(m3/s) into each of the 6 boreholes (under zero pressure)
and a measure of the uncertainty associated with the prediction.

2) Sum of total steady flow Q(m3/s) into all 6 boreholes under zero pressure and a
measure of the uncertainty associated with the prediction.

3) Mean and standard deviation of flux into one meter intervals within the D-
holes. (N.B: LBL's model will only predict fluxes where zones intersect the
drift).

Proposed-Optional

Measure:

Total flow into all 6 holes under a new boundary condition induced by a perturbation,
such as draining W-2.

Calculate:

Calculate change in steady inflow into D-holes under perturbed boundary conditions,
such as opening W-2.

-22-



IM2171-2
Version 1

INTERNATIONAL STRIPA PROJECT: PHASE 3
MINUTES OF THE FOURTH MEETING OF THE

TASK FORCE ON FRACTURE FLOW MODELLING

Stockholm, Sweden
27-28 September 1989

1. These minutes provide a provisional written record of the above meeting.
They will be reviewed at the next Task Force meeting. A list of participants is
given in Appendix 1.

2. The minutes of the Third Task Force meeting in Albuquerque [1] were
reviewed. There were no comments on the accuracy of the minutes. The
principal investigators had put considerable effort into addressing the actions
from the previous meeting. The detailed responses are documented elsewhere
[2, 3]. Gunnar Gustavsson thanked all involved for the very good response to
the actions. The implications of the response to Action 5 concerning
validation is discussed in item 7 below.

3. Alan Herbert presented a status report and summary of predictions, as
described in detail elsewhere [4]. Progress has been made with the data
interpretation models and rock permeability models. A stochastic continuum
approach has been used to make the D-hole predictions. For the validation
drift predictions there is a need to take some account of the disturbed zone, for
example by making use of the streps-aperture relationships being developed by
Nick Barton.

The status of NAPSAC is that flow can be modelled in three dimensions but
further developments are required to model transport. A critical item is the
refinement of models for interpreting data in order to give the input
distributions required by NAPSAC. Also improved conceptual models for
flow and transport within fracture planes are required. A simple constant
transmissivity representation of fracture zones was used in the D-hole
predictions. In future, the heterogeneity of these zones needs to be included,
for example by building on the work of Jane Long and her colleagues

There was a discussion about including the effects of disturbed zone stresses on
fracture apertures. A number of participants had not previously known that
Nick Bartons work on stress/permeability relationships was to be applied to
the flow simulations, and thought that it might be very difficult to implement.
It was not clear whether the proposed stress calculations would be continuum
of discontinuum. Jane Long pointed out that if discontinuum stress
calculations were to be used then they should really be repeated for each
realisation of the fracture system. John Gale advocated that we should rely
mainly on 3D continuum stress modelling, although 2D discontinuum
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modelling could provide useful qualitative insight.

Since the fracture system at Stripa appears to be well connected, Alan has
employed a stochastic continuum model to predict flux?s to the D-holes.
Permeability tensors for 8m blocks are derived using fracture statistics in
network models. The total flux to the D-holes is predicted to be 1.45 litres/min
with flows into the H,B and I zones being 0.33, 0.13 and 0.90 litres/min
respectively.

4. Bill Dershowitz presented a status report and summary of predictions for the
SDE, as described in detail elsewhere 151.

His D-hole predictions use discrete fracture flow simulations based on an
independent andlysis of the SCV data. Predictions have been made for the
inflow into each of the D-holes, the total flux to the D-holes, and head
responses in the N and W boreholes.

The cross-verification plan, incorporating comments from the Task Force, has
now been published. A draft cross-verification report was distributed at the
meeting. Some of the results were not received by the August 15 deadline, and
thus this deadline needs to be revised. A draft supplemental cross-verification
plan, including transient flow and solute transport test cases, was distributed at
the meeting for comment.

FracMan version 2.2, developed for the D-hole predictions, is able to handle up
to 10,000 fractures. Over 30 copies of FracMan have been distributed t&
organisations in the nuclear, hazardous waste and energy industries. Data
analy=;s codes for fracture transmissivities, intersections and lengths have
been completed.

John Gale noted that he had written asking for a copy of FracMan but had been
informed that it was not available to people outside the US. Paul Gnirk said
that he would try to clarify the situation with the USDOE.

A major justification for using a discrete fracture representation throughout
the SCV block is that it could account for anomalous connections across the
site. Also, it is needed to account for detailed hydraulic boundary conditions.
Since the boundary conditions are poorly defined, the approach was to include
as much detail as possible (eg. drifts) and to calibrate the system. The
geophysical zones were not included explicitly because there was no data on
whether their fracturing or permeability is higher or lower than average. Bill
noted that cross-hole tests are the only reliable way of assessing the
transmissivity of fracture zones.

The simulations show sparse inflow along the D-holes. There are some
interesting short-circuits in particular realisations. The calibration of the
model is dependent upon the measured flux to the 3D drift. In contrast to
Alan Herbert's approach the fracture network is not generally highly
connected.

5. Jane Long presented a status report and summary of predictions for the D-hole



inflows [6, 7].

Jane's approach is to construct a model of the critical features and to condition
their properties with all relevant data. The most important data for the D-hole
flux predictions are cross-hole hydraulic measurements for fracture zones.
This results in an equivalent discontinuum model where the distribution of
transmissivity in a fracture zone is represented by a regular lattice of line
segments. These are calibrated using a simulated annealing algorithm. It was
deduced that 30-40% of the transmissivity lies in a B' zone between the C and
D features. Thus the conceptual model consists of 7 zones, whose properties
were annealed to "guessed" data deduced from ad-hoc cross-hole tests. Only
the pattern could be determined, with the above data, not the conductance. To
normalise the conductivities, some extra data from David Holmes was used.
The resulting flux to the D-holes was 9 litres/min, but this should not be
regarded as a prediction as there is really insufficient infonnation for this type
of model.

6. Olle Olsson and John Black presented preliminary experimental results for the
D-hole experiment. Recent progress has included: i) single hole testing in
new C boreholes, ii) measurements of flux for the simulated drift experiment,
iii) cross-hole testing a) in a fracture zone around the holes of the SDE, b)
between boreholes around the site, iv) boundary head monitoring.

The C holes have k = 10 12 to 10 7 m/s and the heads in C2 show a marked drop
near the end.

The measurements of inflows were reported, as detailed in the latest Stripa
quarterly report. They have tried to identify the positions of inflow to the
nearest 0.5m. The detection limit is about 5 cc/min which corresponds to a
transmissivity of about 5 x 10>° mVs.

In some of the D-holes, the inflow did not rise as the borehole pressure was
lowered. There was extensive discussion about whether these measurements
are correct, and if so what gives rise to this effect (eg. clogging). The interim
results for Dl and D2 show 82% of the inflow from zones and 18% from rock.
For D3 it was 102% from zones and -2% from rock! The total inflow to the D-
holes at the lowest pressure was measured to be 1.7 litres/min. This total is
unlikely to change as the interim results are firmed up. He vever, the
distribution of flows might change. It was noted that one of the most
important parameters for disposal safety is likely to be the flux through the
rock (rather than zones) since the canisters are likely to be emplaced away from
fracture zones.

John Black should report back on the final interpretation of the D-hole influx
data, especially concerning the anomalous dependence on borehole pressure.

7. Paul Gnirk discussed the role of validation within the project. He disagreed
with the response to Action 5 of the last minutes which expressed the view
that 'validation has been added to the official scope and objectives', and that
'none of the modelers believe that the Stripa exercise constitutes a "validation"
of a flow model'. Paul noted that validation has always been a part of the



project.

Paul presented a status report on the state-of-the-art review on model
validation [8]. The following phenomena have been considered: thermal,
mechanical, thermo-mechanical, geochemical, hydrological, thermo-
hydrological and nuclide transport. 126 computer codes have been evaluated
as to their verification and validation status. In some documents there is
confusion between the meaning of the terms verification, validation and
calibration. The methodology and criteria for validation, and the associated
process, is commonly not well established in the documentation for codes for
which "validation" has been attempted. It is possible that the Stripa Project is
performing the first real validation exercise.

According to their charter, the national delegates should recommend criteria
for the verification and validation of numerical models. In this way they
constitute a peer review group for the project.

In the US the VOG group considers that the most important features for the
validation of models are:

i) establishing a peer review group,

ii) defining the methodology/process,

iii) defining criteria for success/failure,

iv) evaluation,

v) documentation.

An important part of the validation process is to establish a peer review group
which in the present rase would be the national delegates to this Task Force.
The group should define the model to be validated including the phenomena,
structures, and space and time scales in consultation with modelers. Also the
group should establish the field or laboratory experiment or natural analogue
to be used for model validation, in consultation with experimentalists.

The sources of uncertainty in the models and data should be established and
quantified as far as possible.

Validation criteria, which might be quantitative or qualitative should be
established to determine the acceptability.

After the experiments and calculations have been performed, they should be
compared and judged against the criteria. The reasons for the success or failure
would be discussed and documented.

The flow modelling milestones reported to the JTC in June 1989 are as follows:

Feb-March 1989: Preliminary calculations for water inflow into D-holes.



August 1 1989: Final calculations of water inflow into D-holes.

Sept-Nov 1989: State-of-the-art report on model validation

model validation criteria

comparison of field data with predictions of water inflow
into D-holes

March 1990: Preliminary prediction of water inflow into validation

drift

Late Summer 1990: Final prediction of water inflow into validation drift.

The transport modelling milestones are:

Late 1989-Early 1990: Scoping/design

Late 1990: preliminary calculations

Early 1991: final calculations
David Hodgkinson is to make an independent evaluation of the D-hole water
flow predictions against field data.

Alan Herbert outlined some critical items for modelling. The modelling
becomes increasingly difficult as one moves from the D-hole total flux to the
distribution of flux into the drift, and finally to tracer transport.

The D-hole prediction exercise has been very instructive. The REV for flux
appears to be about an 8m cube. It appears that about 30% of the flux comes out
of fracture intersections. The Stripa granite is very highly connected with flow
dominated by zones on a scale of 25m with a variability of about 50%. The
exercise has helped us to understand the conditions under which network
models, zones models and continuum models are appropriate, and their inter-
relationships.

The most critical item for the D-hole flows is the interpretation of trace length
observations, especially the tails of distributions. Further critical items are the
interpretation of transmissivity measurements, and models for the fracture
zones. Items which are understood sufficiently for the D-hole flow
predictions are: orientation data, boundary conditions from regional
modelling, and the conceptual model for single fracture flows.

Additional critical items for the drift predictions are: the disturbed zone (stress
relief, blast damage, flow diversion, unsaturated zone), the scale of models
(effective properties for continuum models around the drift), and the
emphasis on zones.

Additional critical items for transport are; velocity distribution within fraciure
planes, conceptual model of fracture flow (parallel plates, aperture distribution



and correlation length, channelling), storage of non-conducting fractures,
internal structure of zones, and description of the "average rock'.

In discussion, Ivars Neretnieks pointed out that flux predictions depended
mainly on the average gradient and permeability while transport predictions
depended additionally on the porosity and wetted surface area. Also the
variability of the residence time is important for transport predictions.

9. Bill Dershowitz outlined some critical items for modelling. There are two
major factors to be considered. The first is verisimilitude, namely the extent to
which the model is a sufficiently reasonable reflection of reality. The second is
feasibility, namely can the model handle the problem.

For the SDE it was verisimilitudinous to employ a discrete fracture model on a
200m scale, but it was not feasible.

The data collected to date has proved adequate for the SDE prediction exercise,
but the validation drift flux predictions would benefit from improved fracture
statistics, and information on fracture connectivity from trace mapping and
cross-hole testing. In addition, the tracer predictions require information on
storativity, channelling, mixing/diffusion in fracture planes and at fracture
intersections, and the effects of stress and blast damage.

The critical items for applying FracMan to the SDE and VDE are: fracture
connectivity, conductive fracture intensity, storativity and diffusivity (because
of time-stepping problems), correlation between cross-fracture and borehole
transmissivities, transmissivity of fracture intersections, and geometric
conceptual models.

10. Jane Long presented some critical items for modelling. The major problem
with the SDE was that cross-hole data was not available.

Excavation effects may be an order of magnitude more important for the drift
than for the boreholes. It had been suggested that in-situ measurements (of
head and permeability) should be made before and after excavations.
However, this was not feasible due to time constraints and packer availability.
Thus, we now need to see how well the prediction can be made without this
data. In principle, two-phase flow, precipitation and stress effects could all
affect the permeability near the drift.

Olle Olsson noted that the one datum from the 3D drift did not show any
change due to excavation.

Jane discussed some critical items for tracer transport. LBL have a front
tracking code which works well for their zone networks. The only problem is
acquiring the input data. The major critical problems are: what will be
measured?, what will be predicted?; what critical data is missing?; can we do
anything about it?

The design of the tracer test requires input from the hydrological modelling
and from the radar experiment. Iteration and feedback from these activities,



and collaboration between modellers and experimenters is required in order to
design an appropriate tracer test which might provide some validation.

Gunner Gustavsson noted some work by Dagan which showed what quantities
could be measured and modelled in a meaningful way.

11. John Gale reviewed the subject of conceptual models for flows within
fractures. In addition to the canonical smooth parallel walied fracture model, a
variety of 'rough' fracture conceptual models can be defined. They can be
classified according to the degree of roughness, and as to whether they are
substantially open, or have large areas of contact. The various models lead to
roughness corrections to well-known parallel-plate formulae, as described in
Lomize (1951), Louis (1969) and Romm (1966).

John and his co-workers have carried out some laboratory experiments on 200
mm samples where resin is injected into single natural fractures. The normal
and shear stresses on the fracture can be controlled- the experiments are
designed to determine what the pore structure looks like and how it should be
represented. Large pods (2mm high) are seen along fracture traces. By
examining a series of cross-sections, a three-dimensional picture of the fracture
pore space is built up. About 30,000 measurements have been made, indicating
a log-normal distribution. Some flow and tracer tests have been carried out on
these samples which indicate that the total porosity is 5-10 times larger than
the flowing porosity. The theoretical ideas of Gelhar and Dagan seem to fit in
with these results (see SKB 87-05).

Jane Long noted that LBL and others (eg. Los Alamos, Harwell) have used
cellular automata models to mimic the elementary physics of Navier Stokes
flow in fractures.

12. Ivars Neretnieks presented some ideas on conceptual models for flow in
fractures. Typically it is found that hydraulic apertures are about a thousand
times larger than transport apertures, due to channelling. Channel widths are
typically 100mm, sometimes ranging up to 1000mm. There are a number of
indications that fracture intersections play a major role. Unfortunately, very
little is known about the permeability of fracture intersections. The chanelling
referred to above seems to be on a different scale to that discussed by John Gale.

There are a number of reasons why it is important to investigate channelling,
such as the impact of the wetted surface area on sorption and matrix diffusion,
and the possibility of fast pathways which are not diluted by the main flow:
One indication of fast pathways is the presence of tritium found locally in the
Stripa mine.

The data and information needs for channelling models are: local apertures;
local transmissivities; correlation lengths and scale dependence; are there
permanent structures?; what happens at future intersections?

Single hole and double hole experiments are being conducted with fracture
planes using pressure pulses and tracer. These are designed to give the
hydraulic and transport properties of channels which are the building blocks



for modelling flow and transport within fractures.

About 10-50% of the flow appears to take place at fracture intersections. This
might be related to stress effects.

John Gale noted that in some experiments using rough concrete fractures,
channelling occurred at low flow rates, but the full surface area was wetted at
higher flow rates. This could indicate that surface tension effects are
important.

13. Olle Olsson presented a status report on the validation drift experiment and
data. The D-holes are 100m long. The drift will now be 50m rather than 75m.
The original plan was to have a circular drift, leaving the D-holes in the walls.
However, it is now likely to be widened by about 0.5m to accommodate the
plastic sheets.

Mapping of the face during excavation is not planned for but it could be
photographed if required. If bolts are used in the roof, then they could be
adapted for collection purposes. Smooth wall blasting will be used in order to
facilitate the geometric validation of major features and fracture statistics.

Plastic sheets (2m x lm) will be used for wall and ceiling in-flows. The size
will be reduced to 0.5 m 2 in major zones. For the lower walls and floors the
inflows will be collected in sumps arranged in a grid system. The total drift
inflow will be measured using a ventilation bulkhead. Evaporation
techniques are being used to assess detailed variation along fractures.

The drift is to be excavated from November 1989 to February 1990.

14. Bill Dershowitz presented the status of the cross-verification exercise. All the
comments from Task Force members have been incorporated in the Cross-
Verification Plan, and this has now been published [9]. A draft supplemental
plan [10J was circulated at the meeting. It includes transient flow and also
transport test cases. The original time schedule of the original plan has not
been adhered to. However, results for most of the cases are now available. A
draft results document has been produced [11]. A revised schedule for review,
implementation and reporting is required.

For geometry set one, some differences were found between FracMan and
FMG. They do not always find the same intersections. The reasons for this
need to be investigated. They could be due to alternative interpretations of the
specification or problems with the codes. There should be feedback to the
specification.

Geometry set two tests how good the codes are at finding connections. When
finally reported there should be no discrepancy between codes.

FracMan and FMG agree for flow dataset one. However, there is a discrepancy
of about 5 metres in the heads for flow dataset two.

Paul Gnirk emphasised that it was important to understand the reasons for



any discrepancies to make sure that it does not imply problems with the codes,
which could have implications for the SDE and VDE predictions.

The three supplemental cases are based on rectangular fractures and have
simple head boundary conditions. The first is a simple transient flow case.
The second is steady-state flow with tracer injection in the middle. The third is
the same as the second except that the flow is transient. There is a need to
decide whether to pursue the supplemental plan and if so to decide on a time
schedule.

Stratis Vomvoris questioned whether we should go on to transient flow when
there still appeared to be problems with steady-state flow. Alan Herbert noted
that currently NAPSAC cannot handle transients or tracer transport. Jane
Long emphasised the need to evaluate the results of the original exercise
carefully to determine whether discrepancies were due to errors in codes,
differing interpretations of the specification, of discretisation errors.

15. Alan Herbert initiated a session on required improvements to models and
codt^ The SDE prediction models used by Alan and Bill differ in regard to the
length and transmissivity distributions derived from the measured data.
Improvements to data interpretation models are required for this vital step in
the analysis. Also, improved conceptual models for fracture planes are
required. Alan is currently developing code for generating a statistical
patchwork for fracture planes from a covariance matrix. In addition, new ways
of treating boreholes are required, perhaps learning from oil industry
experience.

Important developments for NAPSAC are: disturbed zone options; channel
models (aperture variation or ID channels); transport modelling; extended
output options; more realistic network generation eg. Fisher distributions.

Regarding transport modelling, it is expected that a particle following approach
will be used. It allows different mixing algorithms at intersections. Transport
will have implications for the REV. The permeable medium approach is
expected to be valid only on a much larger length scale, if at all. If a stochastic
continuum approximation is to be used for transport, then the blocks might
have to be characterised in a new way, for example using a stochastic porosity
field, as described in a recent paper in Water Resources Research.

16. Bill Dershowitz described current and planned FracMan developments. The
current PC version is beta 2.2. Copies can be obtained by writing to OWTD. It
is planned to upgrade FracMan to provide input to a solute transport code.
Also, there is a need to improve the efficiency of the solver and of mesh
construction. If better conceptual models for channelling were available then
they would be incorporated.

17. Jane Long described model and code developments at LBL. They have about
ten inter-linked codes. Model developments are required for: templates for
zones (especially the H zone); integration of geophysical and geological
information into the zone model; improvements to the annealing process
taking into account small and large scale cross-hole measurements and the



18.

radar results.

Previously it was thought that the H zone was a reverse fault where one
would expect horizontal features. Now there is a strong feeling that it is a
normal fault, indicating vertical fractures. LBL researchers have carried out
some on-site investigations concerning the H zone. In future these should be
coordinated through John Gale.

It is important to know exactly what will be measured in the saline injection
radar experiment. The radar will not be able to follow the plume because the
tomography plane does not coincide with the fracture plane.

Code developments include fractal annealing, where only a fraction of the
links in the mesh are connected, and tracer annealing, for first arrival, peak
arrival or the full breakthrough curve.

Gunnar Gustavsson summarised the discussions at the two meetings of the
national delegates, and noted the actions from this meeting. He prefaced his
remarks by congratulating the Pi's on the D-hole reports and on their
responses to previous action items.

ACTION 1 :

ACTION' 2:

ACTION 3:

ACTION 4:

ACTION 5:

ACTION 6:

David Hodgkinson will write a report comparing the D-
hole predictions of the three groups with each other and
with the experimental results. The Task Force will give
support to David as required. A draft should be available
two weeks before the next meeting.

The Pis are requested to make a comparison of their own
predictions and the measured results. The major factors
affecting the predictions should be explained. David
Hodgkinson should supply a format for the comparison
as soon as possible. Bengt Stillborg will arrange for the D-
hole testing report to be distributed before Christmas.

The Pi's should draw up a list of the aspects/concepts of
their models which need to be validated. This is to be an
agenda item for the next meeting.

A list of quantities to be measured and predicted for the
validation drift experiment should be drawn up by the
Pi's. It will be an agenda item for the next meeting.

Regarding the cross-verification plan, the effort and
emphasis shall just be on finalising work already done.
Comments on the draft final cross-verification report [11]
and supplemental plan [10] should be sent to Bill
Dershowitz by the 15th December. If revisions of the draft
supplemental cross verification plan [10] are required,
these should be raised at the next meeting.

The Task Force recommends that the D-hole reports be
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finalised according to the following timetable:

15 November 1989: Final drafts distributed

15 December 1989: Comments will be sent to authors from Task Force
members, with copies to Bengt Stillborg.

15 lanuary 1990: A print-ready copy should be sent to Bengt.

ACTION 7: Paul Gnirk will prepare a report on a validation
procedure for the project, and distribute it two weeks
ahead of the next meeting. The validation procedure and
criteria will be discussed at the next meeting.

An agenda point for the next meeting is that the modelling groups chould
discuss how they intend to make use of the new hydraulic data for the next
round of predictions.

The next meeting will be for three days in February 1990, probably in Seattle,
with the third day devoted to validation issues.
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Version 1

INTERNATIONAL STRIPA PROJECT: PHASE 3
MINUTES OF THE FIFTH MEETING OF THE

TASK FORCE ON FRACTURE FLOW MODELLING

Seattle, USA
13-16 February 1990

1. These minutes provide a provisional written record of the above meeting. They
will be reviewed at the next Task Force meeting. A list of participants is given in
Appendix 1.

2. The actions from the previous minutes were reviewed. Under Action 2 it was
noted that the Pi's had not yet made a comparison of their own prediction and
the measured results. Also the D-hole testing report has not yet been distributed.
Under Action 6 it was noted that the timetable for completing the D-hole reports
had not been adhered to. These matters were discussed later in the meeting and
are recorded elsewhere in these minutes.

3. Alan Herbert presented an executive summary of the status of the Harwell work.
No new data has become available in the period, and thus the work has
concentrated on preparing NAPSAC for the next stages of predictions. A
workstation version of NAPSAC has been created, and a release note for this will
be available when it is released. Improvements have been made to the output
visualisation options, and to schemes for generating correlated input data such as
fracture aperture variations. A transport option within NAPSAC is being coded
up at present. Some scoping calculations have been performed in order to assess
important aspects of fracture aperture variability.

The flow option in NAPSAC is essentially complete, except that it is still
restricted to steady-state problems. It is important to develop transient solutions
for such tasks as interpreting hydraulic tests.

Calculations have been completed for the first phase of deterministic verification
test cases. The verification test cases have a number of problems and need
modification.

The D-hole inflow predictions compare well with experiment where
comparisons can be made. The predictions of drift inflow will be complicated by
effects of the disturbed zone, including blast damage, stress and two-phase flow.
There is a need to define performance measures in advance, and th»? validation is
likely to be qualitative rather than quantitative.

An important modelling issue is the length scales at which it is appropriate to
use discrete fracture and continuum models. The use of a variable aperture may
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reduce the length scale at which a continuum model is valid.

Planned work includes predictions for inflow to the drift, when the revised
characterisation data becomes available, and more scoping calculations with
network models, for example to quantify the effects of stress.

If Task Force members have any further comments on Alan's D-hole prediction
report, they should be faxed by the 23rd February. The camera ready copy will be
with Bengt Stillborg by 1st April 1990.

4. Jane Long presented an executive summary of the status of the LBL work. The
steady-state flow code and annealing code have been integrated and the combined
code runs 100 - 1000 times faster. Developments are in progress to the annealing
code so that it can cope with a series of transient well tests. A number of other
developments to the annealing algorithm, including cluster annealing, are at the
research stage.

Geological/geomechanical investigations indicate that the fracture pattern is
chaotic in the H zone due to many episodes of deformation. It is anticipated that
this work will be tied into that overseen by John Gale.

A large part of the current effort is going to data sifting and processing for the
SSC, LSC and SDE. It is a non-trivial task to make sense of the large amounts of
raw data emerging from the project. Factors which need to be considered include
calibration, noise, drift etc.

A series of 2D and 3D transient and steady-state models are being constructed for
the next round of predictions. The new conceptual model of the SCV site is
required as input. It will not be possible to account for the effects of the drift,
since there is no data on the relevant phenomena.

The D-hole prediction report has been finalised and will be with Bengt Stillborg
by 1st March 1990.

5. Bill Dershowitz presented an executive summary of the status of the Golder
modelling. The SDE model is being recalibrated. The overall flux predictions
were not very good because the fracture intensity in the outer region was too low
and it was calibrated to the anomalously low inflow to the 3D drift. This intensity
is now being increased by a factor of five, and it is being calibrated to inflows to
the N and W holes. A variety of cases will be run for the SCV Drift inflow
prediction, in order to assess stress and ventilation effects.

Some calculations are being carried out to assess the extent of the interference
between the SCV drift and BMT drift experiments.

Code development activities have included upgrading the solver in MAFIC,
allowing up to 20 000 fractures to be included, and improved interactive post-
processing for FracMan. Also a non-parametric "bootstrap" sampling algorithm
has been implemented.
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On going activities include SCV drift predictions, revised SDE predictions and
simulations of the saline injection radar test.

The revised SDE prediction report will be with Bengt Stillborg by 1st April 1990.

6. Olle Olsson presented an executive summary of the status of the SCV-
experiments. The drift has now been excavated. The highest priority item is to re-
evaluate all the new data in order to produce the Stage 3 report. It is too early to
say with certainty how the conceptual model will be modified by the new
information. However, the preliminary conclusions are that GH, GB and GA
exist approximately in their previously predicted positions, but GI and GC are
uncertain. There may be additional minor features intersecting GH near the
validation draft.

New fracture mapping from inclined boreholes and a vertical drift indicate an
important sub-horizontal fracture set.

The radar/saline tracer test has been completed and gives some preliminary
information for predicting the results of the proposed tracer tests. There is a fast
flow path in the H zone between C2 and the D-holes (8 hours transit time). The
saline water is not confined to two dimensions.

John Black noted that single borehole testing is best geared to finding properties
of the average rock. Conductive fractures art so frequent that they were not
isolated in the packer tests. There are practical difficulties to reducing packer
spacings.

7. In discussion it was noted that the project is about 4-6 months behind schedule.
The major problem is the time taken to analyse and report the stage 3
measurements. This in turn slows down the modelling predictions. A realistic
revised reporting schedule is required.

8. Alan Herbert presented details of the progress and issues for the Harwell
modelling. The main work of the last four months has been code development.
The workstation version of NAPSAC is increasing efficiency and reducing costs.
Improvements to the flow visualisations mean that velocity arrows can now be
plotted. Also, the boundary condition specification has been improved.

Considerable progress has been made with develops a transport option for
NAPSAC. Exact pathlines are calculated over a lineai mesh. The descretisation
and the number of pathlines can be specified in order to examine problems with
different requirements for precision. At fracture intersections the pathlines can
be linked up in various ways specified by the user. Thus one could simulate
lateral dispersion if required. A particle tracking algorithm is used. Currently th.
distance travelled, time taken, and concentration are recorded.

A major piece of work has been completed which looks at the effects of aperture
variation within a fracture place. The details are described elsewhere (1). The
algorithm for generating correlated apertures is very efficient and can be used on
large networks. If the same correlation function is used on every fracture plane
then there is hardly any extra overhead from including apt rture variability.



The aperture variability work is aimed at accounting for velocity variation and
channelling, and improving our understanding of hydraulic tests.

The main emphasis on present and future work will be on network modelling,
rather than producing an improved continuum model of the SCV site.

9. Jane Long presented the LBL modelling progress and issues. The steady-state
annealing seems to be working well. There are some problems with transient
annealing. An option to allow for a small number of different conductances,
rather than just zero or a single fixed value is being coded up. Further
development is required to cope with a series of transient tests.

There are problems with the D-hole cross-hole data. The gauges were not
calibrated. It was assumed that D-holes all had the same head at the start of the
tests in the H zone.

The tests were performed with a constant injection, but would have been easier
to intprpn! if they had been constant lead.

10. Bill Dershowitz presented the Golder modelling progress and issues.

There are indications of a significant horizontal fracture set from the geological
mapping and core logging. In the next round of predictions the fracture sets will
be updated, as will their length distributions and intensity. In contrast to the SDE
predictions, the transmissivity distribution will be different for each set.

The SDE predictions are being recalculated. The reason why the flux was too low
seems to be that the fracture systems in the outer region was too sparse. Its
intensity is being increased by a factor of five and the outer regions will be
recalibrated to flows from the N and W holes. The calculations are now
complete for the original data set.

Preliminary simulations are being carried out to aid the planning of the tracer
experiments. They will make use of the more up-to-date conceptual model.

The simulations are aimed at assessing the interference between injection of
water in the BMT area and flow into the SCV drift. The current simulations do
not show much response.

11. Frank Schwartz presented a plan for completion of the verification exercise. The
specification of the cases are being revised. The aim is to make them
unambiguous, less pathological and to specify a small number of performance
variables to facilitate data exchange and quantitative comparisons. It is expected
that there will be a requirement for iteration in order to explore discrepancies.

In summary, the changes are: G-l is deleted as being too pathological; G-2A
remains as previously defined except that the borehole is deleted and the drift is
made larger; G-3 is deferred; F-l A remains, with the ambiguity removed; F-1B is
deleted since it is not very different from F-l A; F-2 remains, with the ambiguity
removed; F-3 is a new problem based on G-2A with added flow parameters. The



stochastic cases have been left out of the current exercise in the interests of
finishing the exercise on schedule. The reasons for these changes will be
documented. June 15th 1990 is the deadline for printing the cross-verification
report.

12. David Hodgkinson presented a summary of the SDE validation exercise [2]. The
developing approach to validation within the Stripa project was outlined. There
is a need to compare both quantitative and qualitative aspects of the predictions.
On the quantitative side there is a need to assess whether integrated inflows are
of the correct order of magnitude. On the qualitative side, the general pattern of
spatial inflow should be compared.

Two problems with the experimental measurements were noted. First, the
packer intervals in the single-hole hydraulic tests contained many fractures,
which made it difficult to deduce single fracture transmissivity distributions.
Secondly the measurement limit for the D-hole inflows was insufficient to
quantify the spatial distribution of flows from the average rock. Thus the
Harwell and Golder predictions for these quantities could not be validated.

The major achievement of the SDE exercise is that it has proved feasible to carry
through all the complex and interconnected tasks associated with the gathering
and interpretation of characterisation data, the development and application of
complex models, and the comparison with measured inflows.

13. John Black spoke about what we have learned about the conceptual model since
the last meeting.

The large scale cross-hole tests have detected signals up to 80 m across the site
from sources in fracture zones. There are problems associated with signals
spreading along source holes, zones C and I now seem to be weak features.

If one defines a fracture zone by the single-hole permeability being greater than
10 8 m/s then the H and B zones are identified in 5 out of 6 holes.

Pressure pulses spread rather widely across the site, and are not simply confined
to fracture zones.

Zones B and/or H are connected across the site, based on a 100 day disturbance.

It is expected that out of the 800 single-hole tests, about 10-20 would have
something wrong with them which would indicate a higher permeability. Thus
a fracture zone should be defined by a head anomaly.

The small scale cross-hole tests indicated that transmissivity variations are
within an order of magnitude on a 2.8 m scale, except where D5 crosses the H
zone

14. Olle Olssen presented some preliminary results of the radar saline test. The
results have not yet been analysed in any detail. A fast path is evident in the H
zone between C2 and the D-holes, with a first arrival after 8 hours. The saline
recovery was 58%. Large flow redistributions were observed between the D-holes.



The radar data indicate that the saline tracer spreads from the H zone into the
fracture system in the average rock.

15. John Black described the plans for inflow measurements into the drift. The
intention is that the surface of the drift should be gridded into cells of equal area.
Plastic sheets which are approximately 1 m high and 2 m long will affixed to the
sides and roof, 0.8 m above the floor. At positions in fracture zones where there
is significant water flow, pipes will be grouted in place at different distances from
the drift. Sumps will be placed at about 20 locations in the floor where there are
wet fractures.

16. Paul Gnirk presented some ideas about the validation process [3]. The historical
development of validation within the project was outlined, and the
organisational responsibilities were reviewed. A ten step validation procedure
was proposed which relies heavily on judgements of an expert panel, which in
the present case consists of the national delegates to the Fracture Flow Modelling
Task Force.

Gunnar Gustafson suggested that a 'scrutiny' stage be added between stages 9 and
10. There was a discussion about whether the emphasis should be on the
modelling as a whole (including data collection and interpretation, etc.) or
whether it should be broken down into parts. Both were felt to be important.

17. Paul Gnirk led a discussion about what should be measured and predicted for the
validation drift. For example, the fracture statistics on the drift walls. The
following quantities were decided upon:

i) water inflow for each element of the grid versus time. It is noted that
there will be time variations due to evaporation rate, opening and
shutting of boreholes and changing the arrangement of sheets. The
measurement limit needs to be specified so that predictions can be fully
tested.

ii) Distribution of inflow along some selected fractures. The experiments
would be conducted by Professor Watanabe. The fractures are likely to be
fairly dry and non-flowing. It will be difficult to predict because of
unsaturated effects.

iii) Flow from different depths in the H zone into pipes will give some idea of
redistribution of flows caused by the drift.

18. Bill Dershowitz discussed validation goals and criteria. Validation should be
directed at proving the approach, not the implementation [4]. There should be an
expression of the degree of confidence in the appropriateness of the approaches
for particular applications.

The characteristics which need to be considered are: i) conductivity of country
rock and fracture zones; ii) the occurrence of preferential pathways for tracers,
iii) scale effects, iv) spatial distribution of pressure and flux including responses
to disturbances; v) coupled phenomena such as stress, temperature, radiation.



A possible approach to validation is:

i) define the aspects of the approach to be validated in terms of hypotheses;
ii) detail the experimental measurements;
iii) modellers prepare validation documents;
iv) Task Force evaluates levels of confidence.

Example hypotheses are "the discrete fracture approach is a "correct"
representation of heterogeneous rock masses" and "the discrete fracture approach
can be implemented with data collected in a practical site characterisation
programme".

19. Jane Long presented some thoughts on validation goals and criteria. The total
flow to the drift is expected to be about the same as to the D-holes if there are no
stress/damage/two-phase flow effects. Thus validation based on the total flow is
not a good idea. An important part of the SDE validation exercise was the
scrutiny provided by David Hodgkinson's review. It is not appropriate or
possible to conclude that the models are validated or not in a yes/no sense.
Rather, a degree of confidence in their appropriateness is being established.

20. Alan Herbert discussed validation issues. His intention is to use a similar
approach to modelling flux as for the D-hole predictions. The main effort will be
towards network modelling rather than building a more accurate finite-element
representation. There is not much to be learned for a prediction of the total flux
to the drift, except the magnitude of drift effects on flow. However, this time we
should have measurements of the spatial distribution of flow to compare with
the model predictions. The main aim is to validate the network approach
including data collection and data interpretation. A qualitative assessment will
be made of the influence of the damaged zone and stress effects. Data from the
channelling experiments will be used as input to the predictions of the flow
distribution. It is possible that stress changes around the drift will just
redistribute flows and not change the statistics of inflow. On the other hand, drift
effects could divert flows parallel to the drift.

The aperture variation work will be used to develop an understanding and
quantification of the porosity structure of the rock.

John Black suggested that the D-hole inflows to average rock should be repeated
in the remaining 50 m of the D-holes with a more stringent measurement limit,
in order to test out the discrete fracture predictions.

21. A discussion on the validation process was held. Veikko Taivassalo expressed
the view that there was no need for a formal validation process within this
project. The Stripa Project should concentrate on research. Validation can have
regulatory implications, which are inappropriate for the Stripa Project.

Paul Gnirk considered that we need measures of acceptability that are both
qualitative and order-of-magnitude quantitative. It is important to compare
ranges of measurements and predictions. The final report will discuss the
strengths and weaknesses of the approaches
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22.

Stratis Vomvoris described the evolving approach to validation within the Swiss
programme. A data set in Northern Switzerland was developed on the basis of
geology and tested against geochemical information.

Gunnar Gustafson noted that a draft review of validation for the Hard Rock
Laboratory project in Sweden has recently been written. They have proposed a
validation process which is similar to that presented by Paul Gnirk. In-house and
external peer review will be used, and the results will be published in
international peer-reviewed journals. The criteria for validation should be a list
of questions which relate to the usefulness and feasibility of the modelling. The
answers should be an expression of confidence of a group of experts, rather than
yes/no. There should be a scrutiny stage near the end of the validation process
where the underlying structure and processes are examined.

Masahiro Uchida pointed out that the validation process should check that all
major processes and structures are included in the model. The present round of
models had uncertainties due to lack of information on the role of fracture
intersections and channelling on flow. Also, sub-horizonal fractures are likely to
be very significant at Stripa, but were underemphasised in the D-hole predictions
due to lack of data. The predictions should aim to explain all measurements,
including tracer and saline experiments.

George Barr considered that Stripa should be a development rather than a
validation project. If there is overlap between experimental and theoretical
ranges, then they agree sufficiently. There should be a mixed set of qualitative
and quantitative criteria.

John Black considered that it is the overall approach that should be validated
including data collection and interpretation. All the component parts have to be
self consistent and there needs to be scrutiny as to how the data was managed.
Rigorous scrutiny is required so that we learn from our mistakes. The present
data set is biassed by using predominantly horizontal boreholes and drifts.

It was pointed out that the fracture characteristics for the next round of
predictions will contain a more important sub-horizontal fracture set.

Olle Olsson pointed to the requirement to design and carry out experiments
which are good enough to distinguish between models. Thus perhaps the D-hole
inflows should be remeasured. Also, the effect on drift inflow on opening one of
the site boreholes, eg. VV2, could be measured and predicted.

Paul Gnirk led a session summarising the discussions on validation. There is a
need to validate the overall approaches and components of the approaches. Both
qualitative and order-or-magnitude criteria should be defined, and the results
scrutinised by the Task Force. This implies that the Pi's should write their
reports carefully and clearly so that they are amenable to scrutiny. In particular
they should describe important features and components. A list of quantities to
be measured and predicted should be drawn up. It is understood that not all of
the modelling groups will be able to calculate all the quantities



The measurements to be made for the drift are:

i) total inflow,
ii) fracture zone inflow - magnitude and pattern,
iii) good rock inflow - magnitude and pattern,
iv) fracture geometry
v) head response to existence of drift.

The whole exercise will need to be scrutinised to assess its usefulness for
representing groundwater flow in fractured rocks, and whether it is feasible to
collect the required input data.

Paul Gnirk agreed to prepare a short memo on the Task Force recommendations
for the TSG, together with an updated version of the paper on the process of
validation (3].

23. The time schedule for reporting was agreed as follows:

i) Cross-verification report: Frank Schwartz should send a camera ready
copy to Bengt Stillborg by 15th June 1990.

ii) Dhole prediction reports: Camera ready copy by 1st April 1990.

iii) D-hole inflow measurement report (David Holmes). A draft is required
by 1st May 1990, and the final version by July, John Black should discuss
this with David Holmes.

iv) Dhole comparison report (David Hodgkinson). The final version is due
at the end of July 1990. Comments should be sent to David Hodgkinson as
soon as possible.

v) State-of-the-art validation report (Paul Gnirk). This is due by December
1990.

vi) Validation process report. The next draft is due to be circulated in
advance of the TSG, and the final version in mid-April. All Task Force
participants are asked to comment on the present draft in advance of the
TSG meeting.

vii) Stage 4 geohydrological conceptual model report. This is due on 1st July

1990.

viii) The next predictions are due before 1st March 1991.

ix) Bill and Jane will present some tracer predictions at the next Task Force
nu'i-ting

x) A comparison report for the drift measurements and predictions will be
produced in mid-to-late 1991.

xi) A final overview report of all five stages of the SCV project will be



written,

xii) The next Task Force meeting will be in Helsinki on 11-13 September 1990.
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INTERNATIONAL STRIPA PROJECT: PHASE 3
MINUTES OF THE SIXTH MEETING OF THE TASK FORCE

ON FRACTURE FLOW MODELLING

Helsinki, Finland
11-14 September 1990

1. These minutes provide a provisional written record of the above meeting.
They will be reviewed at the next Task Force meeting. A list of attendees is
given in Appendix 1.

2. Paul Gnirk reviewed the topics that need to be completed in the next 15
months, namely:

• revised conceptual model of the SCV site (Stage IV Report)

• groundwater flow at the SCV site

model verification
model validation process and criteria
predictions
evaluation of predictions/measurements against validation
criteria

• tracer transport at the SCV site

scoping calculations for tracer test design
model verification
model validation process and criteria
predictions
evaluation of predictions/measurements against validation

criteria

All measurements at the Stripa Mine are to be completed by June 1991.

We need to decide what should be predicted for the tracer tests.

3. Bengt Stillborg reviewed the action items from the last meeting.

i) Frank Schwartz will present a verification report at this meeting.

ii) The LBL and Colder D-hole reports have now been printed, and the
Harwell D-hole report is now ready for printing.



iii) A draft of the D-hole inflow measurement report compiled by David
Holmes has been sent out to some people and comments are now
requested, especially from the SCV coordinators.

iv) The final version of David Hodgkinson's D-hole evaluation report has
not yet been produced. It should be sent to Bengt Stillborg by 15th
December 1990, and will then be printed.

v) The final version of the state-of-the-art report on model validation by
RE/SPEC should be sent to Bengt Stillborg for printing on 15th
December 1990.

vi) The validation process report has been completed. Comments have
been received from Neil Chapman. The final version for printing is
due on the 15th December 1990.

vii) An incomplete draft of the Stage IV report was circulated in August
1990. A second draft will be circulated in 6 weeks time. John Black
noted that the slowness of production was due to the need to explain
carefully what has been done to derive the conceptual model, as
requested by the TSG. Bengt Stillborg noted that the delay in producing
the report is having knock-on effects for the modelling work.

viii) Predictions for flow to the drift are required by the end of February 1991.

ix) Bill Dershowitz will present some tracer predictions at this meeting.
Jane Long presented her predictions at the last meeting.

x) A comparison report for the drift flow measurements and predictions
will be produced by October 1991.

xi) A plan has been presented to the JTC to produce a final overview report
of all five stages of the SCV project in the latter part of 1991.

4. Olle Olsson presented progress towards a revised conceptual model of the SCV
site. Stage IV does not have any experimental activities, but is concerned with
interpreting and summarising all the data and making detailed predictions.

There are basically two types of data. First, there are measurements of rock
properties on a scale of about lm close to boreholes. Secondly, there are
remote sensing and cross-hole hydraulic data which gives information on a
larger scale This is combined to give a conceptual model defining the
geometry and properties of fracture zones. Thus there is assumed to be a
binary representation of the rock mass into near-planar fracture zones, and
averagely fractured rock. A quantitative procedure is required to justify this
biti.iry representation. The binary division of the rock mass was based on:

i) normal resistivity
ii) sonic velocity
iii) hydraulic conductivity
iv) coated (open) fractures



v) single hole radar reflections.

The basis for this selection was:

i) represent properties at the measurement location
ii) one data set for each property
iv) data should exist for all boreholes. The data was normalised to 1m

scale.

A multivariate analysis approach was used to combine the above information
to give a fracture zone index (FZI). A correlation matrix was formed whose
eigenvectors give the weight ing for the various measured parameters in the
fracture zone index. Anomalous sections of boreholes were determined us ing
the FZI, and the orientat ions of anomalous features were de termined from
remotely sensed data . This was used to construct a consistent geometr ic
model. Unaccounted for anomalies were noted. The model was then checked
with independent data from crosshole hydraulics, groundwater chemistry and
geology. The FZI was plotted out in 3D space and the anomalies linked u p
with circular planes. There are more radar reflectors than fracture zones in the
conceptual model. Thus the major fracture zones a re a subset of features
derived from the FZI. O n e problem with the analysis was that directional
radar data was only available from the most recent boreholes.

John Black presented a status report on the cross-hole hydraulic tests. The
sources for pumping were located in assumed fracture zones, and responses
were monitored around the site. A novel fractal type-curve analysis was used
to assess whether the dimensionality of the hydraulic feature was ID , 2D, 3D or
something in between. The dimension is related to the connectivity of the
system. It is inferred that the hydraulic features are 'fairly good' 2D planes.

Cross-hole tests were performed among the D-holes in zone H, and the
responses were also monitored across the site. On a small scale the response
was definitely due to Zone H, but further away there were some contributions
from the B Zone. The B Zone has been tested and analysed in the same way.

John Black summarised the observations as follows. There are two distinct
hydraulic networks:

i) The H hydraulic network is mainly the H zone with some connection
to the I zone.

ii) The B hydraulic network is mainly the B zone with parts of A zone and
I zone The B network passes through the end of W2.

The two networks intersect near the middle of W2. There is a further
direct connection of W2 to the BMT area (R holes) and the Phase II cross-
hole area (Nl).

Some 3D computer animations were demonstrated which illustrate the
geometry of the SCV site



6. John Gale presented a status report on the modelling input parameters and
boundary conditions for the SCV site. Since there are sampling lines or
boreholes in a reasonable spread of directions, there is likely to be little bias in
the fracture geometry data. Six distinct fracture clusters have been identified.
One of these has abo ;t 2000 fractures and the others have 200-500 fractures.
The most abundant set has a very close spacing. A summary table has been
produced giving the fracture geometry data for the good rock.

It is pertinent to ask whether the SCV fracture zones are typical of what is seer,
in the rest of the rock mass at Stripa. Old mine maps reveal that there are
some long features (400-500m) at the Stripa site.

John Gale has carried out some detailed fracture mapping within the H zone.
The fracture geometry varies within the zone at different mine levels. There
is a distinct difference in the geometry of fractures in zones and in the average
rock. For example, trace lengths are shorter in the zones. It is appropriate to
treat the 20m wide H zone as a separate volume of rock.

John Gale presented some work aimed at understanding the mechanical-
hydraulic coupling of fracture properties. Nick Barton has looked at the effect
of stress on aperture as part of the project. From Gelhar's work it appears that
there is a factor of about 7 between hydraulic and transport apertures. As the
fractures get rougher, the ratio moves closer to 10. For smooth fractures the
ratio is more like 2.

Fractures whose normal stress is greater than about 6 MPa don't really conduct
any water. By using this information it should be possible to exclude a lot of
fractures from a simulation on the basis of their orientation, and a knowledge
of the stress field.

It appears from modelling studies that the SCV stress field is not strongly
affected by the presence of the mine.

Calculations indicate that there should be a low stress zone at the end of the
drift. High deviatoric stresses are predicted at the top and bottom of the drift,
about 1.5 m into the rock. This will affect how the water enters the drift. The
detailed rpsults of the continuum stress calculations are available on disk.

It was noted that Nick Barton had carried out some 2D discontinuum stress
modelling. It is not clear how to integrate this with John Gale's work or with
the fracture flow modelling.

7. Olle Olsson presented some thoughts on how to finalire the project.

A 50 m length of drift has been excavated, gridded and mapped. The observed
fractures will be put into the CAD system. Tracer tests began the previous
week.

A second radar and saline tracer test has been performed. The saline water was
injected from C2 in the H zone at a flow rate of 200 ml/min. In contrast to the
previous experiment where the head was held at 200 m in the D-holes, this



time it was at atmospheric pressure. The experiment has now been completed.

The water and tracer collection system in the 5m diameter validation drift
consists of 2m x lm plastic sheets in the roof and a grid in the floor with drilled
sumps. Abo there is a ventilation bulkhead. In addition there is one set of
evaporation measurements by Prof. Watanabe to assess detailed variations
along a fracture.

In the SDE the local inflow from the good rock was not measured because the
measurement limit was too high. However, the integrated flow from the good
rock was about 20% of the total. The TSG has agreed that we should examine
the remaining parts of the D-holes to try and get the detailed inflow for
comparison with the predictions of fracture flow models. This will be
measured in Dec 90/Jan 91, and will need to be coordinated with the tracer
experiments.

Olle Olsson described the tracer tests in the validation drift. They will use the
same collection system as for drift inflow. Two injection boreholes have been
drilled (Tl and T2) starting from validation drift and inclined 30° and 60°
uf wards. They intersect the H zone 8 m - 20 m from the drift. Also, there are
two injection points in C3 and one in C2 to the side of the drift. There is a total
of 9 injection points of which 8 are in the H zone and one in the good rock.
Originally, a greater proportion of injection into good rock was envisaged but
this was changed so that all tracers could be collected before the end of the
project.

Constant injection fiowrates at 2 - 30ml/hour (1% of natural flow) are used.
Six sets of tracers (metal complexes and dyes) are being used. Only 4 dyes are
used simultaneously to avoid interference problems. Two different flow rates
are planned to be used from one point in Tl. Also, there are plans to use a
sorbing tracer (Sr). Injection into the good rock will start within a week (15 m
from drift). There was speculation that this tracer would move towards the H
zone and then down the H zone into the drift. It has been suggested that some
tracer injected in T2 should be measured in Tl.

8. An executive session of the Task Force delegates was held, which discussed:

i) the inclusion of stress effects in the flow modelling,
ii) tracer test design, and in particular the paucity of data on transport

porosity,
iii) the need to have a well-defined plan for what should be measured and

predicted on a realistic timescale for finalising the project,
iv) the decision of the JTC to spend a substantial fraction of the unal.ocated

funding on reporting, for example in refereed journals and books.
v) the need for technology transfer eg. of the codes,
vi) the choice of continuous rather than pulse injection for the tracer tests.

9. Alan Herbert presented the status of the Harwell fracture network modelling.

The major progress since the last meeting was:



• the development of a workstation version of NAPSAC
• the development of a tracer transport option for NAPSAC
• progress towards verification of NAPSAC

These items had been worked on while waiting for data. A final version of
NAPSAC for the STRIPA Project will be created at the beginning of January
1991, and then appropriate documentation will be produced. Planned work
includes:

• completion of the cross-verification exercise
• validation drift models
• application of the transport model
• tracer experiment predictions

It will probably not be possible to construct a transport model for the whole site
unless stress effects allow a substantial number of fractures to be omitted.

Alan noted that most of the tracer injection points are in the H zone, but up to
now he has not treated this as a fractured medium. Thus it is not clear what
calculations should be made.

The current time schedule is as follows:

0) SCV4 report 1/7/90-27/8/90
1) Verification report 1/7/90-1
ii) NAPSAC release 2E 1/1/91
iii) Validation drift prediction 1/1/91
iv) T.ansport properties of SCV 1/4/91
v) Tracer prediction 1/8/91
vi) Documentation of release 2E 31/11/91

The validation drift predictions by 1/1/91 depends upon getting all the input
data by mid October 1990.

On the organisational front: i) a sub-contract to produce the documentation for
NAPSAC has been let to Intera, ii) a sub-contract has been let to Geoscience for
collaboration, iii) there is to be an integration study for SCV data in October
1990, iv) a CAD workshop is to be held at Harwell in October 1990, and v) a
fracture network modelling workshop is planned.

The major development since the last meeting is the NAPSAC transport
model. A particle following approach has been adopted. The intersection lines
between fractures are discretised, and the connections on each fracture are
calculated. A robust pathline solver has been developed. Complete mixing is
assumed to take place at nodes. A swarm of tens of thousands of particles is
followed across the network. All the algorithms have been encoded, and they
are now being tested

A simple 4-plane network has been used in the testing programme.
Numerical spreading at fracture intersections due to partitioning among
nodes, has been observed The problem has been run with 2,5,7 and 15 nodes,



and it has been found that 15 nodes are needed for a converged transport
solution compared to 2 for flux.

The transport model predictions will consider flow velocities, the likelihood of
fast paths, the dispersive effect of neiwork geometry and equivalent porous
medium properties.

In discussion, it was emphasised that there is a need to specify exactly what will
be predicted, eg. the breakthrough curve at given sheets, or an average over
sheets. John Gale stressed that it must not degenerate into a porous medium
model. One possibility is to generate a fracture network model for the H zone,
if the data is available.

Alan confirmed that he will use the NAPSAC code for transport predictions,
within the limitations imposed by computer storage. Because of these
constraints, transport problems need to be run on a mainframe computer
rather than a workstation.

It is planned to repeat the D-hole flux model with new data for the validation
drift flux predictions. The D-hole model will be run with aperture variation,
using data from the Stripa channelling experiments.

It is planned to model the effect of stress on aperture in the disturbed zone, and
perhaps include the effect of blast damage in this zone.

The new validation drift model will incorporate results of the integrated study.
Also, multiple scenarios will be considered in order to address the problem of
conceptual model uncertainty.

10. jane Long presented a progress report on the LBL work on fracture flow a;\d
transport modelling at Stripa. jane supports ihe aniidisestablish-
mentnetworkism movement, which is against creeping continuissr..

Progress has been made with data synthesis, which is very time consuming.
The SSC data is complete and the LSC daia and geomechanical review is close
to completion.

The advanced annealing codes are now completed, and include cluster
annealing, variable conductance ar.^ ••••uitiple transient well test analysis
options. John Peterson has carri.-d out c synthetic study in a 2D network to see
whether annealing can fill holes It c,-ir>.

The verification exercise seems <o be compieU1. ii: was useful in identifying
some errors in the code

jane described come recent work on advanced inversion techniques, using
iterated functi'.r sv>trms. She noted that the three Stripa modelling groups
differed in the ptrceiv.^ges of their work that is concerned with simulation as
opposed to inversion/conditioiiing. Her estimate was Harwell (90/10), Golder
(60/30) and Lbi C.':'j/W>- This, i; one reason why it is useful to have 3 groups
working cm the profet



There are large numbers of models that can match hydrologic data. Some
models can match the geophysics/geology data. We should seek the union of
these.

Jane noted three ways in which data could be extrapolated : i) ergodicity, ii)
trend analysis, iii) fractals. Last year was spent on the annealing technique.
This is a good method but is not a unique inversion technique.

Recent work has indicated that fractals/partial dimensionality has good
potential in describing the geometry of fractured rocks. Iterative function
systems are a serie» of transformation functions which take an image and
shrink, rotate, translate etc. For example, in 2D a single function of this type
would have 6 parameter (2 shrink, 2 rotate, 2 translate). It is possible to
generate a Serpinski gasket from an initial object with a simple set of
equations.

Fracture zones first develop primary fractures, then secondary, tertiary etc,
which can be simulated by IFS. The aim is to try and create fracture systems on
a computer which look like those observed in the field. IFS has been applied
to clouds, whose patterns change with the IFS parameters. Thus it might be
possible to optimise to accommodate observed data, and thereby do inverse
modelling. Some preliminary applications to hydrology have been carried out
by Kevin Hestir.

11. Bill Dershowitz presented a status report on the Golder Associates modelling
forStripa.

The major efforts since the last Task Force meeting are:

• Simulation of interference between BMT and SCV areas
• Simulation of saline injection radar experiment
• Simulation of tracer experiments from Tl and T2 boreholes
• Scoping simulations for SCV prediction
• Analysis of SCV4 data: Orientation, transmissivity, size, large-scale

cross-hole experiments.

They are building a discrete fracture model of the whole SCV site.

Major efforts currently underway include:

• Implementation of SCV4 conceptual model,
• Simulation of tracer experiments,
• Analysis of alternative solutions for ventilation, stress, and blast

damage effects in drift inflow simulations,
• Documentation of FracMan Version 2.3 and Mafic Version 1.23 .

The new SCV conceptual model has increased emphasis on fracture zones as
boundary conditions. Other improvements include:

• Heterogeneous fracture patterns



• Correlation of fracture size, location, orientation and transmissivity
• Adjustment of fracture transmissivity for fracture roughness effects.

A major issues of concern is the schedule problems due to the delay in the
SCV4 report. Other issues are the treatment of ventilation, stress and blast
effects, and the definition of boundary conditions.

The current status of FracMan 2.25 is:

• Revised heterogeneous fracture geometry conceptual models,
• Fracview graphic post-processor module
• Interactive data analysis module
• Improved pathways search and characterisation features. This can be

used to search for pathways in advance of doing flow and transport
simulations.

The current status of Mafic 1.22 is:

• Verification of particle tracking .
• QA verification of steady-state and transient flow, and dual porosity

flow
• Improvements to Meshmonster generator
• Edmesh editor and element discretizer
• Ported to RS/6000 and real mode 386 PC

The Mafic solute transport option is a conventional finite-element solution.
There are 20 elements per fracture compared to the typical 1000 used in
NAPSAC. A steady-state flow field is used and particles are advected in this
and then their location is corrected for dispersion. It has been tested on a
single fracture verification problem, where particles are released in the centre
of a one-dimensional flow field.

Progress has been made with the interpretation and modelling of in-situ
hydrologic experiments with the aim of assisting in experimental design and
avoiding conflicts with the BMT area tests.

Test Ci-2 has been analysed to understand the drawdown - distance
relationship for the H zone. The basic question is: can our fracture network
models simulate this? The simulation produces someti rig which is
qualitatively similar to the experiment.

Some further simulations have been performed to understand the
relationship between at-borehole and cross-fracture transmissivity. The new
simulations put a borehole in the fracture and compared the deduced
transmissivity with that from applying a boundary condition across the
fracture. There is not a 1:1 relationship between cross-fracture and at-borehole
transmissivity. With synthetic data the ratio between the two had a mean
value of 6 but had a lot of scatter (standard deviation 11).

Interference between SCV and sealing experiments has been examined in a
modelling study. It was concluded that there is a significant problem of high



conductivity between D-holes and the BMT area. It was recommended that the
D-holes be kept closed, but this was ignored.

A lot of effort is going into the analysis of the fracture characterisation data.
One problem is the relative lack of information about porosity /transport
aperture. This will probably be overcome by using transit time data from the
first saline injection test, but the channelling data might also possibly be used.
For the orientation distribution, Golder are trying to define sets based on
mineralisation, termination etc data.

For the future, the philosophy of Golder remains one of using the discrete
fracture modelling approach at Stripa. It is the good rock that is important
since this provides waste isolation. Continuum modelling is probably good
enough for large scale flux. The discrete fracture approach is needed for
transport in good rock.

The drift flow predictions will include- i) total flux, ii) flux from the H zone,
B zone and from the good rock; iii) change in head at piezomac locations
following drift construction; iv) spatial distribution to panels. All of these are
steady-state predictions.

For the SDE Golder used two regions and accounted in detail for hydrologic
boundary conditions such as drifts. However the drifts didn't show good
connection to the system. A lower fracture density was used in the outer
region and this was calibrated. Forward modelling was used for the inner
region.

Some interesting things have happened since the SDE predictions were made.
The fracture zones turned out to be even more important than was thought
(the SDE predictions assumed the permeability was about 50% higher whereas
it is more like an order of magnitude). Thus for the drift predictions the
fracture zones will be modelled at full conductive intensity in the full block.
Also the inner region around the drift will be larger than before. Histograms
will be produced for the variability of flux into the panels in the drift.

There is a need to cope with secondary effects on the SCV drift arising from
desaturation, blast damage and stress redistribution. Stress will be
incorporated by calculating the normal stress across fractures near the drift and
modifying the transmissivity according to relationships provided by Nick
Barton and others.

The transport predictions are intended to include the following: i) total C/Co
as a function of time; ii) breakthrough to first panel; iii) percentage recovery;
iv) distribution among panels; v) simulated tomogram for the second saline
experiment.

12. Paul Cnirk presented a proposal for how to proceed with the tracer predictions.

As a first step, there should be a training exercise. The input to this would be
the Stage IV data and the results of the first saline injection test (ie. before the
drift excavation). The predictions would be of the breakthrough curves for the
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second saline test.

The second step would be a validation exercise. The input information would
be the Stage IV data and the results of the first and second saline injection tests.
The predictions would be of the breakthrough curves for the drift tracer tests.

There is a need to define a precise time schedule for this. The training exercise
parallels the SDE exercise, and once again an evaluation report would be
produced. For the validation exercise we need to decide what qualitative and
quantitative criteria to use and to consider usefulness and feasibility.

Jane Long noted that there is not enough information on the ratio of flux to
velocity. In general there was agreement that Paul's outline plan was a good
idea and should be pursued.

13. A second executive session of the Task Force delegates was held; and discussed
the following issues:

i) the affect on the second saline test of stress redistribution due to drift
construction,

ii) the need for some cross-verification of transport codes,

iii) the need for evaluation reports, as produced by David Hodgkinson for
the SDE,

iv) the need to follow a structured validation procedure, at the very least
asking exactly what is to be measured and predicted. Also the need to
have validation criteria that are neither too loose or too severe.

v) whether it is feasible to carry out all the proposed modelling work by
the end of the project.

vi) the interesting IFS ideas presented by Jane. It is important that the
annealing exercise should be completed.

14. Frank Schwartz presented a status report on the cross-verification exercise.
The objective is to cross-verify discrete fracture codes and to this end a series of
tests for geometry and flow have been defined and tackled by the three groups.
The original cross-verification plan was redefined at the Seattle meeting. The
modifications were:

Gl: This was oversensitive to the accuracy of input data and was therefore
dropped.

G2: This has 1000 fractures in a 200 m cube. The well has been dropped and
the size of the drift increased.

G3: This is a stochastic test involving many realisations. There is a problem
of dataset interchange (80 000 fractures). It has been deferred.
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F1A: Orthogonal fractures with constant head on two sides. Kept.

FIB: Orthogonal fractures with mixed constant head and constant flux
boundary conditions. Dropped, as NAPSAC cannot handle the
boundary conditions.

F2: A more complicated irregular geometry example derived from a near-
surface site at Chalk River. This has more or less remained the same.

F3: Originally this was defined in outline as a large realistic network. It was
decided to reduce the size, so that it corresponds to G2 with added flow
properties and boundary conditions.

The test results summary is as follows:

G2: All codes compare very well. The remaining differences are related to
the treatment of fractures that barely intersect.

F1A: Good agreement.

F2 The calculated fluxes compare well. The heads compare well in the
high flow zone but deviate to some extent in zones with very small
flows.

F3: Only NAPSAC and FracMan tackled this case. There are discrepancies
of about 25% in the calculated fluxes.

For G2 the performance variables are the number of intersections and the total
length of fracture traces on each of the 1000 fractures. The best agreement is
between FracMan and NAPSAC. The codes produce virtually identical
numbers of intersections. The total length is within 100 out of 66 000, ie.
lengths agree very well. The conclusion is that the codes are comparable for
G2.

For F1A the performance variables are heads at internal nodes and fluxes in
and out of boundaries. FracMan and FMG are identical to the analytical
solution for heads. NAPSAC deviates slightly eg. 7.477 for 7.5 and 2.522 for 2.5.
This is because it makes an approximation when three fractures intersect along
a line. Thus the heads are virtually identical. All calculations of fluxes
compare exactly with each other and the analytical solution.

F2 has an irregular geometry and the apertures vary over 5 orders of
magnitude. The performance variables are flow rates through boundaries and
internal head values. The calculated flow rates compare reasonably well, eg.
FracMan 9.868, FMG 9.801, NAPSAC 9.855. There are some problems with the
head calculations. Only FracMan and NAPSAC calculate the heads in exactly
the same position (FMG nodes may be located several metres away). Values
compare well along fractures carrying the bulk of the flow. Discrepancies as
large as 0.47 m exist between FracMan and NAPSAC along fractures carrying
exceedingly small Hows. The causes of these discrepancies remain to be
determined. However, for practical applications these discrepancies are not
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important.

Only FracMan and NAPSAC tackled case F3. The performance variables are
discharges through individual faces of the inner and outer boundaries.
Sample results are NAPSAC 4.22 x 10-* and Frac Man 5.5 x 1(H. This is
problematical. The possibility of data input errors has been investigated, but it
doesn't seem that there are any. A relatively small number of fractures (5 out
of 1000) intersect the drift, making the problem rather sensitive to details.
Currently the possibility that discrepancies are due to small differences in
network geometry, is being checked.

The conclusion of the exercise so far is that there is good progress towards cross-
verification of the codes. The results are very consistent for the geometry
cases. All codes provide accurate flow rates for Fl and F2. There are minor
deviations in calculated head values in the low flow parts of the network. The
cross-verification of NAPSAC and FracMan for F3 in inconclusive and needs a
further iteration.

There was a discussion about a possible future verification exercise for
transport. A similar level of effort to the geometry/flow exercise would be
required. Alan Herbert has defined and run some relatively simple transport
problems as part of the NAPSAC testing programme. It was thought that these
should be used as a basis for a transport verification exercise. One problem is
that the LBL code has a different conceptual model (ie. channelled rather than
low over the whole fracture plane). Jane suggested that the participants should
get together, perhaps at LBL, to carry out the verification exercise.

A subgroup met to formulate the transport test problems. Two are proposed,
namely: i) a simple plane example, ii) a more complex geometry. The
schedule is as follows. Alan Herbert will send out details of the proposed cases
by 1st October 1990. LBL might propose a further case. If so, then two cases will
be chosen by October 15th. The trial runs will be produced by November 15th.
Fr.">nk Schwartz will evaluate these by December 1st. A 3-5 day workshop will
be held in the week of December 10th or 17th to complete the exercise. At the
next Task Force meeting in February 1991, Frank Schwartz will make a
presentation on the transport verification exercise. It was agreed that Frank
Schwartz will orchestrate/coordinate the exercise.

15. Paul Gnirk led a discussion about the validation process and criteria [1]. The
TSG wanted to be certain that the validation process was in regard to the
granite at Stripa, ie that it was very application specific. Also they thought that
the phrase 'correct order of magnitude' was too specific. Instead it should be
rephrased by 'adequately reflect the measured values'. However, the JTC
thought that the latter phrase was too loose. The current draft of the
validation process and criteria document says that in consultation with the
Pi's, the Task Force will determine the appropriate performance measures and
will evaluate validity on the following criteria:

• Quantitative: do the predictions adequately reflect the measured
values7
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• Qualitative: for the purposes of this particular application, are the
predicted distribution patterns for measurements (2) through (6)
sufficiently accurate as compared to the observations?

The above criteria will be addressed in relation to the following two questions:

• Usefulness: from the viewpoint of an assessment of the expected
performance of a geological repository, is the modelling approach
useful for representing groundwater flow in a geohydrologic
environment which is similar to that at the SCV site at the Strip Mine?

• Feasibility: Can the characterisation data required to fully support the
modelling approach be collected in a feasible and timely manner? The
experimental measurements for which predictions are to be made are
outlined in [1J. John Black was asked to write down the expected
accuracy of these measurements and the measurement limits.

There was a discussion about how to interpret phrases like 'adequately reflect'
and 'sufficiently accurate'. It was suggested that they should be interpreted as
'order of magnitude' and 'reasonable' respectively. There is a need to relate
these to criteria to measurement errors and limits. It was agreed that:

• the judgements are site specific and application specific,

• member countries themselves may make their own estimates of
validity for safety assessments.

The following table of what the modellers will calculate was compiled at the
meeting:
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Measurement AEA LBL GA

Dl Total rate of groundwater flow to
validation drift

D2

D3

D4

SI

S2

Rate of gw flow from H zone

Total groundwater inflow from
average rock, and spatial distribution

Characteristics of fractures in drift

Magnitude and spatial distribution
of head changes due to excavation
of validation drift

Magnitude and spatial distribution
of head changes due to opening
W2 etc.

V

7

7

V

X

X

?

V

V

7

V

X

V

S3 Distribution of groundwater inflow V c V V
to remaining sections of D-holes

The four modelling groups should write Paul Gnirk a memo which makes
reference to [1] confirming the entries to the above table and setting down any
reservations. This should be done by mid October 1990.

16. Paul Gnirk led a discussion on proposed t-acer transport training and
validation exercises (see section 12).

Alan Herbert thought that the degree of validation was rather weak in view of
the lack of porosity/transport aperture data and because of the unknown drift
effects.

Olle Olsson presented some details of the saline tests. The first test injected in
one of the C holes and had a breakthrough in the D-holes. There were thus no

drift effects. Saline was found in all the holes in the H zone, but nothing was
detected in the B zone. Also, radar tomograms are available.

The second test injected saline in C2 and measured the breakthrough in the
drift. Also, the breakthrough in Tl and T2 was detected using a recirculation
system so that they remained at ambient head. The concentration of salt as a
function of time was measured in Tl and T2. l-2m sections were packed off in
the H zone.

Details are given on page 151 of the stage 4 report.



17. John Gale and John Black reported on discussions with Nick Barton about
discontinuum stress calculations. Nick has discussed with Alan Herbert how
the results could be incorported in the fracture flow modelling. Nick will
provide eight 2D realisations with about 100 fractures in each. The objective of
this modelling is to calculate aperture changes as a result of the mechanical
disturbance from the excavation of the drift. Most of the variations are within
5 m of the drift, and in this region there is a limited number of fractures. Nick
proposes to divide the region around the drift into 32 segments and to produce
a histogram of aperture changes according to fracture orientation.

Paul Gnirk proposed comparing the continuum and discontinuum results.

Bengt Stillborg thought that as the discontinuum displacements are very
small, a continuum approach should be applicable. Of course the continuum
calculations are 3D, whereas the discontinuum ones are only 2D. For these
reasons it was thought more appropriate to use the continuum stress approach
in connection with the fracture flow modelling.

18. Milestones were agreed as follows.

i) October 15th 1990: Receipt of the Stage 4 field dala.

ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

February 15th 1991: Next Task Force meeting. This will be held in
Miami and will review the groundwater flow predictions, decide upon
validation criteria for tracers, and formalise fixed plans for transport
calculations.

March 19-21 1991: A TSG meeting is to be held in Sweden. The
groundwater flow predictions for the SCV site will be presented. Also
the plans for transport predictions, and the validation criteria for
transport modelling will be presented.

June 4-6 1991: A special Task Force meeting on the tracer training
exercise will be held in Newfoundland in June 1991, a week before the
JTC meeting.

October 1991: The final Task Force meeting will be held in October 1991,
possibly in Oxford, and possibly in conjunction with a technology
transfer workshop.

The agenda for the next meeting will include:

i) One presentation from each PI,
ii) A presentation from Frank Schwartz on verification
iii) A review of groundwater flow predictions
iv) A field trip
v) Validation criteria for transport
vi) A concrete plan for transport predictions.
vii) Presentation of field data.

[ATvid 1 lodgkinson may be asked to produce a memo report on the



groundwater flow predictions and present it to the TSG.

19. Gunnar Gustafson presented the conclusions and recommendations of the
Task Force delegates.

The present meeting has been an important milestone. The main
achievement has been to plan for the future.

The Pi's have done an excellent job and have presented good reviews of the
progress made. The Task Force has two recommendations:

0 LBL should complete the annealing work before going on to new
things. (Jane Long agreed that the new ideas would be done in addition
to the annealing work).

ii) Nick Barton's 2D discontinuum stress calculations provide a useful
perspective on this problem, but the 3 D continuum stress modelling
should be used in conjunction with the flow modelling.

Achievements of the present meeting are:

i) The memo on validation process and criteria has been supplemented to
give a useful plan of action.

ii) The code verification exercise for geometry and flow has worked well,
and an outline plan has been formulated for transport verification.

iii) We have developed a time schedule with dates and milestones.

The Task Force has also considered its own work. It is intended that we will
produce a summary report for the drift flow validation exercise using David
Hodgkinson as ghostwriter. The judgements will be included in a short
memo.

At the June meeting we will have a one day delegate session to consider our
final report. We will share our the tasks between us, so that each delegate will
scrutinise different topics.

20. Olle Olsson raised a final important issue of tracer validation and what we
hope to get out of the tracer tests. The experimental programme is not
completely fixed at the moment, and thus it is possible to set priorities.
Injection is planned to take place in Tl, T2, C2 and C3 at 2 - 30 ml/h, with
breakthrough in the drift. There is planned to be one injection in the good
rock, with the remainder in high and low conductive sections of the H zone.
Since drift effects are likely to be important, some measurements will be
performed from T2 to Tl.

Jane Long advocated injecting over the whole zone. David Hodgkinson said
that he would like to see a consistent set of experiments with the same input
and output points but with different injection characteristics and different
tracers.
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21. Summary of actions, decisions and milestones.

21.1 Verification of transport codes. Alan Herbert will circulate proposed
cases by 1st October 1990. LBL might propose a further case. If so, then
two cases will be chosen by October 15th. The trial runs will be
produced by November 15th. Frank Schwartz will evaluate these by
December 1st. A 3-5 day workshop will be held in December to
complete the exercise. Frank Schwaru will coordinate the exercise and
report back at the next Task Force meeting.

21.2 John Black will write down the expected accuracy and measurement
limits for the flow validation measurements described in [1].

213 The four modelling groups should write Paul Gnirk a memo which
makes reference to (1] confirming the entries to the table on page 14 and
setting down any reservations. This should be done by mid October
1990.

21.4 The stage IV report should be ready by October 15th 1990.

21.5 The groundwater flow predictions for the SCV site will be presented at
the next Task Force Meeting in Miami in February 1991 and then at the
TSG meeting in Sweden in March 1991. The plans for transport
predictions and validation will also be presented at the TSG.

21.6 A special Task Force meeting will be held in Newfoundland in June
1991 to discuss the tracer training exercise.

21.7 The final Task Force meeting will be held in October 1991, possibly in
Oxford, possibly in conjunction with a technology transfer workshop.

21.8 The agenda for the next meeting will include:

i) One presentation from each PI
ii) A presentation by Frank Schwartz on verification
iii) A review of groundwater flow predictions
iv) A field trip
v) Validation criteria for transport
vi) A concrete plan for transport predictions
vii) Presentation of field data.

21.4 The Task Force will produce a summary report of the drift flow
predictions.

21.10 A one day delegate session will be held at the June meeting to consider
the final report of the Task Force.
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INTERNATIONAL STRIPA PROJECT: PHASE 3
MINUTES OF THE SEVENTH MEETING OF

THE TASK FORCE ON FRACTURE FLOW MODELLING

Key Biscayne, Florida
February 25-28,1991

1. These minutes provide a revised written record of the above meeting. A list
of attendees is given in Appendix 1.

2. Paul Gnirk introduced the meeting. Apologies for absence had been received
from Tin Chan, John Black and John Gale.

3. Bengt Stillborg reviewed the action items from the last meeting.

21.1 Verification: Alan Herbert had circulated two test cases for tracer
transport. Initial calculations have been made and are being compared. A
single verification report will be produced containing test cases for geometry,
flow and transport.

21.2 Measurement Limits: John Black has written the requested information
on measurement limits in the Stage IV report. He plans to write something
about expected accuracy. Jane Long stressed that this should be done for both
flow and head. Bengt Stillborg will contact John Black asking him to include
this in the SCV IV report.

21.3 Confirmation of Flow Calculations: This action has not been completed
satisfactorily. If any of the modelling Pi's have any caveats concerning the
calculations listed in section 15 of the previous minutes then they should send
them to David Hodgkinson for inclusion in the present minutes.

21.4 Stage IV Report: John Black has now completed this report and sent it to
Bengt Stillborg for printing.

215 Action completed.

21.6 Nev oundland Meeting. John Gale is planning the Stripa Task Force
meeting in June

21.7 Final Task Force Meeting: It is planned to hold this in October in the UK,
in conjunction with a Workshop.

4. Bengt Stillborg noted that l'aul Gnirk has retired from full-time work at
RE/SPL;C. Paul will spend a year writing up the Stripa work. Jane Long offered
to send Paul draft introductions to the LBL reports within a few months, as
input



5. Paul Gnirk circulated an updated version of the document on Process and
Criteria for Validation 11]. Paul also circulated a copy of a paper that he will
present at the 1991 International High-Level Radioactive Waste Management
Conference in Las Vegas [2].

6. In the absence of John Gale, Alan Herbert made a brief presentation on John's
predictions of flow to the drift. There are two important aspects of John Gales
work:

(i) Regional groundwater flow model (MINE2) using ChEST to determine
boundary conditions,

(ii) The mere detailed MINE3 model of the SCV site.

The MINE2 model is similar to the one used in the Stage 3 report, with small
changes to the fracture zones and thickness of layers. A number of cases have
been calculated with different vertical extents of fracture zones, and with a
high permeability layer below the SCV site to account for the low observed
heads there.

There are three sets of models:

(i) MINE2 mesh
(ii) a model with twice as many nodes for SCV mesh
(iii) discretisation for stress model

The drift is modelled by a fixed head. The solution should be logarithmic near
the s;nk, and cannot be modelled accurately by the linear elements used. The
radius of influence is about 10m. This approach tends to overestimate
gradients and therefore fluxes.

The preliminary prediction for inflow to the drift is 3-5 litres/minute. John
plans to refine this prediction to correct for the distortion caused by the linear
elements.

The conclusion of this work is that it is a good model for predicting heads, but
fluxes must be interpreted with care.

In discussion, it was thought that it would be useful to compare measured
heads in the rock mass during the drift inflow predictions with calculated
heads. Olle Olsson noted that some relevant head data exists. Such data seem
to indicate a skin effect around the drift. In general the models predict head
gradients that are too high near the drift.

Stratis Vomvoris noted that similar drift skin effects had been found in the
N'agra programme.

John Gale has examined the effect of stress on permeability and its
consequences for flow to the drift.



7. Alan Herbert presented the AEA predictions of groundwater flow to the drift.
In the inflow validation exercise they have attempted to validate their inflow
model which comprises:

(i) Conceptual models for fracture flow, network geometry, fracture zones
and excavation effects,

(ii) Data
(iii) Data interpretation
(iv) Computer codes
(v) Measurements

A substantial amount of work has been carried out on checking the consistency
of their data interpretation.

The conceptual model concepts encompassed;

(i) Biomodel characterisation of SCV site
(ii) Fracture network flow in zones and average rock
(iii) Stochastic characterisation of fractures
(iv) Equivalent porous medium on scales larger than REV
(v) Elastic continuum stress field
(vi) No in-situ stress-aperture correlation
(vii) Compliance model of aperture change due to stress changes

All fractures identified as hydraulically active in the core logs were included in
the model.

Stress effects due to the drift were incorporated using a numerical solution for
the elastic continuum stress field. It had been hoped that there would be a
correlation between in-situ stress and transmissivity, but this was not the case.

The conceptual model predictions were made as follows. Bulk inflows used a
continuum model while the statistics of the inflow distribution were made
using a discrete model. The H-zone and average rock fluxes were both
calculated and the effect of the tunnel stress field was included.

The conceptual model did not take account of the following:

(i) blast induced fractures, capillary effects and fracture disturbance due to
blasting gas,

(ii) dynamic stress effects
(iii) pore pressure
(iv) conditioning network from observations
(v) calibration from Dhole inflow

The Hata used consisted of the following:

(i) N, W and C focussed hydraulic testing,
(ii) N, W and C core logs
(iii) Scan line mapping



(iv) H-zone mapping
(v) Regional flow measurements and CFEST pressure field
(vi) BEFE continuum stress field
(vii) Large-core normal-stress tests

A number of problems emerged when evaluating this data:

(i) The W2 hydraulic log was wrong. It had the wrong number of fractures
in each interval.

(ii) The zone identification changed from Stage 3 to Stage 4.
(iii) One fracture set had too small a variance, and thus is was integrated

with set 4.
(•"••) Confusion was caused by the left-handed coordinate system used in the

BEFE stress model
(v) The stress plane cosines were incorrect
(vi) NAPSAC discretisation problems

A general problem was the tight deadline for the calculations and the fact that
the data was not all distributed by the 15th October, as scheduled.

In discussion, Bill Dershowitz noted that the drift in the BEFE model was not
in the correct location, was 20m longer than reality, and that an explanation of
what was on the data disk was not distributed until January.

Data interpretation has proceeded as follows:

(i) John Gale's code MULTI had been used to interpret six fracture
orientation clusters.

(ii) The fracture density was obtained by identifying all hydraulically active
(stained) fractures in the sets along core log.

(iii) MULTI was used to interpret fracture traces, and moment matching was
used to infer fracture lengths. Trace planes and scanlines were
generated numerically with NAPSAC to test for consistency. The (-1, 1)
moment (reciprical mean) gave a good match to most of the traces.

(iv) NAPSAC simulations were also used to interpret hydraulic data to give
a single transmissivity distribution. For the SDE, a rough-and-ready
cut-off had been used. This time an attempt has been made to separate
out the zone data. It is not possible to get an unambiguous
transmissivity distribution since packer intervals contained several
fractures. In future an attempt should be made to test single fractures
The resulting transmissivity distribution is a rather poor fit with an
uncertainty of an order of magnitude.

Jane Long noted that a valuable consistency check would be to try to predict
packer tests. However, this can only be done with a transient code.

The inferred fracture distribution had some very big fractures (=20m) which
cause some problems when they intersect smaller fractures. It is a highly



connected network.

The first aspect of the AEA flow modelling was to use permeability models to
predict bulk flows in a similar vein to their SDE predictions. A refinement
over the SDE work was that test planes within a cube were used to determine
fluxes, in order to avoid edge effects. Sensitivities due to uncertainties in the
data interpretation (eg. transmissivity and trace lengths) were examined. In
general, cross-terms in the permeability tensor were not found to be
significant.

The MI\'E2 mcdel was used to give the boundary conditions for the NAPSAC
modelling.

The stress distribution around the drift was interpolated from the BEFE model,
in preference to an approximate analytical solution with the principal stress
aligned with the drift.

An attempt has been made to characterise excavation effects. A plot of normal
stress on fractures against their transmissivity did not reveal any correlation.
However, it is assumed that there is an aperture change due to the stress
change on excavation. Data from large core tests have been used to
characterise the normal stress closure relationship. It is assumed that the
change in aperture (t) is related to the change in normal stress (S) by

»/«„ = (S/SJ •' (1)

A value of a =0.2, which can be justified from the literature, only gives about a
2% change in the transmissivity with the analytical solution. With the BEFE
stress model, planes perendicular to the drift increase their transmissivity, and
those parallel to the drift decrease. The dominant fracture set in the vicinity of
the drift is predicted to increase its transmissivity due to excavation stresses.

The flow calculations assume that flow is radially towards the drift ie leakage
from the H zone to the good rock is not modelled. Calculations for flow to the
D-holes have been carried out for the revised fracture network parameters.

The fracture network flow calculations used a annulus of 10m radius and 10m
width Only two realisations have been calculated to date. The boundary
conditions assume a pressure gradient of 4m/m. Flow is predicted to increase
due to stress effects.

The predicted flow rates are as follows:

1.3 x 10 •'• - 33 x 10 •* litres/min/m for average rock

7.8 x l(V»-9.0x 10 ^ litres/min/m for H-zone

Future work will aim to extend the uncertainty analysis, calculate the
distribution of inflow to sheets, and make calculations with fractures having a
distribution of apertun'v



Olle Olsson noted that Nick Barton has done some work on stress effects
(including shear) which shows fractures opening near drifts. The accuracy of
the inflow measurements are about 5%.

8. Jane Long presented a progress report on the LBL hydrological predictions for
the Validation Drift.

Due to staff problems, LBL are about six months behind schedule. They are
now making every effort to catch up.

LBL are constructing a 2D model of the H-zone, based on steady-state annealing
of the SDE results. The template conductances are being calibrated to the
H-Zone inflow. The drift is 'excavated' in the model by removing segments.

Consideration has been given to possible excavation effects. These could be
due to changes in stress, pressure or ventilation and would result in changes to
the effective permeability near the drift. The macropermeability experiment
provides a useful source of information on these effects.

There is a question over what is the experimental value of flow from the
H-zone to the D-hoJes. This arises because the measured flowrates did not rise
linearly as the pressure in the D-holes was lowered. LBL are using a bootstrap
technique to estiamte the flow to the D-holes at atmospheric pressure. A
preliminary estimate is 0.68 litres/min ± 25%.

Olle Olsson pointed to the fact that there were some problmes with the way the
SDE measurements were made. A subsequent measurement gave 41400 ml/h
(0.69 litres/min). Another relevant point is the sporadic redistribution among
D-holes which could be due to gas bubbles.

Jane noted that a back-of-the-envelope analysis indicates that the change of
boundary condition from D-holes to drift will lead to a change in inflow less
than the measurement error. Of course this assumes that the permeability
does not change.

Jane posed the question: what can we do with the macropermeability data?
Heuristicallv, there is an increased permeability ard a discontinuity in the
pressure gradient around a drift. If one assumes that the permeability out to
5m from the drift is decreased by a factor of 4 and made use of the D-hole
inflow (0.68 litres/min) then a preliminary result is that the H-zone flux in the
drift should be 0.6 litres/min.

Paul Gnirk noted that the Macropermeability and Validation drifts were
excavated by different techniques.

LBL have the capability to model in 3D using a Grid Model. A 20m grid size
would be used for the Validation Drift predictions, annealed to the D-hole
inflow.

An alternative approach is to use a zone model based on the geophysical



conceptual model. This would be annealed to the Large - Scale - Crosshole
(LSC) data to predict the SDE. Then it would be annealed to the LSC and SDE
information and the drift would be 'excavated' by removing the central
conductors in the H-zone, to prodict flow to the drift. These results could then
be perturbed by introducing stress corrections around the drift

It is planned to present the results of the above calculations at the forthcoming
TSG Meeting.

Bill Dershowitz presented a summary of activities by Colder Associates since
the last meeting.

Fracture orientation data has been analysed using the ISIS model. Three
fracture sets have been deduced for the rock and zones. An initial analysis
tried to fit fracture orientations to a parameterised distribution function.
However, the result did not pass the chi-squared or K-S statistical tests. Thus
tnis approach was abandoned in favour of a bootstrapped technique which
does not impose a functional form for the distribution. The simulations
indicate that the fracture orientation distribution makes very little difference
to the results

As regards fracture size, the zone and non-zone fractures were analysed from
the trace map data. Statistically significant fits to a log-normal distribution
were obtained for non-zone fractures. However, for the zone fractures
statistically significant fits could not be obtained for a log-normal distribution,
but were obtained for an expenential distribution.

The Oxfilet analysis technique was used for the transmissivity and intensity, as
previously. No use was made of judgements about which fractures in the core
are hydraulically conducting. Corrections were applied based on an earlier
analysis of the relationship between cross-fracture and at-borehole
transmissivities in rough fractures. Different transmissivity distributions were
used for zones and non-zones. FracMan was used to analyse hydraulic tests to
account for fracture network effects. The resulting transmissivites were up to
an order of magnitude larger than those used for the SDE predictions, due to
the cross-fracture correction t.^tor.

The basic model used for the drift flow predictions is as follows. A detailed
region around the drift is modelled with the full fracture intensity. Beyond
that, the model of the SCV site just contains fracture zones which are
modelled as war zones with 10m sub-parallel fractures. The fracture zones are
calibrated to the cross-hole experiments to give zone transmissivities. The
reason for the approach is that most large scale site responses are determined
by zones Thus i( is an equivalent discontinuum model outside the detailed
region

Three stress-transmissivity corrections were applied (Kirsch analytical, JAAB
HIM' model, and a simple one order of magnitude reduction on all fracture
transmissivities near the drift wall). AM of these produced similar results. For
the Kir.M h and BFFF solutions, the change in stress due to construction either
increased the average fracture transmissivity by a few percentage points or



decreased it by about 10%, depending upon the orientation of fractures relative
to the drift.

Eq (1) was used with values based on a literature survey by Colder Associates
in 1987. There is a need for a more up-to-date literature survey.

Another stress effect that was evaluated concerned the formation of 'crown
fractures' as observed by Nick Barton. These were modelled by a cylinder of
?m x 4m fractures on the crown of the drift. This provides a flow conduct
along the top of the drift.

The Colder group have made probabilistic predictions for all of the
performance measures specified for the SCV drift exercise. Sufficient stochastic
simulations were made to produce meaningful results. A summary of their
predictions was circulated at the meeting (3). The sensitivity to uncertain
parameters has been evaluated and subjective levels of confidence were placed
on the results based on best professional judgement.

The results are expressed as a percentage of the flow to the D-holes which is
taken as Qo = 0.8 litres/min

Dl: Total rate of groundwater flow to validation drift

Q = 6cv Qo
1% - 50% (50% confidence)
0.05% - 130ft (90% confidence)

The stress correction with a = 1 provides a reasonable range (6-100%) of D-hole
fluxes

The stress correction with a = 2 reduced the mean to 20% in preliminary
simulations.

Fractures nearest the drift are probably under-corrected.

Intuitively, it is expected that crown fractures would redirect flow away from
the drift

The drift is one of the weakest sinks on site, whereas the Dholes were a very
strong sink due to the absence of skin.

For these rnsons it is expected that the mean predictions will be towards the
lower tail of the distributir n, te 6% Qo.

D2: Kate of groundwater flow from H-zone

r; 11-/one = sv;
j v ; - 9<v; (S0r; confidence)
!()'•; • 9=,': ( W ; confident!-)

The simulations had 'strong /ones' ie hydraulic connection exclusively



through zones. The simulations showed almost 100% of flow within 5m from
the zone. Initiatively it is expected that the crown fractures will enchance the
spread of flow from zones to the drift.

The justification for the crown fractures com^s: i) from Stripa 3D experiment
where tracer moves a long way parallt; to the drift, ii) from block
movement/arching theory with blocks of rock moving downwards, as
predicted by Nick Barton.

Gunnar Gustafson agreed that there are a lot of indications of crown fractures
eg. bolt holes which seep water.

D3: Total groundwater inflow from average rock and spatial distribution

% Non-zone = 45%
10% - 85% (50% confidence)
5% - 90% (90% confidence)
90% "no-flow" panels < 0.001 1/m
60% - 97% (50% confidence)

40% - 98% (90% confidence)

The logic for the above subjective judgments is complementary to D2.

D4: Characteristics of fractures in drift
Golder have calculated traceplane samples in H-zone and average rock
including, stereoplots, trace length distribution, termination at intersections,
simulated trace planes and statistics.

In addition, Golder have made calculations for S1-S3 although these were not
discussed in detailed at the meeting.

10. Olle Olsson presented the experimental results of the inflow measurements to
the drift, which are described in a document circulated at the meeting [4].

Based on data from the D-holes, the following inflow to the drift would be
expected if there were no changes to the rock or flow conditions:

Zone
0.5 x
Total

H
Good rock

0.593
0.176
0.769

litres/min
litres/min
litres/min

A further measurement was made during the radar/saline tracer experiment
which gave

Zone H 0.69 litres/min
Good Rock (0 - 22m) 0
Total 0.69 litres/min

This measurement attributed a wider portion of the boreholes to Zone-H than
the 5DE measurement.



An important phenomenon observed in these experiments was flow
redistribution among boreholes at low pressures. A possible cause is the
formation of gas bubbles in fractures and equipment due to depressurisation.

The inflow to the Validation Drift has been measured by the following
techniques:

(i) plastic sheets in the roof (5/9 of drift surface area)
(ii) sumps in the floor (up to 4/9 of surface area)
(iii) evaporation measurements
(iv) ventilation measurement

A summary of the data is given below:

Drift SDE Drift/SDE
litres/min litres/min

ZoneH 0.093 0.593 0.156
Good rock 0.005 0.179 0.029

Total 0.098 0.772 0.127

Thus the flow to the H-zone was reduced by a factor of six and the flow to the
good rock by a factor of thirty four. Why is this?

Other points which need to be considered when answering this question are:

(i) The head increases in nearby monitoring points during excavation

(ii) Inflows to sheets is significantly lower than measured evaporation
rates. Distribution of evaporation rates is more homogeneous than
distribution of inflows to sheets.

(iii) Large redistribution of inflows to the D-holes have been observed when
pressure has been reduced to near atmospheric.

Olle Olsson suggested that capillary forces may help to explain the above
points. Normally capillary forces are viewed as a suction force that will cause
water to rise in a capillary tube or porous medium. Capillary forces also work
in the reverse situation. Hence, if we have a capillary tube filled with water
with its lower end in air, the bubble at the bottom will cause an upward
directed force that will keep water in the capillary tube.

Thus in the Validation Drift, capillary forces would introduce an opposing
head at the drift wall which will reduce the inflow rate. In the
Macropermeability experiment the head near the drift rose by about 50m
which implies an aperture of about 0.3 urn. This is not unreasonable for good
rock, especially where stress changes tend to close up fractures.



The above assumption leads to the following conjectures about conditions in
the rock mass surrounding the drift:

(i) reduction in inflow should be greater in "good rock" compared to
fracture zones due to smaller average apertures

(ii) rock mass is basically saturated up to the drift wall except for air
invaded during blasting which might remain in the rock

(iii) the capillary effect disappears when the drift is refilled. Some time
might be required for the air to go into solution

(iv) Closure of fractures due to excavation will increase capillary forces and
reduce inflow to a greater extent than expected due to a mere reduction
in aperture.

One way to test this hypothesis would be to fill the drift with water and
remeasure the inflow, or to make a pond on the floor. Additionally, the flow
from a borehole could be measured with a small head and when emptied of
water, to test for the presence of capillary effects. A further worthwhile
experiment would be to measure the head drop close to the dntt.

Gunnar Gustafson noted that tunnelling engineers talk about 'blasting away
the water'. There is a considerable time lag before water starts to infiltrate into
a blasted tunnel. Perhaps this (and the flow reduction in the Validation Drift
is due to air entering the rock and bubbles blocking pores. Bubbles from
de-gassing could have a similar effect.

Gunnar Gustafson summarised the present situation as follows. AEA and LBL
both predict a rather minor effect of the drift on inflow. Golder used a stronger
drift effect model with their best judgement prediction for drift inflow being
6% of the SDE compared to the experimental value of 13%. Thus the AEA and
LBL drift effect models appear to be invalidated. However, the experimental
results lie in the range predicted by Golder Associates. The inflows are
dominated bv drift effects, whose origin is not fully understood, and which
have not bet* well characterised in the project. This will have an impact on
how we proceed with the flow and tracer exercises.

Frank Schwartz thought that the disparity of a factor of six between model
predictions and measurements was reasonable for such an engineering
analysis, making allowance for the unknown physics.

Table 1 summarises the present state of comparison between predictions and
measurements for flows (litres/day)



Table 1
Comparison of predicted and measured flows (litres/day)

Drift SDE AEA AEA LBL Golder Colder Golder
1 2 Best Stress Crown

extreme judgement

Percentage
of flow from
zoneH 95 76 53 81 100 55

ZoneH 133 854 134 670 576 38
Flow rate

Good rock 7 256 152 152 0 29
rate

Total flow 140 1110 286 822 576 69

80 58

532 585

133 424

668 1010

11. Frank Schwartz presented a status report on the cross-verification studies. The
progress since the last meeting has been:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

rerun of revised flow dataset 3

review of transport datasets 1,2 and 3

verification and cross-verification exercises with transport
datasets 1,2 and 3

report of cross-verification exercises.

The purpose of flow dataset 3 is to simulate flow in a network of fractures with
characteristics similar to Stripa. The problem involves 1000 rectangular
fractures in a 200-metre cube with a drift through the block. In the original test
the NAPSAC estimate of inflow to the drift was 24% smaller than
FracMan/MAFIC. The problem was thought to be sensitive due to the small
number of intersections with the drift.

In view of the above problems, a new dataset (3b) has been formulated by
moving and enlarging the cross-sectional area, thereby creating fracture
intersections. The boundary conditions remained the same. The results
remained much the same, with the NAPSAC estimate of inflow to the drift
39% smaller than FracMan/MAFIC. The cause of the discrepancy remains
unknown. The modelling groups have not yet discussed it.

- 12



Transport dataset 1 consists of four orthogonal planes with constant apertures.
Constant pressures are specified on the x-faces with other sides having no-flow
boundaries. AH 3 codes (NAPSAC, FracMan/MAFIC and TRINET) agree with
the analytical solution for the step function breakthrough curve.

Transport dataset 2 is a small network of eight irregularly oriented fractures.
There is extreme aperture variability (lO-3 to 106m). Pressures are fixed on the
y-faces with all other boundaries being no-flow. FracMan agrees well with an
approximate analytical solution (there is one main pathway involved). The
NAPSAC solution has an earlier arrival time and more dispersion. AEA are
re-running the problem with more stringent accuracy constraints.

A third "voluntary test", transport dataset 3, consists of a random network of
150 fractures generated stochastically but specified deterministically. It has
pressures fixed on the x faces of a 5m cube, with no-flow on the other
boundaries. The test has not yet been run.

The final report has been updated to the extent possible to reflect the present
status. Complete documentation for tracer tests 1 and 2 has yet to be received.

There was a discussion about how to resolve the discrepancies with F3. It
could be a difference in handling the boundary conditions or a descretisation
error. The following course of actions was decided upon:

(i) T3 will be run and evaluated in March 91.
(ii) Frank Schwartz will formulate a plan of action regarding F3/F3b and

discuss this with Bengt Stillborg.

Paul Gnirk emphasised that the verification exercise needs to be finalised by
June 1991.

12. Paul Gnirk chaired a session aimed at making a preliminary evaluation of the
validity of the groundwater flow models.

Gunnar Gustafson was concerned that thp measured inflows were dominated
by poorly understood drift effects, but that these were a relatively small part of
the characterisation and modelling programmes. Drift effects will clearly have
an impact on site investigation strategies. We need to decide how to complete
the modelling exercises, and make comparison with the measurements. The
programme was designed to test flow and transport through rock, but in fact it
is measuring the effect of a drift.

It is probably the first time that drifts effects have been assessed quantitatively
and unambiguously. They cannot be fully accounted for in existing models.
When making transport predictions, the modellers should make an empirical
correction for the flow field near the drift. The Pi's and Task Force Delegates
will try to assess the importance and reasons for drift effects, but it may not be
possible to resolve this question within the Stripa Project. We should hold a
mini-workshop on this topic at the next Task Force meeting. Also, it should be
token up in the NEA SKDE group Perhaps Olle Olsson should give a
presentation at the NF.A Gas Workshop



13. A discussion was held on how to finalise the flow modelling exercise,
including the timetable and the format for presentation of results.

Stratis Vomvoris emphasised the need to present predictions and
measurements so that the pattern of inflow could be discerned.

The modelling Pi's will present updated preliminary predictions of cases Dl,
D2, D3, D4, SI and S3 at the TSG meeting in March 1991. Draft reports
containing results and discussion of these calculations will be mailed to Task
Force members on 1st May 1991. Table 2 shows which groups will tackle the
various cases. Any caveats about this table should be sent to David
Hodgkinson for inclusion in the minutes.

Table 2
Predictions for the drift validation exercise

Measurement AEA LBL GA JG

Dl Total rate of groundwater V V V V
flow to validation drift

D2 Rate of groundwater V V V V
flow from H Zone

D3 Total groundwater inflow \ x V \
from average rock, and
spatial distribution

D4 Characteristics of fractures \ x V x
in drift

51 Magnitude and spatial V* V V \
distribution of head changes
due to excavation of
validation drift

52 Magnitude and spatial \* V V V
distribution of head changes
due to opening Tl

53 Distribution of ground- V \ V V
water inflow to
remaining sections of D-holes

'combined with John Gale's NAPSAC permeability tensor simulations

It was agreed that the results would be presented in the following format:



All flow measurements and predictions will be reported in litres/rninute.

The pattern of inflow to the panels in the drift should be displayed as a
three-dimensional box chart as used by Bill Dershowitz at the meeting. In
addition, a histogram of inflows to the 2m x 1m panels should be given.

Graphs showing the variation of quantities along the drift should be plotted
with the start of the drift to the left.

Olle OUson will provide a spreadsheet of values relevant to prediction Si.
This will give the locations of head measurement points and the steady-state
heads under the following conditions:

• D-holes open
• D-holes closed
• Drift excavated

For prediction S3 (flow to remaining sections of D-holes) the following
calculations will be made and reported:

• LBL will predict the magnitude of flow from the B-Zone.

• Golder Associates will predict the total inflow, together with the results
of one or more realisations for flow to each D-hole, and a histogram of
flow to 0.5m sections.

• AEA Harwell will predict the total inflow from the average rock,
together with the results of one or more realisations for flow to each
D-hole from the average rock, and a histogram of flow to 0.5m sections
in the average rock.

It was decided to modify the prediction S2. Rather than measuring and
predicting the head response to opening VV2, the exercise will be based on the
head response of opening Tl. The experimental results will be the steady-state
heads before the after opening Tl.

The modellers will present their predictions for this case at the June 1991
meeting of the Task Force.



The modelling Pi's summarised the present state of the drift flow exercise as
follows:

Alan Herbert noted that they had done a lot of work on fracture statistics and
that the chi-squared looks good for the assignment of clusters. Alan was a bit
unhappy about using a log-normal distribution for transmissivity: the mean is
probably only accurate to an order of magnitude. In future, attempts should be
made to make hydraulic tests on single fractures. The predictions for the
D-holes were good, which tests our ability to model flow through rock. The
present drift exercise tests our ability to model the disturbed zone. Comparison
between predictions and measurements indicates that the drift effect is not a
simple stress phenomenon.

Jane Long noted that the best measure of validation for the LBL approach was
the SDE (D-holes), calibrating on the LSC tests, leaving out all D-hole data.
Also S-2 is a good measure. Errors in the LSC tests are difficult to assess. The
LBL approach should predict better for head than flow. An attempt has been
made to assess the effect of the disturbed zone using the Macropermeability
drift as an analogue. A preliminary calculation has been made and it is
difficult to see why it was so far off.

Bill Dershowitz noted that Golder had completed all 7 predictions required for
the meeting, including sufficient stochastic simulations to produce
meaningful results for drift inflow, and sufficient sensitivity studies to ensure
that the fracture size and transmissivities used in the definition of conductive
fracture frequency did not significantly affect results.

The use of a stress correction based upon analytical plane strain solutions
produced an average of only 10% reduction in fracture transmissivity.
However, due to the series nature of fracture flow, and the presence of
alternative, stronger sinks (i.e., other drifts), this resulted in an average of
approximately 50% reductions in inflow to the drift. The range of reduction
(up to 94% of the SDE inflow), and potential increase (up to 30%) due to stress
is consistent with the uncertainty in our understanding of drift effects.
Further, the probability dstribution for drift inflow is essentially bimodal, with
most of the flow occuring from one fracture, which either is, or is not shut off,
depending upon its orientation.

The conceptutal model used for flow consists of fracture zones comprised of
fractures sub-parallel to the zone orientation. The properties of these planes
were calibrated to observed large scale cross-hole responses. The detailed
discrete fracture model consists of a 40 metre radius, 100 metre long zone
around the drift, with different statistics for fracture zones (H and B) and
non-fracture zones. Head boundary conditions are provided by open drifts
(where stress effects are assumed to be compensated for by blasting effects), and
by given heads at the edge of the 200 metre SCV site rock block. This boundary
condition assumes that the only significant connection from the drift to
sources of groundwater are at the fracture zones, and flow in the "good rock"
can only occur through pathways connected to the fracture zones. This
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conceptual model appears to be validaved by the distribution of flux in the drift,
and by observed cross-hole responses.

Note that Harwell's 10m models applied the same boundary condition to
"good rock" and "zone rock" cubes, implying the same hydrologic connections
from sources of water to zone and non-zone regions. This did not occur.

The discrete fracture patterns produced by FracMan do not exactly match those
observed in the SCV drift, but look similar to patterns observed in the drift,
and elsewhere in the mine.

The transient simulations ca.ried out correctly indicated that the drift
construction would result in increases in head in responding monitoring
locations due to the weakness of the drift sink relative to the 6 borehole SDE
sink.

14. Olle Ollson reviewed the second radar/saline experiment.

The first experiment had shown that the saline water was not totally confined
to the plane of the H-Zone, and had provided evidence for multiple pathways.

The second experiment had the same injection point as previously (where C2
intersects the H-Zone). The H-Zone was draining to the drift. Tracer was
collected in the drift and in Tl and T2 (not the whole width). A number of
power failures influenced the course of the experiment.

Oile will write a memo about the experiment and will circulate it to interested
parties by Monday 8th April 1991. The memo will include the following:

• coordinates of the injection and sampling points
• injection rate
• head profiles
• average inflow rates for water into the grid elements in the drift.

The head in the injection interval varied between 100 m and 300 m
throughout the experiment.

Alan noted that NAPSAC was not able to model a transient flow field. Also,
there is little information available on porosity and matrix diffusion. Thus
while it is worth modelling this experiment, one has to be cautious about
saying that anything is being validated.

The second saline/radar experiment will be used as the basis for the tracer
taining exercise.

A discussion was held concerning what quantities would be calculated and
how they would be presented.

Olle Ollson will circulate a copy of the report on the first saline experiment to
interested parties by the TSG meeting. Also he will circulate a data disk.
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Predictions and measurements of breakthrough curves of C/Co against time
should be plotted on a scale of 0-1000 hours to 0-15.4 cm in order to facilitate
comparisons.

Some tracer tests were performed using Amino G. However, prediction of
these is of a lower priority to the saline test.

The cases to be calculated are given below, and the tentative intentions of the
modelling groups are shown in Table 3.

Tl Total breakthrough to the drift as a function of time. A number of
predictions for different assumptions and different realisations are
likely to be made and presented. Additionally, it would be useful to
summarise the range of predictions on a single graph.

T2 Breakthrough curves to the two measurement boreholes in the H-zone
(Tl and T2). Again, variability due to different assumptions and
realisations should be presented and summarised.

T3 Breakthrough curves at some interesting grid elements (to be chosen by
the modelling teams) in the drift.

T4 Three-dimensional box plots of the following quantites on drift grid
elements for different assumptions and realisations.

the 'steady-state' value of C/Co.
the time to reach 5% of the 'steady-state' value of C/Co.
the time to reach 50% of the 'steady-state' value of C/Co.

T5 Histograms for inflow to grid elements for the three quantities
predicted in T4.

T6 Predicted tomograms in a format to be specified by Olle Ollson.

As with the previous exercises, these performance measures will be judged as
to whether they are of the correct order of magnitude, and whether they
exhibit qualitatively similar patterns to the measurements.



Table 3
Predictions anticipated from the modelling teams

for stage 1 of the tracer validation exercise

Prediction

Breakthrough curve
for drift

Breakthrough curves
for boreholes

Breakthrough curves
for interesting grid
elements

Box plots of Css/Co,
Uand t so

Histograms for grid
elements

Tomograms

AEA

V

V

LBL

V

X

X

X

\

GA

V

>/

JC

V

X

X

X

Tl

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

15. Gunnar Gustafson presented a summary of the meeting.

Preliminary calculations have been made of flow to the validation drift, and
related quantities, and compared with the experimental measurements. The
validation criteria require an assessment of whether flow predictions and
calculations agree to within an order of magnitude. They do. However, the
predictions are generally above the measurements. For the total inflow the
overprediction is a factor of 2 to 8.

It is clear from comparing the inflow to the drift with the inflow to the D-holes
that there are significant effects of the drift. This possibi'ity has been raised
many times during the project, but there has not been sufficient time or
resources to characterise drift effects. The effect of the drift is more
pronounced in the good rock than in the H-zone. It is believed to be the first
time that these effects have been quantified unambiguously.

AEA Harwell and Colder Associates have attempted to quantify the effect of
the stress changes from excavation of the drift on the permeability, and hence
on the inflow. This made use of continuum stress predictions and
stress/transmissivity relationships based on laboratory measurements. The
results are ambiguous. Using the results of numerical stress calculations from
the BEFE model and a weak stress/transmissivity ralationship, AEA Harwell
predict an increase in the flow to the drift due to stress effects. Using an
analytical stress solution and a strong stress/transmissivity relationship,
Colder Associates predict a lowering of inflow, but by an amount insufficient



to account for the inflow measurements.

The Task Force thinks that these stress effects need to be investigated further-
Also, other physical phenomena, eg. capillary effects at the edge of the drift,
and surrounding trapped bubbles need to be investigated.

The validation criteria require an assessment of whether the predicted pattern
of inflow adequately reflects the measurements. The Colder Associates results
show a pattern of inflow to the H-zone sheets which resembles the measured
pattern, and almost no flow in the average rock, as observed. There is a need
to ensure that predictions and measurements are presented in a similar and
meaningful way

The Task Force is asked to assess the feasibility of the approach. In this respect,
the Task Force is concerned about the large amounts of input data that are
required and whether these can be interpreted unambiguously to give the
parameters required for forward modelling. A number of assumptions have
to made. It would be useful to re-examine whether the right quantities have
been measured.

The Task Force is also charged with assessing the usefulness of the discrete
fracture approach. It has revealed an unexpectedly large reduction in flow due
to drift effects and indicated that stress effects may not be large enough to
account for this. This raises the question of what other physical phenomena
are required to explain the results. Capillary effects have been suggested and
will be examined by Task Force members in the next few months, although it
is expected that a full resolution of this problem will extend beyond the Stripa
Project. Discrete fracture models augmented by additional physical
phenomena are seen to be appropriate for tackling this problem.

Looking towards the future, it is not thought that discrete fracture models will
be used for regional flow and transport calculations. The reasons for this are
the large characterisation and computer requirements. The usefulness of the
approach is thought to include:

• numerical experiments to gain scientific understanding
• evaluation of tests such as hydraulic tests in boreholes
• repository near-field characterisation and modelling. In this area,

discrete fracture models come into their own.

The most important outcome of the present meeting has been the
unambiguous identification of significant drift effects. There is a need to
understand the physical processes causing the drift 'skin' and to include them
in models. The scientific discussions at the Task Force provide a good forum
for resolving these issues, although the full resolution will undoubtedly
transcend the Stripa Project. A special session at the next Task Force meeting
will be held to discuss progress with understanding drift skin effects.

In the above ways the Stripa Project is making significant contributions to the
understanding of flow and transport through fractured rocks. An especially
important factor is the close collaboration between experimentalists and



modellers within the project.

16. Summary of actions, decisions and milestones.

16.1 Bengt Stillborg will contact John Black asking him to include an estimate
of the accuracy of flow and head measurements in the SCV IV report.

16.2 Stratis Vomvoris will suggest to the NEA SEDE Group that Olle Ollson
makes a presentation on drift effects at their forthcoming meeting on gas
generation and migration

The modelling Pi's will present updated preliminary predictions of cases
Dl, D2, D3, D4, SI and S3 at the TSC meeting in March 1991. Draft reports
containing results and discussion of these calculations will be mailed to Task
Force members on 1st May 1991. Table 2 shows which groups will tackle the
various cases. Any caveats about this table should be sent to David
Hodgkinson for inclusion in the minutes.

16.4 It was decided to modify the prediction S2. Rather than measuring and
predicting the head response to opening W2, the exercise will be based on the
head response of opening Tl. The experimental results will be the steady-state
heads before and after i-ening Tl.

16.5 All members of the Task Force should consider the possible causes of the
observed drift effects on flow, and report back their findings to the Task Force
meeting in June 1991.

16.6 Preliminary results of stage 1 of the tracer validation exercise will be
presented at the Task Force Meeting in June 1991. The models will be
calibrated using information including the results of the first saline tracer test,
and predictions will be made relating to the second saline test. Olle Ollson will
ensure that the modelling Pi's have copies of the Stage IV report and a report
on the first saline test, as soon as possible.

Olle Ollson will write a memo describing the experimental set-up for the
second saline test, and circulate it to interested parties by Monday 8th April
1991.

OMe Ollson will circulate copies of the format for tomograms, based on liiat
used for the interpretation of the experimental results.

17. The 8th meeting of the Task Force will be held in Newfoundland on June 3-6
1991.
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IM2171-7
Version 2

INTERNATIONAL STRIPA PROJECT: PHASE 3
MINUTES OF THE EIGHTH MEETING OF THE

TASK FORCE ON FRACTURE FLOW MODELLING

St John's, Newfoundland
June 3-6,1991

1. These minutes provide a provisional written record of the above meeting.
They will be reviewed at the next Task Force meeting. A list of attendees is
given in Appendix 1.

2. Bengt Stillborg noted the Actions and Milestones included in the minutes of
the previous meeting [1] and in the recent memorandum from Paul Gnirk [ 2].
It was noted that AEA Harwell had not circulated a draft report on the drift
inflow exercise in advance of the present meeting, as required. Some
corrections to the minutes of the previous meeting were noted, and David
Hodgkinson agreed to re-issue them with appropriate modifications.

3. John Gale made a presentation on the hydrologic conditions at the SCV site,
concerning models, boundary conditions, parameters, head and flux. A
hierarchy of finite-element permeable medium models have been constructed:

i) Regional model (9 km x 12 km),

ii) MINE2 model (1.5 km x 1.5 km x 600m) with vertical to stepped fracture
zones,

iii) SCV model (0.75 km x 0.75 km x 180m) with inclined/staircase fracture
zones.

The boundary conditions for the MINE2 model were taken from the mine
sub-model and the regional model. Internal heads were fixed at mine
openings taking account of skin effects by using an effective radius. The
regional model was calibrated using the total flux into the mine, by shifting
permeability values within the spread of field measurements.

The boundary conditions for the SCV model were taken from the MINE2
model with hela heads on mine openings, ignoring skin effects.



A variety of sources have been used for input parameters including:

i) The original Stripa data set

ii) BGS permeability measurements in the SCV block,

iii) Permeability tensors for the H-zone and average rock derived by AEA
using NAPSAC and input from the fracture characterisation
programme.

iv) Drift effects

The derivation of permeability tensors using NAPSAC shows the power and
utility of the discrete fracture approach.

Permeabilities around the drift were adjusted to account for the observed
anomalous heads, especially the low heads measured below the drift. It was
noted that it would have been better not to have put the reduced
permeabilities immediately adjacent to the drift, as this is inconsistent with
direct measurements.

A comprehensive comparison has been made of modelled and measured
heads. In general the agreement is satisfactory especially near the validation
drift. However, heads in the BMT area are not modelled well, since there
appears to be a lot more connection in the rock-mass than contained in the
permeable medium model. One further refinement to be made in the next
few months is that the calculated heads will be suitably averaged over packer
lengths so that they correspond more closely with the measurements.

A number of calculations have been performed to assess the sensitivity. Drift
skin effects have been simulated by putting two low permeability layers (1.5
orders of magnitude reduction) followed by two higher permeability layers (0.5
order of magnitude increase) around the drift. A model calibrated to the
measured drift inflow (0.1 litres/min) has been produced for performing tracer
calculations.

A summary of fluxes calculated by Fracflow is presented in Table 1. The
second column is a modification to the predictions of the finite-element
models taking into account the radius of influence.
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MINE2, kij
High - k
SDE-50m

MINE2
NAPSAC, kij
SDE - 50m
100m

MINE2
NAPSAC, kij
STRESS-Excav
50m

SCV, kij
SDE

Calibration
SCV-Excav
(30)

TABLE 1
Summary of Fluxes calculated

Computed Flux
litre/min

2.99

J.862
0.756

1.085

0.783

0.084

by Fracflow

Flux corrected
for drift size
litre/min

2.47

0.712
0.625

0.896

0.851

0.091

4. Alan Herbert presented his final predictions of the hydrologic conditions at the
3CV site.

The objective of this work is to build understanding of flow in fractured rock,
and in particular of how measurements should be interpreted and applied in
assessment studies.

The basic data can be obtained from underground excavations. In the present
study, use was made of oriented core logs, packer tests, scan lines, area maps of
H-zone, single hole geophysics, cross-hole geophysics and channelling
experiments.

The models used for the drift predictions are focussed strongly on the drift.
Representative length scales of 10-12m and 8m were found for the average
rock and H-zone respectively. Permeable medium models for groundwater
flux are valid on these scales, with AEA's interpretation of the fracture
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characterisation data. Permeability tensors from this study have been used in
the Freeflow permeable medium calculations of flow to the drift. This is likely
to be one of the main uses of discrete fracture models in repository
assessments.

The local rock was divided into average rock and the H-zone. AEA have
developed separate fracture network models with radial head gradients for
each of these types of rock. The models have been used to:

• investigate scale effects
• predict permeability tensors
• check consistency of geometry
• investigate truncation of network

The route taken to characterise rock is:

i) find the representative scale where the permeability tensor is
approximately independent of the realization

ii) check the consistency of the geometry eg. that the trace planes in the
model look the same as for the rock.

The average rock appears to be consistent, but this is less true for the H-Zone.

All hydraulically active fractures (as determined from stained fractures in core
samples) are included and this leads to very dense networks with
approximately 5 and 30 fracture centres per m3 in the average rock and H-Zone
respectively. This is different from the interpretation used by Golder
Associates.

In discussion it was noted that we should seek information which could
distinguish between these interpretations. One possibility is the
remeasurement of the final 50m of D-hole inflow.

Consistency tests performed on the average rock fracture log-normal trace
length distribution show that the model had a probability of 0.2 - 75% of being
drawn from the same distribution as measured. For the H-zone the equivalent
probability was less than 0.1%. The chi-squared test used is very sensitive to
the distribution being exact rather than just similar. Distribution functions
other than log-normal have not been investigated.

As to hydrology, a maximum likelihood estimate has been made of the
parameters of single transmissivity distributions for the average rock and for
the H-Zone. Uncertainties have been estimated by looking at the extreme cases
of there being a single fracture, and equal partition among hydraulically active
fractures. The average rock converges well but the H-Zone transmissivity
distribution is uncertain to an order of magnitude.



The permeability tensor for average rock is determined to be:

1.7 0.0 0.0
Kij= ( 0.0 20 0.0 ) x 10-17 rr.2.

with a 12.5 m cube REV (uncertainty factor 1.5). The uncertainty arising from
errors in the fracture length is about 10%, and it is not very sensitive to the
transmissivity.

The permeability tensor for the H-Zone is determined to be

1.1 0.0 0.0
Kij= ( 0.0 1.8 0.0 ) x 10-16 m2,

with a 7 m cube REV (uncertainty factor 2). There is an uncertainty of a factor
of 5 from the transmissivity distribution and a factor of 2 from the region size.

A local aperture variation model has been examined. One motivation for this
has been to account for observed channelling behaviour. The previous model
interpreted packer tests in terms of parallel plate fractures. This model
assumes that all fractures have the same mean aperture and that the observed
variability arises solely from aperture variation in the fracture plane. The
truth probably lies somewhere between the two. The aperture variation model
allows hydraulic and transport apertures to be related.

Fracture planes were divided into about 1000 elements and qualitative
information from the Stripa channelling experiments was used to determine
the aperture distribution function.

The results of the aperture variation studies are:

• it is possible to account for packer test results using the local aperture
model with all fractures having the same average transmissivity

• it is possible to use local aperture variation in large network
simulations

• flow is channelled on fractures with one or two channels per fracture

• the permeability of channelled networks is a factor of 2-5 larger than
that of ?.n equivalent parallel plate network.

• cross-fracture transmissivity is on average higher than the at-borehole
transmissivity

In discussion, John Black noted that for consistency one should use the
aperture variation model to interpret the raw data from hydraulic tests, rather
than using permeabilities derived from a radial flow approximation. Alan



Herbert thought that this apparent inconsistency would not be very important
in practice.

For the distrubed zone, AEA have used a forward modelling approach based
on the only disturbed zone effect for which there is characterization data,
namely the stress/transmissivity effect. The stress/transmissivity relationship
was taken to be a power law with parameters derived from large core tests. It
did not result in any significant changes. Thus sti ess-effects do not seem to
explain the observed reduction in flow to the drift relative to the D-hoIes.

Results for the performance measures of the validation drift exercise are as
follows.

i) Dl : Inflow to the drift

A) No disturbed zone

3 realizations 0.236 1/min
0.226 1/min
0.204 1/min

B) Normal-stress compliance model of disturbed zone

BEFE model beta = -0.6
Flow increase 15%

C) Aperture variation conceptual model (as part of uncertainty study)

Permeability increases by factors of between 2 and 5.

ii) Dl : Inflow to the drift

A) No disturbed zone

4 realizations 0144 1/min
0.174 1/min
0.154 1/min
0.078 1/min

B) Normal-stress compliance model of disturbed zone

BEFE model beta = -0.6
Flow increase 15%

C) Aperture variation conceptual model (as part of uncertainty study)

Flow increase by factor of 5 (1 realization)



iii) D3: Inflow to average rock

A) No disturbed zone

3 realizations 0.092 1/min
0.052 1/min
0.050 1/min

B) Normal-stress compliance model of disturbed zone

BEFE model beta = -0.2 Flow increase 5%
BEFE model beta = -0.6 Flow increase 25%
BEFE model beta = - 0.6 on closure Flow increase 1%

= 0 on opening

2D plain strain beta = -1.0 Flow decrease 1%

C) Aperture variation conceptual model (as part of uncertainty study)

Permeability increase by factor of between 2 and 5.

iv) D4: Characteristics of fractures

A) Average rock traces

Chi-squared tests - about 10% probability of being drawn from measured
input distribution (0.2% - 75% for different sets)

Within 10% for parameters of distributions comparing inferred
measured distribution with numerically generated distribution.

B) H-zone traces

Chi-squared tests - less than 0.1% probability of being drawn from
measured input distributions.

• mu parameters within about 20%
• sigma parameters within about 10%
• means within 10% for sets 2-5 comparing inferred measured

distribution with numerically generated distribution.

v) S3: Distribution of flow to remaining D-holes

Averagely fractured rock only (no network characterization of B-zone).
Flux predicted by John Gale using porous medium.

2 realizations 1.12 ml/min/m
1.86 ml/min/m

This corresponds to 0.12 1/min to the average rock part of SDE and 0.06
1/min to average rock part of retested D-hole.
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Distribution between holes in ml/min/m.

Realization 1 Realization 2

Dl
D2
DB
Dt
D5
D6

0.036
0.262
0.158
0.123
0.113
0.425

0.069
0.497
0.512
0.179
0.330
0.268

The pattern is spread quite evenly along holes away from the B-zone.

The conclusions to this work are as follow;:

« fracture network models are feasible on scales up to REV
• data collection is feasible at an underground laboratory
• average rock models are good representations of the site
• H-zone models are acceptable (within quantified uncertainty)
• disturbed zone is not understood.

Questions which arise out of this work are:

• differences between Golder and AEA interpretation of network
geometry

• aperture variation conceptual model performs well.

• disturbed zone could be due to:

- stress effects
- 'mine-by' stress effects
- blast damage
- two-phase effects
- infill effects

5. Jane Long presented recent LBL flow modelling for the Stripa SCV site (31.
Three geometries are being considered namely:

i) two-dimensional models of the H-Zone
ii) a network of two-dimensional Zones
iii) a three-dimensional grid model

The data for the 2D model of the H-Zone is the steady-state drawndown from
the SDE (end of step 1) and the Cl-2 LSC test. A drift skin was included with a
range of parameters based on measurements around the macropermeability
drift. The model has not yet been annealed but calculations with a random set
of links indicate that the lowest value of skin from the macropermeability
experiment is likely to be appropriate.



A survey of possible drift skin mechanisms has been made including, stress,
bubbles, blasting gas, drying, damaged zone and air interface. Scoping
calculations indicate that all but the first two are negligible while stress can
only have a minor effect. Thus bubble formation from dissolved gases (mainly
nitrogen) when they approach atmospheric pressure seems to be the most
likely explanation of the reduced flow near a drift. Significant degassing is
estimated to occur when the pressure is below about 20m of water above
atmospheric. This could be investigated by measureing the flow out of a
borehole as a function of pressure in the borehole as a function of pressure in
the borehole over the range 0-20m.

6. Bill Dershowitz gave an update of the flow predictions presented at the last
meeting. A document containing the predictions had been circulated to Task
Force members [4].

Since the last meeting they have been working very hard on the F3
verification problem. The mesh has now been refined to a stage at which good
agreement is obtained between FracMan and NAPSAC

Improvements have been made to the MAFIC solute transport solver and
FracMan Version 2.3 has been released.

An analysis has been made of the SCV drift fracture statistics. Also,
supplemental SCV flow simulations have be made including additional
traceplane sampling, analysis of capillary pressure effects, and continuum
finite-element stress and flow modelling.

The question of whether stress effects can be as large as needed to explain the
drift inflow reduction, has been re-examined. It is now concluded that stress
alone cannot explain the phenomenon. Calculations show that diversion of
flow to the Z-shaft due to stress-induced permeability changes around the drift
is insufficient to explain the observations. Nevertheless it should be noted
that redirection of flow to other sinks is likely to be part of the eventual
explanation of the observed flow reduction.

A FracMan/MAFIC training workshop was held with 16 participants from
Finland, Sweden, Switzerland and Japan.

The final schedule for the FracMan discrete fracture modelling is:

July 10,1991: Report, Prediction of flux into the SCV drift with the FracMan
discrete fracture model' to SKB for printing.

July 30, 1991: Report, 'Simulation of SCV saline tracer/radar experiments
with the FracMan discrete fracture model', to SKB for printing (includes
report, 'Preliminary discrete fracture solute transport modelling).

August 25,1991: Preliminary results from SCV tracer stochastic simulations.

October 14,1991: Final results from SCV tracer simulations, presentation to
Fracture Flow Task Force.



December 31,1991: Report, 'FracMan discrete fracture modelling of the tracer
solute transport experiment', to SKB for printing (includes report.
Interpretation of the tracer tests in fractured rock at the Stripa site).

Bill noted the following points about discrete fracture models. They can be
used on a variety of scales (eg. a repository room) rather than just providing
input to permeable medium codes. They simulate field observations in often
predicting significant redistribution for relatively minor changes in conditions.

Bill reviewed the drift inflow predictions that were presented to the last
meting. These are summarised below:

Validation of FracMan SCV Model

D-l • Flux Q = 20% to 90% of SDE due to stress effects. Mean = 50%

• Additional Reduction due to Effects not Modelled A Q = 15% to

35%

• Maximum Likelihood Estimate = 6%

• Measurement = 12%
D-2 • H-Zone as Percentage of Drift Flux

= 90-99%. within H-Zone flux anomoly
= approx 80% inside H-zone fracture stats

• Measurement = 95% within H-Zone flux anomoly

D-3 • Non H-Zone Flux and Pattern

= Complement of H-Zone

• Measurement = 5% outside H-Zone flux anomaly

D-4 • Fracture Statistics in Drift: Trace Map looks reasonable

• Statistics Not Yet Compared Directly

S-l • Distance Drawdown Relationship from Drift Excavation

• Prediction not yet compared to measurements.

• Predicted Response expected to be too large due to lack of
treatment of non-stress skin effects

• Drawdown does not occur everywhere. Poorly connected
regions do not respond.

S-2 • Distance Drawdown Relationship from C-hole
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• Prediction not yet compared to measurements.

S-3 • Model Predicts No Change in Flux in D-holes Due to Drift
Excavation

• Intuitively, Increase Flux to D-holes was expected

• Measurements still in progress.

Bill presented some alternative ways of interpreting packer interval
transmissivity.

a) packer test controlled by a single fracture with approximately radial
flow.

b) packer test controlled by the first few fractures in the network
surrounding the borehole.

c) packer test controlled by local fracture roughness, leading to
channelling in the fracture plane.

Tom Doe had found that in the average rock the dimensionality D was less
than 2 implying that the dominant effect is c). However, in the H-zone, 3 > D >
2 which implies that there b) is the dominant effect. The interpretation used
for the drift inflow predictions is consistent with the above picture.

7. Olle Olsson presented a review of the hydrologic measurements.

The inflow to the remaining 50m of D-holes has been re-measured. The total
inflow was measured by placing mechanical packers at the end of the D-holes
and connecting tubing to a common reference level. The inflow was
measured with a specially designed packer arrangement. A 4.5 length was used
if the flow was less than 0.1 ml/min. If it was greater than 0.1 ml/min then
inner packers were inflated to measure over 0.5m sections. The whole
arrangment was then moved 0.5m to measure the remaining 0.5m sections.
This had the consequence that during each measurement 3.5m of the borehole
was blocked off with inflated packers. The head in the borehole during these
measurements was 20 cm. The results are summarised in Table 2.



Hole

D l

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

Total

Inflow

SDE

1020±200

Table 2
to remaining D-holes (ml/min)

Before
RSTE II

114

6.8

14.1

8.3

164.3

362.2

568.1

During
RSTEII

8.7

6.4

143

7.5

168.8

370.7

576.3

Remeasurement

4.0

18

13.1

53

90.1

447.2

562.5

The pressure in the borehole was 17m for the SDE, 3m before and during the
RSTE II, and 20 cm for the remeasurement.

The remarkable result is that the flow is a factor of two less than for the SDE.
Why is this? Is it due to the differing pressures in the boreholes, with bubbles
clogging the rock or equipment? The pressure in the B-zone was about 22m in
the SDE and about 2 m for the other measurements. Thus the Pressure has
changed by an order of magnitude and the SDE pressure is in tum an order of
magnitude below 'normal' conditions.

Olle Olsson also presented graphs of the flow distribution along each of the
D-holes. These are dominated by the B-zone with occasional flows to 0.5m
sections outside the B-zone which are an order of magnitude lower. The sum
of flows to 0.5 m sections exceeds the independently measured total, due to
diversion of flows around packers.

8. John Black presented an analysis of the measured head variation around the
SCV site over the past four years [5]. Becuase of the large amout of
hydrogeological activity during this period, the sytem has never attained
equilibrium. New tests have started before heads measured by the piezomac
system have reached a steady-state plateau. In view of this, John has used a
Homer analysis to extrapolate measured time-dependent heads to equilibrium.
The events chosen for analysis were.

i) prior to SDE
ii) post SDE
iii) recovery during LSC experiment
iv) excavation of validation drift.

In most cases the extrapolated values exceed the maximum measured head by
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10m.

A plot of the 'equilibrium' drawdown againsty log radial distance for the end of
the SDE shows a large amount of scatter, as expected for heterogeneous
systems.

AH heads in the Stage IV report are relative to the 360 m level except for the
SDE. Jane Long had assumed that they were relative to the 385 m level so the
current LBL model will need to be modified.

9. John Gale presented a brief review of the fracture characteristics in and around
the SCV site. A CAD system has been used to visualise fractures of length
greater than 0.5 m around the drift. They are seen to interconnect strongly-

The observed fractures are censured and truncated and so it is a difficult
problem to divide them into sets and determine their characteristic
parameters. A number of characteristics have been recorded for each fracture
in the drift, eg. the undulating character of the fracture planes or mineral
coating, and these are used to assist in sorting into groups.

One of the sub-horizontal sets is characterised by having no minerals. They
were almost certainly not induced by blasting. They have the lowest normal
stress acting across the plane and so are likely to be significant conductors.

Seven clusters have been determined for the average rock surrounding the
validation drift, and four for the H-Zone. There are distinct differences
between the average rock and H-Zone. For example the density of fracturing is
higher in the H-Zone.

The small-scale fracture orientations mimic the orientations of the fracture
zones.

John Gale presented an unfolded trace map for fractures greater than 0.5 m in
the validation drift. It is appropriate to compare this with similar trace maps
produced by the modelling groups.

10. A session was held to discuss the possible causes of drift skin effects

As a pre-curser to the discussion, Jane Long and Bill Dershowitz presented
their expert judgement of the percentage of the observed drift effect that could
be attributed to various phenomena. This is summarised in Table 3.



Table 3
Expert judgement of the percentage of the observed

drift effect due to various phenomena

Phenomenon

Stress

Bubbles/Two-
phase flow

Blasting

Drying and
Suction

Damaged Zone

Air Interface/
Capillary Pressures

Increase
or Decrease

D

D

D

I

I

D

Jane
Long

25%

0-100%

0-?%

0

0

0-5%

Bill
Dershowitz

20%

50%

1-2%

0-1%

0

0

John Gale introduced the session by giving an overview of stress and
stress/permeability work performed for the Stripa Project by JAA, NGI and
ITASCA.

The objectives of the stress modelling work are:

• to determine the effect of mine drifts on stresses in the rock and on
fractures

• to determine the effect of stress changes on transmissivity

• to determine the effect of fracture zones on the stress distribution.

The codes that have been used are;

• 3D continuum (BEFE)

• UDEC - 2D discrete fracture

• 3DEC - 3D discrete fracture

• 2D Analytical solution (Kirsch)

• 3D Analytical solution (Leeman and Hayes)

The BEFE code has been used by JAA to calculate the affect of mine drifts on
the SCV block stress field. In particular, the stresses around the validation drift
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have been predicted. A linear elastic approximation with uniform properties
has been used. The codes uses the boundary element technique and assumes
boundaries a. infinity.

The UDEC code has been used in 2D to moool fractures with a non-linear
consititutive relationship. The fractures are discontinuous ana re taken to be
parallel to the drift (by virtue of the 2D restriction in the code). It can handle
coupled stress/flow effects.

The 3DEC code has been used to model linear displacements of planar fractures
in 3D. The rock blocks are used to behave as linear elastic materials, and the
fractures are discontinuous.

The BEFE code predicted stress concentrations in the crown and bottom of the
drift. A thin skin with high stresses is predicted around the drift.

11. Nick Barton presented a brief overview of the NGI work using UDEC. He
noted that AECL had measured similar drift effects.

A very important point to note is that fractures can be sheared by up to about
lmm before there is any opening or consolidation.

Normal stress closure relationships have been measured up to 30MPa. The
joints have been found to be extremely stiff and so very little closure has been
observed. They cannot be closed to less than 10 microns in the laboratory.

The NGI modelling used AEA generated cubes of average rock containing
fractures. The stress modelling indicates small deformations with some
indications of discontinuous behaviour. Typical shear displacements are a
fraction of a mm.

Some coupled stress-flow simulations have been carried out, and indicate a
total flow of about 0.8 litres/min from all the average rock.

A simulation was carried out which included the D-holes. Displacements
appeared to be largest near the boundaries of the block, rather than near the
D-holes. The total flow rate in the D-holes was 0.13 litres/min from the
average rock.

The conclusion of this work is that the modelled stress-flow phenomena
cannot explain the observed drift skin effects.

12. John Tinucci presented an analysis of excavation stress effects using the 3DEC
code [6].

Because of computational limiations it was not possible to model all 900
fractures intersecting the drift. A sample of 32 fractures were chosen which
extend out to the edge of the modelled block (20m). The largest displacements
were observed near a point where a number of fractures intersected. There
was 0.3mm of shear at that point, which is the same order of magnitude as
calculated with UDEC. This does not exceed the sheer strength. The



maximum normal displacement of a joint was about 0.8mm. The
convergence of the opening is predicted to be about 0.3mm.

The conclusions of this work are:

• Stress on steep N-S fractures are not significantly influenced by the drift
(<2 MPa).

• Normal stress on steep fractures oblique to drift increase from 0-0.5m
then decrease from 0.5 -1.0 m in wall.

• Fractures subparallel to drift (horizontal and vertical) have a 25-35%
reduction in normal stress.

• Shear stresses are not high enough to induce slip; Fracture
displacements are elastic.

• Stiffness differences are sufficient to observe non-uniform stress
distributions

• Model is sufficient to confirm non-uniform behaviour but inadequate
to calibrate semi-analytic solution at high stress gradient regions

• Technically induced stresses within H-Zone would influence
conclusions.

13. Stratis Vomvoris presented some scoping calculations to assess whether
two-phase flow effects could be an explanation of the measured flow reducMon
into the drift [7].

Radia' flow calculations have been performed using the TOUGH code with a
fixed head boundary condition of 100m at a distance of 5m. It is assumed that
after excavation of the Validation Drift, it was ventilated with air of 50%
humidity. The tunnel wall then dries out as a result of a binary diffusion
process. After a time the wall is covered with plastic sheets so that the air
between the sheet and the wall is nearly vapour saturated. The drying process
stops, and the formation becomes resaturated after some time. While the rock
is resaturating the flux to the drift is reduced and this could potentially provide
an explanation for the observed drift effect.

Four cases were considered in an initial attempt to scope this problem. It is
important to note that water flows to the tunnel in both the liquid and gas
phase. The following tentative conclusions have been reached.

During the ventilation period the sum of liquid and vapour flow rate is always
equal to or slightly larger than the inflow under single phase conditions,
provided the relative humidity in the tunnel is constant.

Reduced inflows can be observed during the resaturation period, which can
range from hours to years for the parameters studied. Following resaturation
there i& no flux reduction.
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The reduced inflow at Stripa could be due to a prolonged resaturation phase if
the average hydraulic conductivity is less than 10-11 m/s, the gradients near the
runnel are mild and the capillary pressure curve is similar to that determined
for Grim5el. However, it seems unlikely that this is the explanation, especially
since there is evidence for the skin effect appearing shortly after excavation.
The calculations are to be extended to account for bubble formation from
dissolved gases.

14. Gunnar Gustafson presented some ideas on the drift skin problem based on
the results of experiements performed at Stripa with regard to the storage of
gas in unlined rock caverns [8].

The experimental set up was similar to the D-hole array with central hole
being pressurized with gas and the outer holes kept at fixed head. The work
was complemented by laboratory tests and modelling studies.

The escape of gas and the flow of water to the central hole was monitored as
the gas pressure was increased. The slope of the water flow versus pressure
line is proportional to the permeability.

The system remained gas tight up to a critical pressure, when the gas escaped.
Following this it was observed that the permeability had dropped by 50%. The
original permeability was never regained.

A theoretical analysis was made of bubble movement in parallel fractures
under the action of buoyancy and capillary forces. If you have tight rock then
here is a significant region of parameter space where bubbles are stationary.
With variable aperture fractures, bubbles are expected to move to the wider
openings and get stuck. Water may then bypass the big pores and so see a
lowered permeability. In effect, gas bubbles would clog up the system. There
are a number of situations in hydrogeology where this effect has been
observed.

Olle Olsson noted that sonic logs indicated that a lot of new fractures were
created by blasting. Tin Chan hypothesized that blasting causes micro fractures
and that the rock is pushed into the existing larger fractures causing a lowering
of permeability. It is known that non-cautious blasting lowers the E modulus
by an order of magnitude.

15. Frank Schwartz presented a status report on the cross-verification exercise.

The third flow data set (1000 fractures and a drift) originally resulted in a 25%
discrepancy between FracMan and NAPSAC The dataset (F3) was revised to
have more fractures intersecting the drift (F3B) which resulted in a greater
discrepancy (40%). Now Golder Associates have refined their discretization for
F3B and the results compare well with those from NAPSAC.

For the first transport data set (Tl) there is almost perfect agreement. Also,
there is very good agreement for T2. Alan has made some new calculations
which are even closer than before.
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For the relatively large network T3 (150 fractures) the flows differ by about 9%
which is acceptable for the discretization used. The breakthrough curves from
FracMan and NAPS AC particle tracking compare reasonable well. Differences
are due to inherent characteristics of the way particles are tracked through the
two codes, including dispersion effects. The codes are close to being
cross-verified for a tough problem.

The final report remains to be updated with the new transport results. Since
F3B now agrees so well, there is every expectation that F3 would be the same if
the same level of resources were expended on it. However, it seems
inappropriate to expand such scarce resources.

It was decided that the final report should contain chapters describing the full
history of the project, including a discussion of F3. Thus the process will be
discribed in addition to the results. The final report should chart the progress
from the previous verification report and say why changes were made. Frank
Schwartz will send the final report to Bengt Stillborg by September.

16. Olle Olsson proposed a further experiment to test the 'bubble theory'. The
total inflow to the remaining D-holes would be measured for a few values of
head in the range 0-25m. A large diameter tube could be connected to the
outflow and taken to the 360m level. It is important to carry to carry out repeat
measurements. Also, it might be sensible to measure the rate of gas
generation. The experiment could be performed in a straightforward way by
mine personnel.

A second proposed experiment that would be of general interest would be to
drain the whole of W2 at the end of the tracer test. It would require electric
current down the mine and to leave the piezomac system down there until it
dies. Hopefully one could get a couple of months of data and get some head
data during the recovery of the mine.

Bengt Stillborg pointed out that the piezomac system requires regular servicing
and so we could not expect it to provide long-term information on mine
resaturation.

17. Paul Gnirk introduced a session on the evaluation of the grourdwater flow
calculations and measurements. Each of the performance measures were
evaluated in turn, a preliminary assessment was made of the extent of
agreement between experiment and calculations, and the final formats for
presenting the results were clarified.

Dl : Total rate of groundwater flow to the Validation Drift

Experiment

The measurements give 0.1 ± 0.01 litres/min where the error estimate is based
on observed fluctuations.
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AEA

The best estimate is 0.2 litres/min with an order-of-magnitude uncertainty
(0.02 - 2.0 litres/min) based on data interpretation eg. transmissivity.

LBL

The best estimate is 0.43 litres/min with an uncertainty range of 0.1-0.5
litres/min.

Golder Associates

The mean value is 0.26 litres/min, with a one standard deviation range of 0.1 -
0.6 litres/min. The maximum likelihood estimate (highest point on pdf) for
the order-of-magnitude stress correction is 0.12 litres/min. The simulation
range is 2 x 10-4 - 0.9 litres/min.

FracFlow

The best estimate is 0.9 litres/min, from the MINE2 model with stress
correction. The range from two models is 0.625 - 2.47 litres/min.

Evaluation

The predictions of all groups are of the correct order-of-magnitude. In general
there is a tendency to overpredict, because of an inadequate understanding and
characterization of drift skin effects.

The strength and utility of the modelling approaches have been demonstrated.

D2: Rate of groundwater flow from the H-Zone

It was though most appropriate to express this measure as a percentage of the
total flow to the drift.

Experiment

97 ± 2%

AEA

The best estimate is 62%. The uncertainty range is 2-99% derived from an
order-of-magnitude uncertainty of flow to both the H-Zone and average rock.

LBL

100%

Colder Associates

The flow to the H-Zone anomaly is predicted to be 90-99%. Flow to the
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geometrically defined H-zone is 80%.

FracFlow

75 - 80%

Evaluation

All modelling approaches are correct to an order-of-magnitude. Flow to the
drift is correctly predicted to be dominated by the H-Zone.

D3A : Total groundwater inflow from average rock in the drift

Experiment

0.003 litres/min with an uncertainty range of 0.001 - 0.006 litres/min. The
error estimate is determined from the evaporation measurements. Note the
significant reduction from the SDE measurements.

AEA

The best estimate is 0.065 litres/min with a one order-of-magnitude
uncertainty (0.0065 - 0.65 litres/min)

LBL

No prediction

Colder Associates

1 - 10% of the total drift inflow comes from the average rock. Precise numbers
for the mean and standard deviation of flow, and the maximum likelihood
flow will be provided.

FracFlow

0.15-0.2 litres/min.

Evaluation

Do measurements and predictions agree to within an order of magnitude?
This is a borderline case. There is a tendency for AEA and FracFlow to
overpredict because of our inadequate understanding of drift skin effects.
Golder Associates used an empirical order-of-magnitude reduction in
permeability near the drift. Further processing of the output from their
calculation is needed to see whether there is order-of-magnitude agreement.
LBL do not consider flow from the average rock.
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D3B: Spatial distribution of inflow from average rock in the drift

This performance measure was extended during the discussion to cover the
pattern of inflow to the H-Zone, in addition to the average rock.

Experiment

Bar plots for flow to panels in the drift have been produced for the
experimental measurements. Only a small number of panels have measurable
inflow. The inflow to the drift (and also to the SDE) is dominated by two
fractures. John Gale noted that the flow to individual panels is not very
meaningful because water can move around the face of the drift.

AEA

The predicted pattern of inflow looks qualitatively similar to the
measurements but is distributed a bit more than experiment, especially in the
H-Zone.

LBL

No predictions for inflow patterns, except that zone inflow dominates.

Golder Associates

Detailed predictions are given on pages 80-83 of [4]. In general the pattern of
inflow is similar to that measured.

FracFlow

This permeable medium model has one spike in the H-Zone and a uniform
distribution in the rest of the drift.

Evaluation

The FracMan and NAPSAC fracture network can simulate the patterns of
heterogeneity observed. The LBL approach does not consider the average rock
but could in principle predict flow heterogeneity around the H-Zone, although
this was not done in this case. The FracFlow permeable medium model
predicts the correct pattern of heterogeneity between the H-Zone and average
rock, but is unable to predict the pattern of inflow within these units.

D4 : Characteristics of fractures in the drift

Experiment

Detailed information is available on the orientation and trace length of
fractures intersecting the drift. This can be analysed and presented in various
ways. A straightfoward way of presenting the information is the fracture trace
map on the 'unfolded' drift surface.
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AEA

AEA have compared the chi-squared for fractures in their model with that for
fractures elsewhere in the SCV site (not those observed in the drift). This
gives a probability of about 10% that the average rock fractures are drawn from
the same distribution, but less than 0.1 % för the I I-Zor.e fractures.

John Gale proposed using the same clustering analysis for measured and
modelled fractures in the drift and performing a significance test.

LBL

No prediction

Colder Associates

Trace maps for the fractures in the numerical model have been presented [4j.
They agree qualitatively with the equivalent experimental trace maps. This is
probably the right level of comparison for fractui^ characteristics.

FracFlow

FracFlow use a permeable medium model and do not predict fracture

characteristics-

Evaluation

AEA have not yet compared their statistical measure with that for fractures in
the drift. Indications from fractures elsewhere in the SCV block, are that
H-Zone fractures are not well represented.

Golder Associates have compared predicted fracture trace plane maps with
observations, and the agreement is satisfactory. Given the intimate connection
between input and output information on fracture statistics, it is probably not
worth making the comparison any more quantitative.

SI : Magnitude and spaital distribution of head changes due to excavation of
the validation drift

Experiment

John Black noted that because equilibrium was not established before and after
the drift excavation, the experimental values for this performance measure are
not know accurately, as discussed in item 8 and [5]. We do not have a reference
head so the drawdowns are unreliable. However, it is possible to exhapolate
head trends in time with a Homer analysis to get a better estimate of the
experimental drawdown. Also, error bounds can be placed on these numbers.

It was agreed that John Black would produce a table of data in the format of
Table 4, and send it to interested parties within two weeks.
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AEA

AEA and FracFlow have combined to make predictions of head changes due to
excavating the drift. NAPSAC has been used to derive permeability tensors
which are used in CFEST to produce head changes. John Gale presented
extensive predictions of head changes for a variety of conditions and locations
around the s>ile (see ilem 3).

LBL

LBL will be making predictions of head changes in the H-Zone.

Golder Associates

Extensive predictions have been made of head changes due to excavating the
drift, as detailed in [4]. Data for comparison with these predictions is eagerly
awaited. Also, it is necessary to compare experiment and calculations in an
appropriate format. The Golder Associate predictions are stochastic and so a
point-by-point comparison is not appropriate. A distance drawdown plot
would be one method of comparison. FracMan predicts that there is
considerable scatter on such plots.

FracFlow

Their predictions were performed in conjuction with AEA (see above).

Evaluation

This will be done when John Black has produced the extrapolated data. As
usual both the order-of-magnitude and pattern of head changes will be
compared. In this case 'pattern' means any general trends across the site
together with the degree of scatter due to the heterogeneous structure of the
rock mass.
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Table 4
Headings for Table of Head Values

Rows = Piezomac zones (eg N2-1 etc)

Colums 1 Zone name
2 depth range in borehole (m - m)
3 depth of major [dominant] transmissivity (m)
4 x co-ordinate of position (3) (-)
5 y co-ordinate of position (3) (-)
6 z co-ordinate of position (3)
7 post SDE extrapolated equilibrium head (m a sea level)
8 same as (7) but m relative to 360m level (m a 360m)
9 likely + error on C) (m)
10 extrapolated long term head due to SDE (m a 360m)
11 calculated drawdown due to SDE (m)
12 likely + error on (11) (m)
13 long term measured head with validation drift plus

D holes open (m a 360 m)
14 likely error on (13) (m)
15 Calculated drawdown due to V D + D holes (m)
16 likely error on (15) (m)
17 extrapolated long term head due to Tl opening (m a 360)
18 likely error on (17) (m)
19 calculated drawdown due to Tl (m)
20 likely error on (19)

Plus co-ordinates of position of T l / H Zone intersection
explanation of meaning of all column titles

S2 : Magnitude and Spatial distribution of head changes due to opening Tl.

Experiment

The experiment is currently in progress. The data will be processed by John
Black and presented as apparent equilibrium heads with error estimates in the
format of Table 4, in two weeks.

AEA

The AEA predictions are being performed with Fracflow, by providing
permeability tensors for use in a permeable medium model.

LBL

Predictions will be made for points in the H-zone.

Colder Associates
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Predictions have been made, for example see pages 104 and 105 of [4]. A
distance - drawdown plot is an appropriate way of comparing these stochastic
predictions with experiment-
Evaluation

This will be made when the data is available.

S3: Distribution of groundwater inflow to the remaining sections of D-holes

Experiment

Olle Olsson presented graphs of measured inflow into 0.5m (or 4.5m for low
flow regions) sections of each of the six D-holes. The flow rate is plotted on a
logarithomic scale. It was agreed that this format would be used for comparing
the pattern of inflow. The B and I zones intersect the holes at around the same
place. The sum of flow to all packer intervals is about 730 ml/min compared
with the independently measured inflow of about 560 ml/min. This arises
because of diversion around packers. It is appropriate to renormalise the
distribution plots to give the correct total flow. The error in the total flow is a
few percent, but could be 50% for individual intervals. Table 2 shows the total
flow to each D-hole.

AEA

The AEA predictions are similar to their SDE calculations. The total flow from
the average rock is overpredicted by a factor of 10-20. No prediction was made
for the B-zone as the purpose of the experiment was to look at the average
rock.

A prediction was presented for the pattern of flow to 0.5 m intervals. This is
similar to the SDE prediction.

In order to facilitate comparison with the experimental results, Alan will plot
out graphs in the same format as the experimental measurements. Since the
pattern is of primary interest for this performance measure, the results will be
normalised to the total flow.

LBL

The expected flow from the B zone is about 1 litre/min.

Golder Associates

The mean and standard deviation predictions for the total borehole are 1.26
and 09 litres/min respectively. The results are shown fully on pages 111-122 of
[4], Page 111 presents a histogram to 0.5 m intervals. Almost all intervals
outside the B zone had no flow. Page 112 presents the maximum, minimum
and average flow to each borehole. 99% of the flow comes from the B-zone
flow anomaly. 85 ± 15% comes from the geometrically defined B-zone. Pages
117 - 122 of [4] show the pattern of inflow.



Fracflow

The flow from the average rock is predicted to be 8-10% of the total. The
inflow from the combined B and I zones is predicted to be 10 - 2.3 litre/min.

Evaluation

The predictions will be evaluated by considering the normalised pattern of
inflow on a logarithmic scale and the pdf s for flow to sections.

18. Paul Gnirk introduced a session on the tracer training exercise which was
formulated at the Florida meeting. Six performance measures (Tl - T6) were
defined, and predictions were due to be presented at this meeting. In the
event, only the Golder Associates and Fracflow had made calculations.

19. Bill Dershowitz presented the tracer training predictions for Tl - T6.

The original intention was to update the conceptual model by replacing
fracture statistics from the SCV with those from the drift. However, due to
time constraints the calculations were performed with the original statistics.

The methodology for the tracer predictions is described in a report circulated at
the meeting [9].

One anticipated problem was that the experimental flow rate might give
spurious results around the injection point in some stochastic realisations.
The intention was to calibrate fracture transmissivities around the injection
point to avoid unphysical pressures. However, in the event it was found that
almost no adjustment was necessary to accomodate the injected flow of 198
ml/min.

There were two degress of freedom to be calibrated, namely i) the
aperture/transmissivity relationship and ii) the dispersivity.

A power law relationship was assumed between transmissivity and aperture.
It was found that a cubic law gave the best match to the observed
saline-breakthrough.

Without any dispersion the predicted breakthrough is a stepped curve.
Adding dispersion smooths this out. The dispersion lengths which give the
best match to the breakthrough data are 0.3 m (lateral) and 01 m (transverse).

Because of time and resource limitations the transport simulations were made
with 5000 - 7000 particles which resulted in jagged curves. 100,000 particles are
needed to get a smooth result. The results for the performance measures are
summarised in Table 5. It is important to emphasize that these results can
only be interpreted in the context of the stochastic, discrete fracture conceptual
model used to generate them. The flow field corresponded to that used for the
SCV drift inflow predictions with one order of magnitude reduction in
transmissivity applied to all fractures within 3 metres of the drift as a "skin" to



account for stress and other effects,
constant tracer concentration source.

The simulations were made with a

Table 5
Golder Associates Predictions for the Tracer

Training Exercise (all times are in hours)

Prediction Parameter Simulation Prediction
range/ mean. max.
prediction likelihood
range

Discussion

T-l Breakthrough
to Drift

15,
Time to 5%
of "steady
State"
C/Co

t50,
Time to 50%
of "Steady
State"
C/Co

C/Co "Steady
State"
concentration

10 to 800
30 to 150

25 to >1000
100 to 150

0.01 to 0.4
0.3 to 0.4

90
60

125
150

35
.35

Breakthrough
for some
simulations
was very long.
Significant
breakthroughs
observed to.
for example.
360 level.

Estimates
depend on
what is "steady
state". When
steady state
was not
achieved, t50 is
clearly greater
than 1000 hours

"Steady State"
C/Co was
extrapolated
and
interpolated
from rough
breakthrough
curves as
necessary
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Prediction Parameter Simulation Prediction
range/ mean, max.
prediction likelihood
range

Discussion

T-2 Breakthuugh
to Tl and Tc
boreholes

Tl Borehole T5=100-over T5=100to500 Most
1000 if any realizations
T50=over T50=over 1000 show no
1000 C/Co=0.02 breakthrough
C/Co=0 to 0.3 if any to these holes

T2 Borehole T5=100-over T5=500tol000
1000 if any
T50=over T50=over 1000
1000 C/Co=0.01 if
C/Co=0to0.03 any

T-3 Breakthrough
to Interesting
Grid Element?
(Panels)

T5=30 to 400
T50=200-500
C/Co=0 to 1

See figure;
Statistics do
not capture
variability

T-4 Breakthrough
to Grid Elements
(Panels)

See figure.
Approximately
10-15 panels
have
measureable
breakthrough.
These panels
are in H-zone

T-5 Histogram of
Breakthrough to
Grid Elements

t5=20 to 550
where
measureable
t50=200 to 500
where measurable
C/Co = 0.01 to
1 where
measureable

see figure.
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Prediction Parameter Simulation Prediction
range/ mean, max.
prediction likelihood
range

Discussion

T-6
Simulated
Tomogram

see figure.
Plume is
approximately
20-40 m wide
in H-zone.
Very weak
response in
Cl-Wl plane,
strong, clear
response in
W1-C5 plane.

The Tl and T2 holes were modelled in two different ways: i) no flow, ii) group
flux. For most simulations there was no breakthrough in Tl and T2.

It is interesting that within a single simulation there is a wide scatter of
breakthrough times and steady-state concentration for drift panels.

The pattern of tracer transport to the drift shows everything going to the
H-zone, but with a high variability within the zone.

In general the predictions are very sensitive to the precise conditions. For
example when the Tl borehole boundary condition was changed, the
breakthrough curves to the panels changed.

20. John Gale presented the results of simulations for the tracer training exercise.
CFEST was used for deriving pathlines and for solving the transport equation.

A number of simulations were performed for different assumptions. In general
very little tracer was observed in the drift. The exceptions to this rule are when
the dispersion is large and/or when there is no drift skin. It took about 130
hours for tracer to move near to the drift and about 460 hours to move to the
Z-shaft. The results are very sensitive to the hydraulic heads.

The conclusion is that very little tracer is predicted to arrive at the drift. This
might change if the heads were recalibrated using John Black's extrapolated
heads.

21. Alan Herbert presented the AEA methodology for transport predictions. The
objectives are to build understanding, and to predict dispersive effects of
network geometry and the likelihood of fast paths.

Problems with the Stripa tracer predictions are:

• the experiments used for the training exercise were not intended for this
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purpose

• the flow systems are not well characterised

• the flow are transient

• the experiments are in the H-zone rather than the average rock

• the scale of the experiments is large compared to the flow REV

• transport properties have not been measured.

The AEA fracture network is far more dense than that used by Golder
Associates. Hundreds of thousands of fractures need to be considered in the
tracer simulations. The code has been developed to allow such calculations to
be performed. In particular the PICNIC sub-model has been developed which
represents the flow system by a system of pipes between all nodes on each
fracture, so that they play the same role as basis functions. Mass conservation is
guaranteed at the end of pipes. Transport is represented by 1-D advection along
basis-function pipes. This results in a loss of dispersion of tracer on fracture
planes. However, the code is more robust since tracer conservation is
guaranteed, and the dispersion effect of the network is retained. A 500 fracture
test case has been used to test the code and to estimate the error introduced by
this approximation. The approximate error is a factor of 2.

Some scoping calculations have been carried out for the Saline-1 experiment.
This used a single fracture model of the H-zone including borehole and drift
sinks. Pathlines define the sub-region for network calculations. It was found
that strong head gradients sweep the tracer down beneath the drift. To match
the recovery the gradient had to be scaled down by a factor of about two.

The full model to be used for the tracer calculations contains 50,000 fractures.
The flow solution has been calculated and the transport problem has been set
up. An empirical correction factor will be used for drift skin in the SaIine-2
experiment.

22. Jane Long presented the LBL strategy for tracer simulations. All simulations
will be made on a 2D plane representing the H-zone. Preliminary simulations
using a random mesh showed tracer moving below the D-holes and then
moving up. The flow is pulled down by the Z-shaft. This effect is expected to be
stronger for the Saline-2 predictions which are affected by drift skin effects. A
report describing the results of all flow (Dl, D2, SI, S2, S3) and transport (TI, T2,
T6 in H-zone plane) calculations will be completed by 31st December 1991.

23. Olle Olsson presented the Saline-2 experimental results for the tracer training
exercise.

The saline injection was made in C2 with a flow rate of 200 ml/min. Three
repeat runs were made. Water was injected for 400 hours in advance of the
experiment. Due to technical problems the flow rate had to be lowered in steps.
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The flow to the drift before tracer injection was 88 ml/min which rose to 128
ml/min during the experiment. Thus 40 ml/min of the 200 ml/min injected
found its way to the drift. This 20% water recovery compares with at figure of
76% for Saline-1.

The total recovery of saline was about 13%, while the instantaneous saline flux
recovery was about 20%. Half of the recovery occurs in one panel. The vast
majority comes from 14 panels, with only trace amounts in others.

For the integrated breakthrough to the drift the 5% breakthrough time was 60-70
hours and the steady-state plateau was 0.36 - 0.40. Breakthrough curves are
available for all sheets with concentrations above the detection limit.

Tracer was measured in borehole Tl with a 5% breakthrough time of about 200
hours and a plateau of 0.07. For T2 the equivalent measurements were 450
hours and 0.01.

The tomograms show saline water moving along the H-zone, but also moving

outside it.

The conclusions are:

• travel times are 3-4 times lower during the second saline experiment

• there are fast paths to the roof with high concentration but small mass
contribution

• most of the tracer mass goes to element number 267 with a late arrival
and low concentration

• the tracer occupies a larger volume of rock in the second experiment

• transport occurs to zone-S

• the flow recovery and instantaneous tracer recovery are of a similar
magnitude, as shown below:

RSTE I

RSTE II

Flow

76%

21%

Tracer

85%

21%

24. A discussion was held about what we have learned of relevance to the
forthcoming tracer validation exercise. In general the performance measures
used in the tracer training exercise are reasonable and can be used in the next
exercise. Of course there will be no tomographs. One problem is that the
performance measures will need to be evaluated for a large number of tracers,
and for many realisations.

25. Gunnar Gustafson presented a summary of the deliberations in the Executive
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Sessions.

Concerning validation, he noted that in science one can only invalidate, not
validate. By emphasising usefulness and feasibility we are using engineering
measures. This should be stressed in the reports. The validation process cannot
be accomplished solely by a committee. It requires the publishing of papers and
their peer review.

Gunnar emphasised the need to apply weights to the various criteria. These
should be:

• diminish the importance of the total flow to the drift

• stress the importance of the retest of the D-hole inflow profile

The total flow criterion has been fulfilled. We have not invalidated the models,
but need some more input.

Regarding the performance of the Task Force, Gunnar noted the excellent
performance of the Golder Associates group. However, the other modelling
teams had in general not met milestones, and this is an unsatisfactory state of
affairs. The delegates have instructed the project management to assist the
modelling teams to meet all future deadlines.

Olle Olsson has proposed two additional experiments:

i) measurement of outflow from D-holes as a function of back pressure

ii) long-term monitoring of mine resaturation.

Paul will present these to the JTC with the recommendation that (i) goes ahead
as part of the Stripa Project. Item (ii) is interesting but would not form part of
the Stripa Project.

Gunnar noted that the tracer training exercise had proved valuable and that the
criteria can be fulfilled. It is now complete.

26. Olle Olsson presented a description of the tracer experiments. There are 8 tracer
injection points in the H-zone and one in the average rock. Constant injection
rates in the range 2-30 ml/h have been used. Six sets of metal complex and dye
tracers have been used. Bentonite packer systems have been used in the
injection holes with injection sections 0.5 - 1.0 m in length. The detection limits
are 0.1 ppb for the metal complexes and 0.1 ppm for dyes.

The tracers are coltected in the plastic sheets and in sump holes, with 1-2
samples per week from 50 collection points. Thus breakthrough times of tens of
hours cannot be determined accurately.

An additional tracer, Sr, is being injected but this is not part of the modelling
exercise.
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Six tests are being performed from the borehole to the drift, of which one is
similar to the saline-2 test. Three tests are being performed with injection in T2
and extraction at Tl.

Olle Olsson will ask Ivars Neretnieks to provide a detailed description of the
geometric configuration, flow injection rates, injection concentrations etc. in the
near future.

27. Paul Gnirk summarised the forward schedule as follows:

1st August 1991: The modelling Pi's will submit their drift inflow reports to the
Task Force by this date. Also the experimental report by Olle Olsson and John
Black will be submitted by this date. David Hodgkinson will start his
comparative evaluation of the groundwater flow predictions and
measurements, with assistance from other Task Froce delegates.

late August/early September: There will be a PI meeting to coordinate the
format of results for final reports. Bill and Olle will develop appropriate
formats.

1st October 1991: David Hodgkinson will complete his evaluation and send a
'final' draft report to Task Force members in early October.

31st October 1991. The Pi's including Ivars Neretnieks and Olle Olsson, will send
draft final tracer test reports to the Task Force. David Hodgkinson will begin the
tracer evaulation process, with assistance from other Task Force Delegates. If
the reports are not submitted by this date then they will not be included in the
final evaluation report.

2nd - 5th December 1991: Final Task Force Meeting.

The NAPSAC workshop is to be postponed until after completion of the final
reports.

Alan Herbert noted that the frozen version of NAPSAC that is being
documented does not contain the latest developments on tracer transport.

Olle Olsson will provide Ivars Neretnieks with the required format for his
tracer data report.

It was emphasised that the PI reports should be such that the results are
reproducible. For example they could contain detailed appendices that could be
used to reproduce the results.

The tracer calculations to be performed by modelling groups are summarised in
Table 6.
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Table 6
Summary of Calculations for the Tracer

Validation Exercise

Prediction AEA LBL GA JG

T2:l Breakthrough
curves for different V V V V
tracers to drift

T2:2 Breakthrough curves
for boreholes

T2:3 Breakthrough curves V
for interesting grid
elements

T2:4 Box plots of Css/Co, V - V
t5 and t50

T2:5 Histograms of Css/Co, V - V
and t50

T2:6 Tomograms of
Saline-2 test ? V V
(optional)
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Appendix 1

List ofAttendess at the Eight Meeting of the Stripa Task Force on Fracture Flow
Modelling.

June 3-6,1991

George Ban-
Nick Barton
John Black
Tin Chan
Bill Dershowitz
John Gale
Paul Gnirk
Gunnar Gustafson
Alan Herbert
David Hodgkinson
Bill Lanyon
Jane Long
Yuzo Ohnishi
Olle Olsson
Frank Schwartz
Bengt Stillborg
Veikko Taivassalo
John Tinucci
Stratis Vomvoris

Sandia, USA
NGI, Norway
Golder Ass., UK
AECL, Canada
Golder Ass., USA
Fracflow, Canada
RE/SPEC, USA
Chalmers U., Sweden
AEA, UK
Intera, UK
Geoscience, UK
LBL, USA
Kyoto U., Japan
Conterra, Sweden
Ohio State U , USA
SKB, Sweden
Tech.Res. Centre, Finland
Itasca, USA
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IM2171-9
Version 2

INTERNATIONAL STRIPA PROJECT: PHASE 3
MINUTES OF THE NINTH MEETING OF THE

TASK FORCE ON FRACTURE FLOW MODELUNG

Weston-on-the-Green, UK

December 9-12,1991

1. These minutes provide a provisional written record for the ninth and final
meeting of the Task Force. A list of attendees is given in Appendix 1.

2. Paul Gnirk congratulated the PI"s on their efforts since the last meeting. The
major objective of the present meeting is to arrive at some conclusions about
models for flow and transport at Stripa and similar sites. This is the final Task
Force meeting but there will be a chance to present final overviews at the Stripa
Symposium in October 1992.

3. Bengt Stillborg went through the actions from the previous minutes [1]. The
modelling Pi's had submitted their flow and transport reports by the required
dates.

It had been decided not to keep the piezomac system operational during refilling
of the mine.

Additional measurements of outflow from the remaining sections of the D-holes
have been made for a different back pressure.

4. Stratis Vomvoris proposed that the effectiveness of the Task Force and the
validation process should be evaluated at the present meeting. Also, there are
lessons to be learned from the management of the project. These items should be
discussed on the final day of the meeting.

5. In the absence of Frank Schwartz, Alan Herbert presented the status of the
cross-verification exercise. The exercise has been successfully completed and the
final report written. The exercise has proved very useful within the project and
the test cases are specified in sufficient detail that they should prove useable and
useful to people outside the project.

Since the Newfoundland meeting, the transport case 3 has been completed.
Discrepancies between NAPSAC and FracMan are most likely due to the finer
discretisation used in the NAPSAC runs. About 20% of the particles in the
FracMan calculations were 'lost' in 'bad' elements compared to about 0.2% for
NAPSAC.

It is concluded that the models are sufficiently accurate for their current
applications. In the real world where we are dealing with stochastic systems, the



numerical errors are less than the stochastic uncertainties.

The lessons learned from the verification exercise are:

• verification is very valuable in understanding how codes work;

• significant effort is required;

• there is a need to see some results before the final specification of the test
case is made;

• a high level of discretisation is needed for a complete match between
solutions from different codes;

• the uncertainties due to numerical approximations is up to a factor of 2.

The specifications for the transport test cases will be included in the final report.

Gunnar Gustafson questioned whether some results should be available before
the specification is finalised, so that we can test the limits of our knowledge
objectively. Alan Herbert acknowledged that this was a potential problem and
suggested that it should be mitigated by documenting everything that had been
done.

Paul Gnirk requested that the reports give information about 'rules of thumb' for
discretisation and other helpful advice concerning potential numerical problems.
Bill Lanyon noted that a surprisingly large number of particles were required to
obtain convergence: there was a need to go beyond the curve looking smooth.
Also, the number of particles required was dependent upon the network.

Bengt Stillborg has the final version of the verification report. Publication had
been delayed awaiting the outcome of this meeting.

6. Olle Olsson summarised recent flow and head measurements in boreholes.

In the SDE, flow to the D-holes was measured at three different heads (148m, 70m
and 17m). The flow decreased linearly with head for the first two steps, but
redistribution among the D-holes was observed during the third step. To
compensate for these effects the measured flow to the H-zone (1.002 1/min) has
been modified to 0690 1/min for step 3. The contribution of flow from the
average rock in the SDE was deduced to be 15%. However, this is probably an
over-estimate as some of this flow was adjacent to zones and should be attributed
to them. Olle's expert judgement is that 10% comes from the average rock.

If one makes a linear extrapolation of the first two steps of the SDE to zero flow
then it implies an environmental head of 250m. Also, extrapolation of the
steady-state head in the D-holes gives an environmental head of about 240m
which is quite consistent.

Flow measurements were made as part of the first Radar Saline test (RSI). The
flows were very sensitive to the head within the D-holes. Thus the system is
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very sensitive to head changes at low head, as was observed in the SDE.

Inflow measurements to the Validation Drift and remaining D-holes are
compared to the SDE in the following table.

ZoneH

Average
Rock

Validation

Inflow
ml/min

99

33

Drift

Percen-
tage of
total

97

D boreholes
(50-100 m)
remeasu remen t

Inflow Percen-
ml/min tage of

total

SDE

Inflow
ml/mir

745

131

Fraction of
SDE flow

Percen-
tage of
total

85

15

13%

2%

Total 102 876 12%

Zone B

Average
Rock

Total

558

5

563

99

1

835

131

966

86

14

67%

4%

58%

It is seen that there is a greater reduction in the average rock than in the H-zone.

The locations of inflows to the SDE and VD have been compared ie. D-hole
inflows compared to rows of sheets. It was found that for high inflows there was
good correspondence in location between the two, even though the drift inflows
were an order of magnitude smaller.

Inflow to individual sheets was not constant in time, although the total was
reasonable constant except for a 20% rise near the end.

John Gale pointed out that there were differences on a seasonal basis due to
differing amounts of water being pumped out of the mine. Also, the pH of
injected water could cause precipitation of calcite and thereby change the
permeability. Order of magnitude reductions had been observed in laboratory
experiments due to calcite precipitation in fractures.

Olle Olsson presented a comparison of the SDE inflow measurements, with
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remeasurements of the final 50m of the D-holes. A very good correlation was
observed for regions of high inflow. The reduction in flow was greatest in the
average rock.

Since the last meeting the flow from the D-holes has been remeasured with a
head of 29m. This didn't have much effect, indicating that gas bubble generation
effects are probably not important. The observed reduction in flow is consistent
with the head change.

Further confusing results arise from the evaporation intensity measurements of
Professor Watanabe. The average along the drift was 0.47 mg/m2/s originally.
When this was remeasured it fell to 0.1 mg/m2/s. There could be some
experimental reasons for this, eg. for the earlier measurements the temperature
was 17°C rather than 14°C in the rock. Stratis Vomvoris noted that the
evaporation technique is very sensitive to temperature. Professor Watanabe had
observed high evaporation rates from blasting hole (radial) fractures.

Olle Olsson noted some observations relating to the drift skin effect. There was a
steady rise in head following excavation of the drift. If it was a stress-induced
phenomena then it might be expected that most of the head increase would occur
when the drift excavation passed through the zone, whereas in fact the head
started to increase as soon as the excavation of the drift started. In discussion, it
was noted that stress effects might also account for such time dependent changes
since excavations influence the rock to distances of the order of two diameters.
Gunnar Gustafson noted that the head rise was consistent with the change in
inflow.

Olle Ollson pointed out that low permeability drift skins were fairly common at
Stripa.

Olle reported measurements of the gas content of water from boreholes at the
SCV site. It was about 3% by volume and consisted mainly of nitrogen and
carbon dioxide. John Gale pointed out that the oxygen content seemed
abnormally high and that there might be a confusion in units.

In discussion it was thought that gas bubbles could cause redistribution, but
probably not a flow reduction.

In summary, Olle concluded that:

• low pressures decrease the relative contribution from the average rock;

• the skin is larger for drifts than for boreholes;

• high heads due to low permeability skin close to drifts is a common
occurrence at Stripa;

• the gas content is about 3% and so two phase flow is likely;

• calcite precipitation is possible on a timescale of days.



Gunnar Gustafson noted that at the URL in Canada, flows have decreased and
heads have increased over a period of years.

Stratis Vomvoris suggested that the final reports should recommend
experiments which would discriminate between different explanations of the
flow reduction into the drift.

John Black presented some further data to illustrate how heads have varied in
the mine over the past five years. Essentially, the SCV site has never been in
equilibrium during this period.

John Gale noted that we do not have sufficient water chemistry information at
Stripa to assess whether calcite precipitation was the likely cause of flow
reduction. Anything that changed the chemistry, for example carbon dioxide
coming out of solution, could change the pH and cause precipitation. Also,
blasting could have initiated precipitation if it had been supersaturated.

Olle Olsson pointed out that unpublished data taken immediately after the
D-holes were drilled confirms the total flow measured in the SDE. However, it is
not steady with time.

In discussion it was concluded that the high heads observed close to the drift
implied that the reduced inflow was caused by a low permeability skin rather
than flow being diverted to another sink.

Stratis Vomvoris noted that high heads near drifts were not observed at Grimsel.
Rather, there was a logarithmic fall-off in head.

Olle will deal with the flow reduction issue in the final report by collating all the
facts, presenting the various hypothesis, and discussing the degree to which they
are supported by the data.

Gunnar Gustafson pointed to other occurrences of flow reduction to drifts in
Sweden, and suggested that these should be compiled as part of the overall
dataset.

John Gale expressed the opinion that stress and blast damage are important
factors in the flow reduction. The usual cyclic model relating normal stress to
transmissivity is probably not correct. However, the remeasurement of the
D-holes shows that stress is not the complete answer.

Bill Dershowitz commented that a change in normal stress (with the normal
stress-closure relationship) can't explain the flow reduction by itself. Also, shear
displacements can't explain it.

St-atis Vomvoris noted that we should have anticipated the drift effects, given
the data from the macropermeability experiment. It is important that
performance assessments take account of these results. In contrast, some
performance assessments assume that there is a damaged zone of high
permeability. However, it is difficult to include skin effects in a performance
assessment when the underlying science is not understood. Also, this makes it



difficult to design effective seals. At Grimsei there does not appear to be a sharp
change in the pressure gradient with distance. We need to point lo experiments
which can discriminate between the various hypothesis.

Bill Dershowitz and jane Long pointed out that they had expected an
order-of-magnitud»3 skin effect based on experience elsewhere.

Olle Olsson was of the opinion that drifts are not the best way to examine the
natural flow system. However, some data will inevitably be derived from drifts,
so it is important to understand how they affect the flow field.

8. David Hodgkinson presented a comparison of the measurements and
calculations of inflow to the validation drift [2].

The objectives of the project were validation of the models, according to the
defined process and criteria, and research and development cf methodologies,
techniques and codes.

The philosophies of the three modelling groups (AEA/Fracflow, Golder
Associates and LPL) were summarized. This allowed the key differences
between the approaches to be highlighted. These differences are both strengths
and weaknesses. The model validation criteria, defined by the Task Force and
accepted by the modellers, were summarized as follows:

1) Quantitative: Are the predictions of the correct order of magnitude?

2) Qualitative: Are the predicted patterns reasonable?

3) Usefulness: Is the modelling approach useful for assessment of sites
similar to Stripa?

4) Feasibility: Can the characterization data be collected in a suitable
timespan?

Paul Gnirk amplified the qualitative criteria, emphasising reproducibility and
whether the results could be interpreted.

David Hodgkinson then presented the model 'predictions' for all seven
performance measures compared with the observations. The AEA/Fracfiow
results [3] were essentially those presented in St. John's [1]. Small differences are
due to pocket calculator conversions performed at the St. John's meeting.

The LBL results [4] were not those presented at St John's, as subsequent errors had
been found in the data input supplied (head values). The Golder [5] and
Freeflow 13] values were those presented at St John's.

An initial comparison was made between the calculated inflows to the drift
ignoring skin effects and the first 50m of the SDE extrapolated to zero head (see
figure 1).

The larger error bars represent possible permeability values (AEA and Fracflow)



and different realizations (Golder).

D-l: Inflows into the validation drift

The values plotted in figure 2, taken from the St John's meeting (obs, Fracflow,
Golder) or necessary subsequent calculations (AEA, LBL). John Black commented
that the observation error bar is now known to be larger. The Golder mean value
is shown by the square, but Bill Dershowitz preferred the maximum likelihood
estimator (the mode) to be plotted, which had a value of 0.12. Bill Lanyon said
that the AEA model was in error as it did not predict the observed flow decrease.
Though it was correct within an order of magnitude Alan Herbert thought that
they had failed in their aim of predicting excavation effects. Jane Long pointed
out that only 3 of the 9 LBL 'predictions' were plotted, for only one of their skin
effect factor. The range of inflows from all 9 simulations was 0.18 to 1.05 1/min.

John Gale said that the central Fracflow prediction plotted was for run 18s, but
there was variability depending on assumed characteristics of fracture zones.

The Harwell values plotted were up to a factor of two over estimates due to a
miscalculation. The published figure was to be used, not a corrected value.

D-2: Inflow to drift from the H-zone.

(The LBL predicted values had been missed off this graph.)

The values shown are absolutes. A plot of the percentages inflow from the
H-zone was shown, which had very large ranges (10 to 98%) for the AEA and
Fracflow predictions, which was therefore of little use. The large percentage
ranges were due to the order of magnitude range in the permeability of both the
H-zone and the average rock. The Golder percentage values (90 to 99%) showed
good agreement with the observations (97 ± 2%). It was agreed that all modelling
approaches are correct within an order-of-magnitude and that flow to the drift is
correctly predicted to be dominated by the H-zone.

Next the spatial distribution of the H-zone inflow was considered (for the AEA
and Golder predictions). This required judgment as to whether the patterns were
reasonable or not, made more difficult as the modelling plots were only for a
single realization. The observed inflow was dominated by a single fracture, with
half the flow to a single panel. The Golder results shown had most of the inflow
from one panel.

Olle Olsson compared the Drift and D-hole results (where there was significant
flow in at least 3 boreholes), which showed that the drift excentuates the
heterogeneity of the flow. The Harwell inflow pattern was more like the D-hole
pattern than the drift.

The Golder model gave realistic values, suitably corrected. The AEA model was
over-connected for this prediction - but had no stress effects. The patterns
predicted were reasonable, but David Hodgkinson asked whether they were
useful, for fracture zones will be avoided when locating commuters and thus
flow will be (initially) in the average rock.
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D-3: Inflows into the drift from the average rock

(Note: Observed value reported at St Johns was 0.003 not 0.005 1/min. Fracflow
values were not shown in presentation.)

The Harwell and Fracflow models failed to predict the very low flow, as they had
not successfully included excavation effects. The Golder inflow spatial
distribution had a sparser pattern than observed, whereas the Harwell pattern is
too distributed. Assessment of reasonableness was difficult to do.

D-4: Characterization of fractures

The qualitative comparison of the model patterns with observations was difficult
to perform. An experienced geologist was required. Due to different realizations,
the patterns would not be very similar. Comparison of trace statistics (performed
by Golder) provide a processed test, but depends on how the fractures are
grouped. This test is important as in an assessment it would be used to check
some of the model input data.

The impression from the observed and predicted trace lines is that the models
have performed satisfactorily, but if more detailed data had been presented then
the test could have been performed better. But to do this agreement would be
required on what pdfs etc to compare.

S-l: Magnitude and spatial distribution of head changes due to drift
excavation.

Data from the different modelling groups (Fracflow, Golder & LBL) were in
different forms and so difficult to compare. Also, the observations have
uncertainty associated with them as equilibrium was not attained before or after
the drift excavation, and there were difficulties in extrapolating the data. Jane
Long felt that there were sufficient errors in the observations that any
comparison would be worthless.

This led into a discussion as to whether such data would ever be available - due
to the time required for equilibrium to be reached and the possibility of other
experiments occurring within the region of the test. Better control over
experiments was emphasized along with the usefulness of transient tests.

Large drawdowns did occur near to the drift and the models are to be assessed
once tabulated data is received from each modelling group.

S-2: Magnitude and spatial distribution of head changes due to opening Tl.

No data was available before the meeting. John Black reported that only one or
two locations showed any response. Similar comments to those under S-l
applied in that for some locations the signal could be lost in the noise.
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S-3: Inflow into the remaining D-holes

All the models (except AEA, who only modelled average rock) predicted the total
flow and flow from B-zone to within less an order of magnitude. The inflow
from the average rock, however, was significantly less than any model predicted
(see figure 5).

One query was why did the inflow from average rock fall by a fracture of 40 from
the SDE? to which Olle Olsson replied that inflow to the SDE had been
overestimated by a factor of about 4. Even, with this factor there must be other
effects (chemistry/degassing/?) which have caused the reduction. This may be
drift excavation causing changes in the flow condition.

David Hodgkinson then initiated an overview. There was excellent, clear
documentation of the models. The experimental results had been presented but
a comprehensive inflow report is outstanding.

The Task Force had been set up to perform the peer review. However, the Pi's
felt that there had not been enough time for internal (within site) review due to
the time pressure of the project. Some modellers also felt that there was too great
an emphasis on deadlines and deliverables by the Task Fe:'••"«» who could also
have provided more assistance (eg by commenting on draft reports). Conversely,
there was not enough interest in the technical details, nor a willingness to
consider changes to experimental programmes despite previous problems or
interesting observations. Others felt that the pressure had helped to ensure
reports were produced.

Many thought that an opportunity for external review during the project, by the
scientific community at large, would have been useful, and should be
undertaken now by the Pi's. The Task Force peer review was internal, not
external, and the members had time constraints. However, Gunnar Gustafson
pointed out that the scientific community would only be interested in the
models, not their usefulness or feasibility for simulation.

There was then a concluding discussion on whether the model approaches had
been validated for their intended purpose. All drift inflow predictions were
within an order of magnitude of the observations - but simple models would also
have been this accurate. The discrete fracture approach would be useful for
canister-scale variability.

The flow models are also a platform for the tracer studies.

George Barr pointed out that the models failed to account for all the important
physical processes - namely excavation effects were not modelled. This was to be
expected, network modelling was being used to do what it took 56 years of porous
media work to do. Also the problem had lots of transients - it was a difficult place
to start. It was pointed out that porous media models cannot explain stress
effects either.

9. Alan Herbert presented details of the AEA tracer modelling methodology and
predictions [6]. All the Pis agreed that the list of calculations required had not
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been fully thought through - too many results were required. NAPSAC was
enhanced for transport modelling, but various problems were faced: the size of
the domain required a greater restriction in fracture density than in the flow
modelling. The drift inflow effects were simulated by a low permeability region,
calibrated to observed inflow. A coarse modelling approach was used (only one
node on each intersection). Some verification of the code against smaller
models, for which fully grid converged solutions had been obtained, were
undertaken. Dispersion, except due to the network geometry, was neglected. The
aperture thickness for transport was considered to be higher (by a factor of 2 to 7)
than the flow aperture.

The methodology involved using the truncated network, measured head
gradients, scoping calculations on a single-plane model and calibration of mean
apertures, disturbed zone apertures and H-zone thickness. The concentrations
were scaled to match the input rates. Radar Saline tests 1 and 2 were used for
calibration - 1 for transport aperture, 2 for drift disturbed zone. By simulating a
large number of particles AEA found that jaggedness in model output is due to
lack of particles not heterogeneity of the H-zone.

For the tracer experiment, separate model geometries were used for injection at
C2 and injection at Tl, T2 and C3, with another geometry for the T2 to Tl test. In
all cases theflow is reasonably direct, but due to the model size there may be some
paths which leave and re-enter the domain and are thus not modelled. The
short intervals in T1/T2 make them realization dependent.

The fluxes were low and assumed to have no effect. The particles were all
injected at the same time and the results integrated to give a breakthrough curve.

Within borehole effects were significant and were removed. There were no
double peaks.

Different realizations were performed and the results are summarized in the
table.
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Source

TI

T2

Q

G

T2:2a
f—

to
TI

Tracer

Tb

-Eosin -Re

Rose Bengal-Gd

Phloxin-Dy

Uranine-Ho

Duasyn-Dy

Phloxin-Dy

Duasyn-Eu

Eosin-Gd

range

30-75

105-285

105-285

255-555

60-135

NOT

86-183

86-183

86-183

*5
mean

53

184

184

416

96

PREDICTED

120

120

120

range

60-135

210-480

210-480

445-1005

105-240

(Average

204-406

204-406

204-406

t50
mean

99

325

325

756

173

Rock)

250

250

250

Css/ Co

6E-4

3E-3

5E-3

2E-3

7E-4

0.01 to 0.02

0.01 to 0.02

0.07 to 0.15

10.

(For tracers released from the same interval, differences occur in steady state
concentrations as the input rates are different).

Most recovery is in a single panel.

From this work Alan Herbert made the following recommendations:

1. Transport characterization would improve understanding;

2. A better defined flow field would be useful - in particular there are
problems near the disturbed zone.

John Gale presented transport results from the porous media model. The model
was calibrated to match flux observations. Conductivity around the drift was
reduced by a factor of 20. Also different porosities were used for flow and
transport, with a factor of 5 ratio (cf AEA factor of 3) and dispersion lengths of lm
(lateral) and 0.1m (longitudinal). The Saline I heads and concentration curves
were usedfor matching and the Saline Ilresults for calibration (but being cautious
of data bumps etc.)

All source interval resulted in similar shaped curves, but with different
parameters (principally steady state concentration) as given in the following table.
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Interval

TI-2
T2-1
T2-3
C2-1
C3-1
C3-2

Css/Co

0.024
0.014
0.014
0.0012
0.024
0.014

T5

50
60
60
-
50
60

T50

150
200
200
-
150
200

Css/Co Corrected

0.00024
0.0016
0.000275
0.000004
0.0006
0.00036

(The corrected values were supplied during the meeting, following the discovery
of a calibration error in the inflow calculations). No results for flow from T2 to
Tl.

11. Bill Dershowitz presented the Colder Associates' Tracer Validation Predictions
[81. The model used was updated from their Saline II model by resizing the
detailed model region to include all tracer injection intervals; using fracture
statistics derived from drift mapping; including lateral and longitudinal
dispersivities of 0.3 and 0.1m respectively using a cubic transport aperture and
conditioning the inflow to be between 0.08 and 0.22 1/min and the tracer 2
breakthrough time to be between 20 and 100 hours.

For most simulations 1250 particles were used with releases distributed in time
across the release period. Analysis used 12-13 timesteps, limiting resolution of
early breakthrough. Only 4 successfully conditioned realizations were found
from 50 meshes generated. As a high proportion of particles went to the 360m
access drift, separate runs were performed with an altered boundary condition
where there was no net flow there rather than zero head. (This also helps to
assess the size of conceptual model uncertainty.)

In general the breakthrough in the Saline tests was predicted to be too step, which
would therefore result in t5 and t50 underestimates but Css/Co should be
accurate. Perhaps this error could be caused by dispersivities being too low.
Summarized results are given below:

Source

C2.1

C3:2

Tl:.2

T2:3

T2:3
to
T l

bcl
bc2

bcl
bc2

bcl
bc2

bcl
bc2

bcl

bc2

r5

65,415,80,15
220, NoB, NoB, 15

100, 275, NoB, NoC
40, 50,50, NoC

NoC, 50, NoB, 50
NoC, 50, 40, 50

235, 60, NoB, NoB
110,50, 50, NoB

NoC, 15,15, 5

NoC, 10,80, 10

150

350, 520, 360,40
450, NoB, NoB, 40

240, 500, NoB, NoC
250, 105,100, NoC

NoC, 90, NoB, 90
NoC, 120,175,100

430, 200, NoB, NoB
290,190,190, NoB

NoC, 60, 80,20

NoC, 35,175,30

Css/Co

6.0E-4, l.OE^J, 1.6E-3, 1.3E-3
2.3E-4, NoB, NoB, 2.3E-3

6.5E-6, 7.2E-5,NoB, NoC
1.2E-4, 1.4E^1, 3.7E-4, NoC

NoC, 4.5E-4, NoB, 2.5E-4
NoC, 4.0E-4, 6.5E-4, 2.3E-4

6.3E-5, 1.2E-3, NoB, NoB
7.0E-5, 1.1E-3, 3.4E-3, NoB

NoC, 3.5E-4, 8.5E^, 1.2E-3

NoC, 2.5E-4, 4.2E-4, 7.0E-4
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Note: NoB = No Breakthrough; NoC = No Connection
bcl = Access Drift at zero head; bc2 = No net flow at Access Drift

Maximum and minimum mass recovery values were also presented. The range
occurs due to a significant proportion of the particles being 'lost' from the particle
tracking algorithm.

12. Jane Long [9] presented the recalculated LBL inflow predictions. The calculations
needed to be redone after errors were found in the head and drawdown data
provided by the experimentalists.

Both 2-D and 3-D models were used, with the results having been incorporated
into the intercomparison of inflow recorded earlier.

Analysis of the energy curves by an internal review by researchers within LBL
highlighted them as being spikier than expected.

Jane then went on to present the LBL Tracer predictions. Two 2-D meshes were
used

(Cl-2 annealed and co-annealed), calibrated to the RSI observations. The average
values matched but not for the Cl annealed configuration for the co-annealed
mesh. In neither case did flow go to T1/T2. Simulations were performed with
no explicit dispersion. Predicted values for RSII showed the right arrival time
but overpredicted the steady-state concentration. (In the co-annealed case this
was a gross over prediction.)

Predictions for the Tracer transport experiments were:

SOURCE FIRST ARRIVAL C/CO

T1:2 800-2800 0.0001 to 0.0005
T2:l 200-1400 00001 to 0.0004

C2 200-never 0 to 0.002

T2toTl 100 0.0018

Conclusions from this work were:

(1) Multiple realizations are needed,
(2) a more physical model is required (variable aperture, use of clustered

annealing);

(3) the single one model is appropriate in some cases and

(4) annealing to heads and flows may help predict transport.

13. Lars Birgersson [10] presented the observations of inflow and tracer breakthrough.

Changes in the ventilation pattern were accompanied by the inflow from average
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rock falling from 3% to 0.1% of the inflow from the H-zone.

Lars described the tracer tests, where injection was within the H-zone as
conductivity was too low elsewhere. Both metals and dyes were used as tracers to
reduce experimental errors (some of the dyes were still around from earlier
Stripa expts.) The main tests of tracer migration to the drift were performed
between September 1990 and March 1991, when Cl and Wl were opened and
then flow pattern changed. The short T2 to Tl cross hole test took place from
mid-May to end-June 1991.

The injections were all of constant concentrations and low flow rates. Some
tracer entered the drift outside the H-zone while all H-zone inflow had some
tracer. Most of the tracer came through the main inflow fracture, but the six
tracer injections show different concentration patterns. Injections from C2:l
arrive mainly at sampling areas 266-268; from T2:l mainly at 282, 283 and 272 and
from the remaining injections mainly at 271,279, 269. Roughly 75% of the total
recovery for a tracer is found if these three sampling areas are considered.

Lars showed individual breakthrough curves for various of the tracers, indicating
that in many cases a steady state value was not reached, even after a few
thousand hours. To estimate the steady state values a simple one-dimensional
advection-dispersion model was fitted to the observations, the parameters used
to estimate what would have happened if steady state had been reached (which
would have required a continuous injection up to a year, rather than for just a
few months). Only after obtaining an estimate Css could T(5%) and T(50%) be
obtained. Results from the model for metal complexes were as follows:

Injection
Section

to Drift
Tl:2
T2:1
T2:3
C2:l
C3:l

T2 to Tl

T2:l
T2:2
T2:3

Peclet
Number

3 to 8
11/2 to 3
2 to 6
2V2 to 5
2 to 7

8
2-10
15

Residue
Times (h)

1200 to 2000
2000 to 4000
3000 to 5000
1300 to 2200
1500 to 2500

500
700
300

Dilution
Factor

50-100
50-100
50-4000
400-1200
100-1000

200
60
50

Distance
(m)

10
20
20
25
15

9.5
10.1
12.0

Next an Advection-Dispersion-matrix Diffusion Model (ADD) was presented
which allowed, via the 'A-parameter', to account for differences between results
from metal complexes and dyes.

The predicted parameters from this model were:
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Injection
Interval

Tl:2

T2:l

C2:l

C3:l

T2:3

Tracer

Tb
Elbenyl

Re
Rose Benyal

Phloxine B

Ho
Uranin
Gd
EosinY

Peclet
Number

6.1

1.0

4.2

27

3.0

Residence
Time (h)

1640

3340

1270

1960

3320

A

80
35

80
15

80
11

80
45
80
27

Dilution
Factor

2110

302

417

1730

194

C3:2

For metal complexes the A parameter was set to 80 hV2, while for the dyes the
parameters derived for the parallel metal complex were used and only A varied.

However, the modellers were very unhappy about their results being compared
to other model results not to the observations themselves, and therefore did not
want the calculated values to be used.

Lars then illustrated how sampling in Tl was performed for the crosshole tests.
However, flows to Tl were found to significantly fall (factors of 2 and 10 in
different intervals) over a period of a year. Perhaps some of the Bentonite used
for sealing had blocked some of the fractures.

14. Neill Cooper presented a comparison of the model predictions and tracer
observations. These were in the form of a series of graphs showing the values of
Css, T5 and T50 for tracer transport from the four boreholes to the drift and the
crosshole test. In view of the modeller's unhappiness with the use of the
processed observations, a second value is shown with an arrow. For Css this is
the maximum concentration observed (C max), which (apart from experimental
error) must be a lower bound. Using the value Cmax, estimates of T5 and T50
can be made from the breakthrough curve, by finding the times when C/Cmax is
0.05 and 0.5. As Cmax is a lower bound, so are these estimates of T5 and T50.
This is again represented by an arrow.

The values of Css predicted by AEA are close to theoretical maxima, assuming all
the tracer goes to the drift. These figures therefore give an upper bound on Css.
When the upper and lower bounds on Css provide a narrow range then we can
be reasonably confident that the steady state was close to being achieved, and thus
the 'observed' T5 and T50 values will be close to the bounding value plotted.

The values of T5 and T50 plotted for AEA are the mean, maximum and
minimum; for Golder results for each realization are plotted (if the injection and
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sink are connected but no breakthrough occurs then an up-arrow is plotted at the
total simulation time, as this is a lower bound of the time).

Figures 6-10 show the graphical comparison between the observations and the
predictions.

15. Bill Dershowitz made some initial comments on the comparison of the Golder
Associates tracer predictions with experiment.

First, the predicted range of breakthrough times and relative concentrations,
reflecting the stochastic variability in the model, was large compared to the range
of breakthrough times for the different experiments. Thus the model has more
heterogeneity in the H-zone than observed. However, the maximum likelihood
estimators are within an order of magnitude of the measurements. There is a
tendency of the model to under-predict. This could be accounted for by
increasing the transport aperture without making the match to the radar saline
test too bad. The predicted breakthrough curves are too steep, which could be
improved by increasing the dispersivity. Moreover, this would improve the fit
to the saline data. In summary the predictions show tracer breaking through too
fast and too steeply. This could be improved by recalibration. Also, the
steady-state concentration is about half an order-of-magnitude too low.

One problem was that there was not enough time and resources to perform
calculations with a sufficient number of particles.

Two flow boundary conditions were used. The 'X' boundary condition was more
realistic. The simulations are very sensitive to the precise boundary conditions.
This isa reflection of the fact that the flow system is rather unstable. It is vital to
make sufficient calculations to represent the uncertainty. It is not possible to
make predictions for systems like this with great certainty. Nature is full of
surprises!

Gunnar Gustafson concurred that the system is so unstable that predictions with
high confidence are not possible. However, we can quantify the uncertainty.
Hopefully the bounds are not so wide as to make the predictions useless.

Ivars Neretnieks emphasised that we should take a broad view of whether the
basic concepts in the models are correct and whether we can make predictions
with confidence on a large scale.

16. Jane Long presented a preliminary status summary of LBL's predictions and how
they compare with the tracer experiments.

A two-dimensional configuration was used, which was conditioned to RSI. Low
permeability elements were added out to 5m to account for drift effects, and the
flow was calibrated. The co-annealed mesh was more sparse than Cl-2. There
was not enough time to do more realisations, but this would have been
beneficial.

For the Tl case the predictions for t5 are better than for t50 or Css/Co. The
predicted breakthrough curves are too steep because of the coarse discretisation
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and the use of a fixed conductance.

For the T2:l case the predicted concentrations are too low by two orders of
magnitude and t5 is too high by an order of magnitude.

For T2 - Tl the modelled flow rate was wrong because there was essentially no
discretisation between Tl and T2.

Jane felt that more geological information could have been incorporated in the
models. Also, experiments should be repeated and need to be controlled more
precisely.

17. Alan Herbert summarised the AEA transport predictions and made some
tentative comparisons with the experiments.

The modelled flow field was such that almost all the tracers went to the drift.
The predicted concentrations agreed well with experiment. Also, the simulations
for RS2 were in good agreement with measurements. The flow field was
calibrated to C2.

For the C2 experiment, the prediction agrees very well with the observations,
probably because it was closest to the calibration experiment.

For the T2-T1 experiment, t5 and t50 agree well with experiment and the
concentrations are about right.

The cases where the AEA predictions were not so good were C3, Tl and T2 to the
drift. However, predictions are within an order of magnitude.

Regarding the pattern of inflow, the AEA model predicts a slightly higher density
of inflow points than observed. In general there is a good agreement with
observed tracerinflow patterns.

The range of predicted results is similar to the range of measurements.

In general the results are very good for C2 to drift and T2-T1. The remaining
experiments, where tracer arrives mainly at the roof, predict too short a travel
time. The density of fractures showing tracer inflow is 2-3 times greater than
measured.

Ivars Neretnieks pointed out that many models could explain the data. In
particular, the wetted surface area parameter needs to be considered. Bill
Dershowitz noted that most of the tracer was emerging through a single fracture
in the H-zone into the drift.

Bill Lanyon emphasised the assumption of log-normal fracture statistics. If this
was incorrect then it might be possible to discard a large percentage of the
fractures.

Alan expressed confidence that similar predictions could be made with similar
accuracy, in other parts of the SCV site. Of course, they would be most accurate
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close to the calibration regions

18. John Gale presented a summary of the Fracflow tracer predictions, and a
preliminary comparison with experiment.

RS2 gave a good calibration for porosity and dispersivity.

All of our predicted arrival times are too low. Originally the dilution at the
injection node was not correctly allowed for, but this was corrected during the
meeting. The main predicted plume by-passes the drift. Lateral dispersion
moves tracer to the drift. Perhaps a more accurate boundary condition is needed.

The boundary conditions come from larger scale models, rather from those
measured around the experiment.

It was not a good test for the approach as data on the thickness and properties of
the disturbed zone was lacking.

For the future, it would be appropriate to carry out such calculations by
interfacing between CFEST and NAPSAC The present CFEST calculations could
be affected by numerical dispersion.

If the exercise were repeated in another part of the mine then John would have
confidence in the flow predictions except that a fudge factor is needed for the drift
skin effects. Transport calculations are likely to predict early arrivals. The
calculations and experiments are very sensitive to boundary conditions.

19. Gunnar Gustafson presented an evaluation of the tracer predictions on behalf of
the national delegates. The Task Force is charged with evaluating the validity of
approaches for groundwater flow and transport modelling in the saturated
fractured granite of the SCV site, including an evaluation of the validity of the
components of the model approaches.

The validation criteria are both quantitative and qualitative. The quantitative
criteriarelate to whether the predictions are of the correct order of magnitude as
compared to the measurements. The qualitative criteria relate to whether the
predictions of distribution patterns are reasonable, compared to the observations.

Also, it is required to consider whether the modelling approach is useful for
representing groundwater flow and transport in a geohydrologic environment
similar to that at the SCV site. Furthermore, we need to assess whether the
characterization data required to fully support the modelling approach can be
collected in a feasible and timely manner.

The general responses to these criteria are summarised in the following Table,
and are discussed below.

Major problems are:

• the influence of the disturbed zone around the drift;
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the metastability of hydrologic conditions at the site;

the need for, the use of, and the level of required calibration.

Criterion

Quantitative

Qualitative
(Patterns)

Local Scale

Regional Scale

Useful elsewhere

Local scale

Regional Scale

Feasible

Local Scale

Regional Sale

AEA

Yes

Yes

No (by
definition)

Yes

Yes*(?)

FR AC FLOW

Yes

No (by
definition)

Yes

?

Yes

Yes

GOLDER

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes*(?)

Yes*(?)

LBL

Yes

No (by
definition)

Maybe
research
tool)

Potentiall)

Yes +

+ The LBL model requires a different type of data from other approaches
and the project was not designed to provide this data.

* Extensive data requirements (see discussion)

The problems with the disturbed zone were somewhat unexpected, and so were
not planned for in the experimental and modelling programmes.

Similarly the metastability problem was not anticipated. It has resulted in
experimental results being very sensitive to boundary conditions, for example
whether or not flow goes towards the drift. If the C2 injection had been a few
metres away, the tracer might have gone somewhere else. This needs to be taken
account of when evaluating results. It should also be reflected in the uncertainty
range of predictions.

Concerning calibration, the modelling teams have used different levels of
calibration. The first level is the identification of fracture zones. All modelling
teams made use of the work by Olle Olsson and John Black. The LBL group
calibrated on a global basis. Colder and AEA calibrated to small scale tests.
However, they made use of data in very different ways.
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Regarding the quantitative criterion, all the modelling groups made reasonable
predictions.

Regarding the qualitative patterns, the gioups performed as follows:

AEA

The H-zone model seems to be more homogeneous than observed. First, the
flowing fracture density seems to be a few times higher than measured in the
Validation Drift. Secondly, the patchiness of fracture zones on a 10m scale is not
included in the model. Thus patterns can only be reproduced at a local scale.

Fracflow

The permeable medium modelling is good for the regional scale but not for the
local scale. However, the CFEST/NAPSAC combination for regional/local
modelling has proved successful.

Colder

By discarding fractures, Golder managed to get reasonable qualitative patterns at
both local and global scales

LBL

The LBL approach does not represent local patterns. It has the potential to
reproduce global patterns of heterogeneity within zones. However, the work for
this project did not have enough realisations to show that the approach is capable
of giving consistent patterns. It is a research tool. Hopefully it will develop into
a predictive tool.

Regarding usefulness, all approaches have demonstrated this for Stripa. In
particular, the AEA and Fracflow work has proved to be complementary in
describing local and global flow and transport. One should be wary of taking
permeable medium calculations too far down in scale, eg the scoping calculation
for the H-zone flow field. The Golder approach is useful especially as it
effectively links local and global scales. The LBL approach is potentially useful.
More realizations are required before its usefulness can be demonstrated.

Regarding the feasibility of acquiring
follows:

relevant data, the teams performed as

AEA

On the local scale it is feasible but the Table contains a (?) because very extensive
data sets need to be collected. Thus it is not feasible for site selection, but only for
characterizing a potential repository site. Also, the Table contains a (?) at the
regional scale because large-scale heterogeneity within zones is not included in
the present application of NAPSAC.
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Fracflow

Finite-element analysis is the bread-and-butter modelling approach for
hydrogeology. The technology is well known and it is known how to obtain
input parameters.

Colder

On the local and global scale it is feasible to obtain data. The reason for the (?) in
the table is that very extensive data sets need to be collected, as for NAPSAC.

LBL

It is feasible to collect the data required by the LBL approach, but it is a different
type of data from that required by the other approaches. The present project was
not focused on providing this type of data.

All things considered, it was an outstanding performance from all the groups.
They all achieved the objectives, despite some doubts at the St John's meeting
that they all would. At the first meeting in Rutherford the Task Force was
sceptical that it would be feasible to perform transport calculations for real
systems. But the modelling groups h^ve done it better than anyone could have
expected.

John Gale noted that the project had set out with the aim of collecting redundant
data. We didn't get enough data on single fracture apertures. However, we
ended up with far more fracture geometry data than needed.

Bill Dershowitz commented on the practicality of the discrete fracture
calculations. They can be carried out with $12k of computer hardware, just as for
permeable medium modelling.

Jane Long commented that although their models weren't applied to the local
scale, it would be possible to apply them there. It is essentially a predictive
approach and also estimatesfhe prediction error.

20. Alan Herbert noted that at the St John's meeting it was decided to postpone the
NAPSAC Workshop until the final calculations had been performed. It is hoped
to have the Workshop in April 92 if enough people (more than 10) are interested.

ACTION: Bengt Stillborg will approach the country representatives to ascertain
the level of interest in a NAPSAC Workshop.

21. Bengt Stillborg discussed the timetable for producing the remaining Stripa
reports, as follows:
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Jane Long

Two reports had been produced in November and December 1991. A third is
expected on 31st Jan 1992.

Bill Dershowitz

All work has been reported except for the final tracer modelling work. One or
two reports will be written on this, depending on the funding situation. The
target date is 31st January 1992.

Alan Herbert

i) The draft validation drift report was produced on 1st July 1991. The final
version is to be provided by 31st Jan 1992.

ii) The final version of the NAPSAC technical document will be provided by
31st Jan 1992.

iii) A draft of the report on modelling the tracer experiments has been
produced. The conclusions will be tidied up and a second draft produced
by 29th Feb 1992. The final version will be produced by 31st March 1992.

iv) The NAPSAC User Guide has been produced, but is probably not
appropriate that it is printed in the Stripa TR Series.

v) The NAPSAC Command Reference Manual has been produced, but
likewise should not be printed in the Stripa TR series.

vi) The NAPSAC Summary Document has been produced. It identifies all
the documentation. As it is only 7-8 pages long, it i- probably not worth
printing. There is nothing in this document that is not in the technical
document.

vii) The NAPSAC Test Document has been produced but shouldn't be printed
in the Stripa TR Series.

John Gale

j) The validation drift inflow work is reported with AEA.

ii) A report on the tracer modelling will be provided by 31st Jan 1992.

Olle Olsson

A final draft of the final SCV report will be produced by 31st Jan 1992. It will then
go out for review before being printed.

John Black

The head monitoring report is behind schedule and is not yet available. A report
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on inflow measurements will be produced which is a compilation of
contributions to the Quarterly Report and to SCV5. A report on the large-scale
cross-hole experiments will be produced next week.

David Hodgkinson

The final version of the drift inflow comparison report is to be produced by the
end of January 1992, and the final version of the tracer comparison report by the
end of March 1992.

22. Bengt Stillborg circulated copies of the initial announcement of the final Stripa
Symposium in October 1992. The Pi's are invited to present papers. They will be
reimbursed for the costs.

The Task Force national delegates are also invited to present a paper. A possible
authorship for this would be Gunnar Gustafson, David Hodgkinson and Stratis
Vomvoris.

Jane Long suggested that there should be a panel discussion at the Symposium.
She will put this suggestion in writing to Bengt Stillborg.

It was suggested that the work of the SCV project should be published in a special
issue of a journal such as Radioactive Waste Management or Journal of
Geophysical Research.

ACTION Paul Gnirk will try to ascertain whether it would be possible to publish
ina special issue of Radioactive Waste Management.

Bengt Stillborg encouraged all Pi's to publish their work in the literature, as
appropriate.

23. Paul Gnirk initiated an appraisal of the work of the Task Force, and the
management of the project. It is remarkable that a 10 year project could be
managed with so few people. It would be worthwhile to put some discussion of
these aspects in the executive summary of the project, as a pointer to future
projects.

Stratis Vomvoris noted that the Task Force hadn't put in as much effort as it
should have, since national projects took priority with its members. The Task
Force has spent a lot of time helping with management, such as setting
milestones, rather than on scientific aspects.

David Hodgkinson noted that in the first year or so after the Task Force was se>
up, we were asked for written comments on draft Stripa reports. This was o
useful role for the Task Force, but the practice was discontinued.

Bill Dershowitz noted that the reason for ceasing to ask for written review by $he
Task Force, was because of the very tight deadlines. The Task Force has been
driving the project towards goals set by the countries, rather thar research. Thus
it had served the countries well but not necessarily served science very /̂.>v;' The
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peer review role had worked well. The other role of forcing management
deadlines had been successful. The definition of the validation process and
criteria was an important and successful part of the Stripa Project. The validation
criteria are likely to be useful as a basis for other projects. The Task Force worked
very well and is to be commended. It is the first time a model validation exercise
had followed a well-defined process.

Paul Gnirk noted that one objective of the Task Force was to coordinate the AEA
modelling work and the two US groups. Bill Dershowitz noted that this
coordination took place mainly at PI meetings rather than at meetings of the Task
Force.

Alan Herbert pointed out that at the early Task Force meeting there was a
tendency to separate modellers from the experimental Pi's. However, at latter
meetings the situation had improved.

John Black pointed out that over the course of the project the Task Force had
become the focus for technical discussions, taking over from PI meetings on the
one hand and the TSG on the other. The Task Force became the most effective
and important forum. The continuity of members of the Task Force has been
very important for technology transfer back to the countries.

Olle Oilson considered that for projects like Stripa it is very important to have a
review group. It must be fairly small so that there can be active discussions. The
Task Force has worked very well in this way. It has ended up taking over the role
of the TSG. When there was a single TSG for the entire project it was difficult to
find people who could cover everything. The Pi's have inevitably spent a lot of
time at meetings.

John Black noted that the Task Force was set up with national representatives
chosen to be knowledgeable about modelling. Now that it has evolved to include
experimentation, it doesn't necessarily have the right mix of people. Also,
because someof the country representatives have not been involved with the
TSG, they did not all know how the project had evolved.

Stratis Vomvoris noted that a weak point of the Task Force was that we didn't
fully integrate the tracer transport experiments.

Ivars Neretnieks thought that it had been very valuable too have the
independent review provided by the Task Force. The project has put too little
emphasis on transport as opposed to hydrogeology. The Task Force should have
had a greater representation from people with expertise in performance
assessment and transport modelling. Thus the Task Force has not been able to
couple back its work to important performance assessment issues.

Stratis Vomvoris pointed out that we have come a long way since the start of the
project. The discrete fracture codes which were research tools when we started,
have now been applied to model flow and transport through a complex site. We
have accomplished something significant. One area where more work needs to
be done is how stochastic models should be evaluated. How do you compare a
stochastic prediction with experiment? A second area requiring further work is



the propagation of errors through models. Also, we should ask ourselves what
experiments could be designed to discriminate between alternative explanations
eg for drift eiWls. This might be a suitable topic for discussion at the final Stripa
Symposium.

Finally, we need to evaluate the validation process. To some extent this can be
based on the collective judgement of the Task Force. However, it should also be
evaluated by publishing the validation process in the open literature and seeing
if it is accepted and adopted.
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Figure 1. Calculated inflows to the drift ignoring skin effects,
compared to first 50m of SDE extrapolated to zero head.
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Figure 2. D-1, Observed and predicted
inflows into the validation drift.
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Figure 3. D-2, predicted and observed
inflow to drift from the H zone.
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Figure 4. D-3 Predicted and observed inflows
into the drift from the average rock.
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Figure 5. S-3, Observed and predicted
inflow into the remaining D-holes
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Figure 6a: The following values were plotted:

"observed" (1)

2)

The + sign with upper arrow shows the maximum
observed concentration. As steady-state might not
have been reached this is a lower bound.

The'cross in a square' sign is the steady-state
concentration inferred from the observations using
the ADD model. (Value used is 1/dilution).

When these two values are • .e together (as here) then steady-
state was probably achiei • nd they can be taken as representative
of the steady-state cor • jtion. When these two values are far
apart then the mod: ' likely to have been significantly
extrapolated and ic- nus less trust worthy.

AEA: The theore f -. maximum inflow concentration, based on the ratio
of the in ; • y,:\ rate to the inflow rate. This value is therefore on
upper ' .•-.J as some tracer may not go to the drift.

Fracflow: Tbx (.corrected) value predicted.

Golder: The values from their model when flow to the 3-D migration drift
is allowed. In one of the four realisations Tl is not corrected to the
validation drift, while in another no breakthrough occurs.

Golder X: Similar to "Golder", but with flow to the 3-D migration drift set to
zero. Breakthrough occurs for all three corrected simulations.

LBL: Predictions are from the two meshes, one generated from Cl-2 data
only and the other coannealed.

Figure 6a. Predicted value of C/Co for T1
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Figure 6b: Predicted times for 5% breakthrough are plotted as follows:

"Observed" - the square is plotted as the time taken to reach 5% of the final
concentration. The up-arrow is to indicate that this is lower
bound.

AEA - the minimum, maximum and mean of 12 realizations is plotted.

Fracflow - the prediction here is deterministic.

Gclder - Flow to 3-D migration drift allowed. As well as two successful
simulations, one had no breakthrough during the simulation of
5000 hrs, hence that was the minimum breakthrough time (shown
by up-arrow).

Golder X - No flow to migration drift - three values of T5 predicted.

LBL - values from the two models. Breakthroughs occur with very little
dispersion so T5=T5O.

The AEA, Fracflow and Golder simulations tend to underpredict the rate of
transport from Tl by a factor of 10. LBL may be slight overpredictions.
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Figure 6c: Notes, as for figure 6b, with underprediction by AEA, Fracflow and Golder even
greater.
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Figure 7ac As there were tracers released from two intervals on T2, the observations are
plotted separately as T2:1 and T2: 3. AEA and Fracflow predicted different
concentrations for these sources due to different inflow rates. The notation is
consistent with the observations, T2: 1 represented by X, T2: 3 by +. See notes for
figure 6a about derivation of values.

In this case the observed maximum and calculated steady-state value differ
significantly and so it is likely that neither injection interval reach steady-state.
Apart from the AEA model there is a tendency for model to underpredict the
steady-state concentration. The different Golder simulations show a very wide
range of steady-state concentrations, indicating great realization dependency.
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Figure 7b: The observed' values are again lower bounds, and as steady-state had not been
reached these are underestimates. The predicted values are again on the low
side, except for LBL and the Golder 'no-breakthrough' cases.
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Figure 7c: The underprediction in Figure 7b is even dearer here.
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Figure 8a: As the observed maximum concentration and the ADD model predicted steady-
state concentration are similar, they are representative of the actual value. Thus
all the modellers predict the value reasonably accurately, except for Fracflow.
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Figure 8b: The steady-state concentrations were reasonably well predicted, the values of
time to 5% (and 50%) breakthrough are similar to those shown here. AU the
models are, on average, within an order of magnitude, though individual Golder
realizations are more than an order of magnitude to fast in their breakthrough.
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Figure 8c: Similar comments to those under figure 8b apply here.

The AEA predictions ef C2 tracer inflow are particularly accurate.
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Figure 9a: In this case there are two tracers (symbolized by X and + symbols). The observed
maximum concentrations are not very similar to the ADD model predictions,
and are quite a lot less than the AEA calculated values, so they values are not
reliable.
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Figure 9b: The modeb which predict breakthrough all underestimate the time taken, for
or.e tracer by about an order of magnitude.
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Figure 9c: Similar comments to those for figure 9b appiy.
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Figure 10a: In this case the observations were much more difficult to analyse as some tracer
from previous experiments was still present when these experiments began.
Three tracers were injected in the three intervals of T2, resulting in the range of
"observed" results (being both maximum concentration observed (minus
concentration at start of experiment) and predicted value from ADD model. AEA
considered flow to the different Tl intervals from the various T2 injection
intervals. Both the observations and AEA calculations show a wide spread of
possible values. Golder and LBL predict values less than those inferred from the
observations.
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figure 10b- Due to the problems with the residual tracer, no attempt has been made tö
estimate T5 and T50, hence the models cannot be compared to the observations.
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Figure 10c Due to the problems with the residual tracer, no attempt has been made to
estimate T5 and T50, hence the models cannot be compared to the observations.
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